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ADP Pilot Test Viewed
For AMC Application
Managers and officials from the Army
Materiel Command (AMC). Department
of the Army (DA). and the Deparlmenl of
Defense (DoD) are watching closely a
pilot test of an AD P processi ng system
whieh may lead LO the standardization
and computerization of major AMC bu iness systems.
The program will enlail the developmenl of standard syslems operating via
standard programs on standard ADP
equipmenl in each organizational level
of tbe command acquired within the
I aliona! ADP Program for AMC Logistics Management (NAPALM).
mM equipment(Systems/360 configura·
tions) was selected for pilot testing a
variety of standard systems at the AMC,
ADP, Te t Centers, St. Louis, Mo., beginning Aug. IS. With Army approval of a
successful test, ADP equipment will be
installed on a phased basis at other
Commodity Commands, National InvenLOry Control Points (N (CPS), and Commodity Cenlers.
These locations will be the U.S. Army
Mobilily Equipment Command
(MECOM); the U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Command (AVCOM); the U..
rmy Tank-Automoli ve Command
(ATAC); the U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM); the U.S. Army Weapon
(Continued OIl paf!e 8)

AMC Notes 5th Anniversary Progress
Entru ted with a mission of unprecedented magnitude when created in the
Army·wide reorganization of 1962, the
Army Materiel Command received acclaim of Army Chief of Staff General
Harold K. Johnson for significant
achievements on it< fifth anniversary Aug.
1. Geneml Johnson staled:
''To all member< of the U.S. Army

Kinnard Commands CDC;
Gribble Named DACSFOR
(S.. story on page 8)

TORQUE Presents System
Of Balancing R&D Program

AVCOM Plans New Engine Tests in LOH
. . Army aviation will venture with a
"first in Ihe world" test of a new
regenerative-type engine of potentially
major significance when a light observation helicopter (LOH) is flight tested in
September.
Preparations for the possibly epochal
flight are being completed by the U.S.
Army
viation Maleriel Laboratories
(AVLABS), Fort Eustis. Va., under the
direction of Nicholas Kai los as project
engineer.
"After these tests," stated John W.
Whlle, chief of
VLABS Propulsion
Division, "we should have an assessmenl
of Ihe major in tallation and operational
problem as well a the advantage of
the regenerative engine."
In a regenerative-cycle turbine engine
lhe heat energy in the exhaust, which is
normally Lo t, is reintroduced back into
tbe cycle after the compression process by
mean of a heat exchanger thereby saving
fuel.
The T63 regenerative gas turbine engine

Materiel Command, il is a distinct plea.<·
ure to extend heartie t congratulations and
best wishes LO member of the USAMC on
its fifth anniversary.
"During the five years ince it organiza·
tion, members of tbe Army Materiel
Command have continually distingui hed
themselves by their contribulion to national security. No Army can successfully
function in the field without proper tool
and equipment with which to do the job.
The successes of our fighting men in
Vietnam altest to your ability to innovate
and to produce and provide Ihem with high
quality materiel. Your achievement in
fulfilling this added responsibility while
at Lhe same time slreamling your organization to reduce costs i a superior achievemenl.
"[ join with all members of the United
States Army in expressing pride in lhe
accomplishments of Ibe Army Materiel
Command and in voicing confLdence that
its fUlure service to our Nation will be
(Continued on page 4)

completed the 50-hour flight worthiness
tests in February 1967 with "highly
satisfactory results." Upcoming tests will
be the firsl ever made in which the sole
(Continued on PO&e 3)

An analytical procedure for achieving
balance in the allocation of exploratory
development fund has been formulated
by an ad hoc lei eevice committee. created
by request of Dr. John S. Foster Jr.,
Director of Defense Research and Engi.
neering.
Assistant Secretaries for Research and
Development of the Army. Air Force and
Navy are preparing comments on the
proposed methodology. Dr. Fa ter has
said he consider lhe procedure wort hy ofa
limited field test.
The test would involve applying the
technique to a comparable area of explor.
atory development in each of the three
(Conrinu.ed on page 5)
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"1 tum now to my major purpose today; to explore a
few areas of defense R&D which show the relationships between our work and yours.
"I suppose it is now regarded as a transparently
obvious axiom in any national policy discussion that
national security - understood deeply - is a subtle
balance of military, political. economic live of our tralegic programs is lhe
and technical faclors. The ignificancc of deterrence of nuclear war. Mutual deter·
R&D in the lrength and security of rence is, in facl, the only meaningful way
nalions is unmistakably great. Further.lhe a nuclear war now can be 'won' by both
pace of modern technology - bolh ours sides. Deterrence resls on the capabilily
and thO! of others will continue for assured destruction of the enemy's
increasingly to complicate all consider- military, industrial and civilian base. A
deterrent capability is characterized by
ations at U. . nalional security strategy.
"In a se sing the broadest implications three e ential faCIO" - asured 'urvivof new technology and advanced weapons ability. penetration and conlrol.
ystems, there is, as I see iL, a coincidence
"Ourlrategic offcn ive forces must be
of our viewpoints. We in the Departmem able to . urvive a urprise attack. and still
of Defense are as committeu as you are to be capable of inflicling unacceplable
contributing to an accurate public discus- damage. Thi assured urvivability i
ion of the choices in national ecurity.
achieved. in pan. by a mixture of y terns
"Surely there was no question in Ihe 50s and techniques, land-based bombef'l. landabout the Vital service to the country when ba ed missiles and sea-based mis iles.
journalists. sehola" and governmental
"Surviving would not be sufficient if,
spokesmen explored - sometimes after arriving al largel<i, our weapon') were
heatedly - the impact of the interconti· rendered impolcnt by defensive syslcms in
nental ballistic missile on the choice of the terminal area. They must be able to
open to lhe U.S. and the

"penetrate" the defense, to strike the target.

Soviet Union. mely there is no question
loday. for example, about the value of an
informed. broadly based public analysis
of antiballistic missile ystems or of the
spread of nuclear weapon.
"The vital importance of national
ecurity demands that our country have
cominUlng, imense debale on the critical
i'l-'lucs. This is, in fact. an international
imperative a..c; well. As you realize, the
recent U.S. efforts to extend discussions of
mis He defense Wilh Ihe Soviel Union are
based upon the premise that greater international understanding of lhese i sues is
necessary in Ihe path of peace.
"But again. make no mistakc aboul the
nalure of these i sue. They involve
technical as well as political and economic elements. Too often, the technical
facts, and particularly the range of uncer-

Penetration is achieved in es.sentially two
ways - by brute force, through using

~Lrategic COUnies

tainties. are not trealed adequately in

publications. I suggest this inadequacy is
not pri marily the result of excessive
secrecy but rather of our mutual failure 10
complete the discussion. All of us must
contribute more here.
"Let me turn to our continuing, mO~1
crilieal area: R&D on our slrategic systems. The overriding operational objec-
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overwhelming numbens to exhaust the

defense; and by deception. such as Ihrough
the U5e of decoys.
"Finally, our lralegic systems mu l be
flexible and remain under our reliable.
po itive control. We cannOl risk a responsc lriggered by accident or false
alarm.
"Our record in achieving an adequate
delerrem ha been impressive, in quantity
and quality. Our ability to delivcr an
overwhelming retaliatory trike, even
after absorbing a surpri e auack inlended
to p.aralyze our strength. is unquestionably
convinvi ng.

"Now. you are saying to yourselves. we
have heard all this before. But let us pause
here a momenl. I have emphasized the
word "assurance' in reviewing our stnltegic
objectives: assured destruclion of any attacker, assured survivability, assured penetration. assured command and control.
'Tili is a crucial concept. It is crucial
that we devotc Ihe highest priority lO our
lhinkingaboul as urance-and we do. It is
crocial that we ,,"\Sign all nece,,,,ry
(Conrin".d on pag. 32)
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Aviation Command Plans Regenerative Cytle Turbo Engine Test in LOH
(Continued from page 1)

power of a helicopter in flight is provided
by a regenerative engine. Kailos stated.
Significance of these tests i focused on
the possibility of very ubstantial fuel
economy and consequently extended
range of Army helicopters. The T6,3
engine is expected to achieve a reduction
of 20 percent or more in fuel consumption.
AVLABS engineers believe that an increase of up to 75 percent in aircraft ferry
range is possible with future improvement
in regenerative engine capability.
Still cautious about predicting the performance of the regenerative aircraft
engine. engineers are encouraged greatly
by result to date, Kailos said. The current
research program was iniHated by
AVLABS in October 1965.
The T63 engine to be tested is a
convenlional model modified for regenerative operation. Consequently, the results wiJI be only indicative of what may
ultimalely be accomplished through specially designed regenerative engines of
advanced efficiency.
Estimates of the fuel economy that
eventually may be achieved range up to 50
percent, depending upon the level of heatexchanger (regenerator) effectiveness and
the pecific mission involved, it was
explained. The September tests will be
u ed to compare performance directly
with a conventional engine installation.
Principles of regenerative engine deign were explored by tbe British more
than 20 years ago. In the late 1940s, they
installed an experimental regenerative
engine in the nose of a 4-engine (conventional) aircraft for limited tl ight tests.
The forthcoming AVLABS tests, however. are believed the first in which a
regenerati ve engine has been installed as
the sole power source for any aircraft. The
experimental engine will be installed in

a YOH-6A helicopter designed and built
by Hughes Aircraft Co. as the winner ofan
eHmination competition with other major

helicopter manufacturers.
Development of the heat-exchanger
principle of regenerative engines has been
of interest to the U. S. Army since 1959,
and since 1964 has been actively investigated by AVLABS. White and Kailos
collaborated on a technical paper presented at the Society of Automotive Engineers annual conference in 1964. and
White reported to the SAE again in 1965.
In May, 1967, Kailos presented a
technical paper to the American Helicopter Society at its annual conference in
Washington, D.C. It was titled "Increased
Helicopter Capabilities through Advanced Power Plant Technology."
Lower specific fuel consumption can be
ach.ieved by higher cycle efficiency
through higher compressor pressure ratios
and increasing turbine inlet temperatures,
or by the use of a regenerative cycle.
The heat exchanger (regenerator) reJULY-AUGUST 1967

Nichol•• C. Lila.
moves waste heat from exhaust gases and
returns it to the cycle of the engine. which
reduces the fuel required to reach the
necessary turbine inlet temperature at all
power settings. The optimum regenerative
cycle will show a specific fuel consumption advantage over the simple cycle
mrbo shaft/prop engine, it was stated.
Under contract with AVLABS. the
Allison Division of General Motors
Corp. ran tests with the first set of
regenerators in a small helicopter engine
in 1966. Results provjded the basis for
effective redesign of the engine.
Garrett-AiResearch Corp., Allison subcontractor, also contributed substantially

John W. While
to the series of uccesses of this program.
Test-cell evaluation simulating altitude
and temperature conditions has been conducted. low-bover tests in August will set
the stage for f1jght tests scheduled in
September.
Among the extremely important advantages forseen by Army researchers
through development of the gas turbine
regenerative engine are:
• Reduced aircraft gross and empty
weights.
• Reduced fuel logistical requirements
to overseas theater.
• Increased aircraft range capability.
• Increased payload capability.

Army Accepts Floating Nuclear Plant MH-1A
Final testing and training operations
prior to deployment of the United States
Army' floating nuclear power plant, the
MH-IA Sturgis. began June26 immediately following acceptance by Lbe federal
government from Martin Marietta Corp.
The MH-IA power plant is the first of
its kind in the world. At full power, it
produces 10,000 kilowatts, which could
provide electricity for a community of
10,000 to 20.000 population. It is installed in a converted Liberty Ship hull,
renamed Stl/rgis for the late former Army
Chief of Engineers, Lt Gen Samuel D.
Sturgis Jr.
Since the SII/rgis was towed from its
con truction dock at Mobile, Ala., a year
ago, the power plant has been undergoing
component testing. Martin-Marietta Corp.
contract personnel have been working
with soldiers trained at the Nuclear
Power Field Office (NPFO), U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Fort Belvoir, Va.
The core of uranium fuel was loaded
Jan. 18 and the plant "went critical"
(nuclear reaction began) Jan. 25. Ship-to·
shore electrical power was first delivered
to the Virginia Electric Power Co
(VEPCO) distribution system Apr. 23 and
full power was achieved Apr. 26. Power

from the MH-IA is fed to the power
company under a reciprocal contract.
The plant is assigned 10 the NPFO for
further tests and training of operational
personnel prior to deployment. It is
intended for remote-area military operations or emergencies such as disaster relief
to communities near navigable poTls.
The MH·IA is the most recent development in the Army Nuclear Power Program, which started in the mid-1950s. The
SM-I at -Belvoir is used primarily as a
training facility and the SM-IA, sister
facility at Fort Greely, Alaska, began
producing power for Army facilities in
March 1962.
The Sturgis hull is 441 feel long. The
pecial midsection containing the reactor
includes a 15-foot-thick collision barrier
on each side of the hull for protection of
the primary system. Systems approved by
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
have been built into the plant for maximum protection against nuclear contamination.

Four shifts of five Army nuclear specialists plus supervisory and maintenance
personnel are requi red to operate the MHIA on a 24-hour day, 7-<iay week, 52-week
year basis.
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AMe Notes 5th Anniversary Progress
(Continued from page J)

marked with the same excellence that has
characterized its efforts during its first five
years."
General Frank S. Besson Jr., who has
commanded the AMC since its inception,
and his staff received numerous other
congratulatory me ages for outstanding
accomplishments in streamlining AMC
organization, improvements in procure~
ment procedures, and research and development of materiel to advance combat
capabilities.
Magnitude of AMC responsibilities i
indicated by its current annual budget of
more than $14 billion. In striving continually to modernize its operational structure, the AMC since 1962 bas steadily
reduced the number of its facilities taken
over from the seven Tecbnical Services.
Of the original 27& facilities, only 177
remain.
Fourteen elements were pbased out in
the past year, including the Army Mobility Command. The Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, Micb., and the
Army Mobility Equipment Command and
Army Aviation Materiel Command, both
headquartered in SI. Loui, Mo., were
designated m'lior commands.
In line with economy and reliability
of materiel objecti ves, the AMC has
placed heavy emphasis on its Zero Defects Program. In the past year, employes
encouraged to identify potential causes for
error ubmi tted more than 6,900 corrective suggestions. Over 5,000 were adopted
by management.
To achieve greater mission effectiveness, the AMC held its first Customer
Assi lance Conference in Washington,
D.C., May .3-5. AMC made presentations
pertinent to assistance in aJJ logistic
fields and the latest developments in
organization, missions and materiel. CUstomers worldwide were provided a forum
to present their views.
AMC CUstomer Assistance Offices are
in operation at U.S. Army Headquarters in
the European, Pacific and Vietnam Commands. The lauer office has a suboffice in
Okinawa. The purpose is to assure effective
working relationships on all logistic
mauers.
Another innovation in supply management was the tran mi ion of data to the
field by the use of microfilm, a new
concept. Selected logistics management
data, taken from tbe Army Master Data
Fi Le, covering the total 1,181,.354 Feder·
al Stock Numbers, were placed on 13
microfilm cartridges.
The til m and required readers were
provided to selected Seventh Army units
in Europe early in March 1967 for user
feasibility tests. The tests were expanded
to several Continental U.S. installations, including Fort Hood, Tex., and to
activities at Cam Ranh Bay, Qui Nhon and
Saigon, Vietnam.

Procurement capabilities have been
improved through techniques which save
time and manpower. Simplified procure·
ments up to $10,000 have been authorized,
reducing by .30 to 45 days the lead time for
procurement of repair parts for Southeast
Asia.
In response to a request from the
Defense Supply Agency, the AMC provided a total of 1,.3 19 000 square feet of
torage pace at four Army depots to
facilitate support of supply operations for
Southeast Asia.
umerous items of new materiel were
furnished to forces in Vietnam, including a
pike-resistant IO-inch-higb combat boot
to provide protection against a variety of
antipersonnel foot-penetrating devices.
Another item is a lightweigbt rucksack
(four pounds ligbter than the standard
item) to permit a soldier to carry either a
full marching load or a lighter combat
load.
Other developmental projects on
wbich AMC reports progress include:
• A new ground-based surveillance
radar set. the AN/PP5-5, wbich will
greatly increase the capability for battlefield detection of hostile vehicular and
foot-troop movement in periods of darkness or low visibility caused by inclement weather. The set can locate vehicles
at ranges up to 10 000 meters and foottroop movement at raoge exceedi ng 4,
000 meters. A limited quantity of sets is in
production for early delivery.
• More combat units were equipped

Report Covers Research
On Arthropods in Africa
~ Arthropods of Medical Importance in
Africa" is the first published result of a 15year study of the worldwide distribution of
arthropod being ponsored by the Office
of the Chief of Research and Development. Department of the Army.
The SOO-page technical report was
prepared by Cornell University under
contract with the U. S. Army
atick
(Mass.) laboratories. A similar report on
Asia is being printed.
Dr. B. V. Travis, Cornell professor of
entomology and parasitology, heads the
research group. Searcb of entomological
literature in many languages is involved.
Reports contain tabulations of occurrence,
habitat and biological data concerning
arthropods that transmit disease or annoy

man.

Similar studies are scheduled for Latin
America, Australasia, North America and
Europe.
The Department of Geography at the
University of Pittsburgh i.s compilins
topical map showing the distribution of
the most important arthropods for the
continent mentioned above. An "Atlas of
Medically Important Arthropods" will
be published when tbis project is completed in 1965.
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past year, including the AN/PRC-25
walkie-talkie and the ANNRC-12, its
vehicular counterpart. With 920 channels,
the e high-performance ets offer advan·
tages in weight reduction, reliability,
reduced size and complexity, and power
requirements. The first Single Sideband
sets also were fielded in Vietnam.
• A vehicle-launched bridge .30 feet
lonll for use with the M IIJ tracked
vehicle was advanced through the engi·
neer development testing phase and it is
being pushed for early delivery to Vietnam.
• An airborne acnustical ground-fire
detector, capable of warning an aircraft
pilot that he is being fired upon, was
developed and type classified in a 5month period. The device weighs about
three pounds.
" Water needs of troops in jungle
warfare will be served by a 420-gallonper-hour lightweight water-purification
unit. Weighing about 1,000 pound, it can
be sling-loaded under a belicopter. Action is being expedited to provide these
units for use in Vietnam.
Army aviation capabilities were improved significantly with numerous advances during the past year. Quantity
production started near the end of FY
1967 on the AH-l G Huey Cobra, featuring
greater firepower, speed, range and endurance than armed UH-Is. During April, the
first units of the OH-6A helicopter were
deployed to units at Fort Knox, Ky.
In May, the first production model of
the CH-47B Chinook was delivered to the
Army, providing. increased speed, payload and longer ferry range.
In May, also, the Army formally
accepted the fir t U-21A, a twin turboprop
fIXed-wing aJrp1ane. The U-21 A is capable of taking off and landing on an
unsurfaced minimum-<>f-preparation airfield 1.000 feet long.
It is designed to meet a requirement for
a utility aircraft for command transportation, combat unit support and special
activities from battalion to theater army
level.
Additional highlight achievement
came in May wben the Army unveiled its
radically new armed combat aircraft. the
AH-S6A ~Cheyenne." Formally the Ad\-anced Aerial Fire Support System
(AAFSS), it wiu take off and land
vertically like a helicopter but fly
forward with the speed, ease and maneuverability of a fixed-wing airplane.
The first prototype model of the
Cheyenne recently was rolled out ahead
of schedule. A series of extensive ground
tests is in progress and the first flights are
planned later this year.
Five world aviation records were
claimed for the Mohawk, the Army's
standard aerial surveillance and target
acquisition aircraft system. One record, for
straight-line distance, was et when the
Mohawk was flown non lOp from Fort
Lewis, Wash., to Sherbrooke, Canada, a
distance of 2,422 mile. at almost 255
miles an hour.
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Othet Mobawk records included an
average speed of 292 m.p.h. over a c1osedcircuit course, an altitude climb mark from
],000 to 6,000 meters, and sustained
altitude in horizontal flight ahove 32,000
feet.
Another meaningful advance came
when evaluation was completed of conceptual design studies for a composite
research aircraft. This program is designed
to provide an aircraft combining the
hovering capability of the helicopter
with the cruise efficiency of the conventional flxed-winlJ airplane.
Two proposed configurations the
~tilting rotor" concept and the ~stopped
Slowed rotor" - have been selected for
further analysis and component studies.

Many ti roes the cost of the original
investment in the Army's CH-54A Flying
Crane aircraft was realized when it was
deployed to Vietnam, wbere it recovered
downed aircraft having a valuauon in
excess of $90 million.
Six Flying Cranes, tbe largest .helicopter used by the Army, were procured in the
FY 1966 program and deliveries were
codlpleted in May 1967. Maintenance
training ,has' been established at Fort
Eustis, Va., and pilot training at Fort
Rucker. Ala.• to support requirements in
Vietnam.
Several armament systems for the AHIG Huey Cobra helicopter were boUght,
including the XM-28. a rotating turret
mounted on the nose which can fire at

TORQUE Presents System of Balancing R&D Program
(Cominu.ed from page I)
services. If approved for use following the
experiment, the technique would supp~
ment the manager's intuition, knowledge
and professional background as an6ther
tool in the decision-making process.
Emphasized; however, is that the \echnique is not under any circumstances designed to supplant the manager.
TORQUE is the somewhat intriguingly
descriptive acronymn (considering the
mental gyrations involved in the decision
process) that has been applied to the
technique. It stands for Technology or
Research Quantitative Utility Evaluation.
Consideration of research programs must
follow a demonstration of feasibility for
exploratory development.
Essentially. TORQUE is a framework
for quantitatively converting statements
about desired future militaty operation'al
capabilities into system descriptions.
which then can be translated into technological criteria.
The methodology is based on the
premise that the relative amounts of
money spent in van.ous areas of science
and technology should reOect the varying degrees of interest in those areas.
Because total resources are limited. some
project proposals must be denied.
The problem of allocation of funds or
of achieving balance, therefore, becomes
a matter of determining how much an
additional advance in one field is worth
to the Department of Defense. or the
individual agency concerned, as opposed
to an advance in some other field whicb
might cost the same money.
TORQUE methodology is based on the
premise that the factors to be considered
are tbe relative worth, date needed. and
cost of each acbievement.
Answers to these questions, combined
into a quantified measure of usefulness of
money spent in each area, can aid the
evaluation of the importance of a budget
change in one area as compared with an
equivalent budget change in another area.
The quantitative measure is referred to
as tbe utility of a funding level. The
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utility which can be applied to all
programs in competition with each other
for funding.
As a first step in constructing a utility
measure, each military service must define
a set of Operational Capability Objectives (OCOS), Slating what functions the
service thinks it will be required to carry
out in each of several time frames. The
agency must then assign 10 tbe OCOs a set
of numerical weights reflecting the relative importance.
An interd isciplinary team of users,
technologists,
intelligence specialists
and systems analysts then analyzes each
of the OCOs to determine ways in which
they can be accomplished. The team
stales tbe level of technological capability required to meet needs of each
subsystem component and technology.
The next step is to assign a nu.mber
representing the criticality of the technological capability to ·the OCO. This may
range from a low number. representing a
capability that contributes only minimally, to a high number implying that
the OCO cannot be attained wilbout this
technological achievement.
Finally, the interdi ciplinary tearn
must assign to each level of technological capability the earliest date needed
and the latest date by whicb the achievement can still be used witb full effectiveness.
The technological capabilities desired
are collected into packages representing
single areas of technology. In many cases
these will cut across OCO lines. A team
of specialists ina given technology then
arranges the technologies in order of
increasing levels of difficulty and estimates the cost of achieving each capability by the required date.
An example of increasing levels of
difficulty could he the pro'blem of sighting and identifying under the same conditions in successive years an object about the
size of a basketball, baseball and ping
pong ball in outer space,
The cost for a given Level of Difficulty
(LOD) reflects but does not include LODs
which have to he achieved first The

angles up to I 10 degrees to the right or
left. The twin-gun turret mounts either two
7.62mm machine guns, two4Ommpenade
launchers, or one of each.
A production contract was awarded for
the XMI29 40mm grenade launcher, a
JIllICh improved successor 10 the launcher
currently used in the M-5 helicopter
armament system. Electrically driven,
the XM 129 fires grenades at a rate of 425
shots per minute.
Joint development by the U.S. and the
Federal Republic of Germany of the
Main Battle Tank 19705 moved ahead
througb highly effective teamworl:. The
fmt of eight prototypes will be delivered
the latter part of this year. Engi neering
(Coflli,,1Ud 0" page
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current year's budget represents a fraction
of the total cost of achieving the highest
LOD.
Provided the technology leadi ng to
accomplishment of the LOD is funded at
the level specified by the technology
team. the LOD under the TORQUE
procedure is expected to be achieved when
needed. Worth of the LOD presumably
will be decreased if the achievement date
is retarded by budget reductions.
Under the TORQUE system, a computer will determine tbe worth of having
eacb LOD acbieved by multiplying its
OCO weight by its criticality number,
which will then be modified by a
timeliness factor, and the LOD cost
fraclion. The utility of a budget level
aUocaled to a technology is the sum of
the worths of each of the LOD in that
technology.
Utility can he computed separately for
several possible budget levels for the
current year., The computer selects the
combination of allocation levels in each
of the various categories that, with a given
budget, will buy the maximum utility. The
budget will be allocated so that each
technology will be advancing at the
maximum rate consistent with the worth of
its products and funds available.
For example, the computer could tell
in which technology an increase in the
budget by $5,000 could buy the most utility
units, and also bow many utility units each
specific inc~ease in the budget would add.
TORQUE developers point out that the
system offers no panacea 10 the everchanging problem of achieving the mo t
effecti ve balance in the allocation of
exploratory development funds. One
complicating factor is that it does not take
into account the effects ofnon-Department
of Defense research and development pn
the defense posture. Neither does it recognize the relati ve cost of doing R&D in
different cience and technology areas.
Another factor is tbat TORQUE does
not account for the inability to work in
some area of science or technology due to
lack of qualified petsOnnel or ceiling
limitations. problems of technical ri ..,
and problems of one service doing work
of benefit to anotber.
(Continued on page 34)
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Army Completes High Elevation Field Maneuver Appraisal
• Maneuvers held under combat·simu- gressors and umpires acclimatize to 12,
Scientific appraisal of the first field
maneuvers conducted by the U. S. Army lated conditionS were designed to enahle 000 feet before maneuvering.
The final phase involved partially
above the crilical 10,OOO-foot terrestrial· researchers to begin to understand the
decreases in performance capabilities, acclimatized "aggressor" troops and totelevation level is nearing completio'n.
A movie of the 1966 combat-simulated operational limitations, increases in ill- ally unacclimatized friendly soldiers
operation is being produced as part of the ness, severity of acute mountain sickness, performing strenuou maneuvers at 11,500
orientation program for Army medical and tbe extent of medical evacuation and to 13.500 feet.
officer and scientists. Reports on the logistical requirements.
General conclusions include:
• A carefully controlled drug study
accompanying studies are being prepared
• Valuable training experience was
was performed on 45 aggressor and umpire
for publication in the scientific literature.
gained by the participants and realistic
volunteers
to
evaluate
the
usefulness
of
Some 200 troops of the 3d Special
evaluation of equipment, food and clothForces Group, Fon Bragg, N. C., partici· acetazolamide in reducing the severity of ing was accomplished.
pated from July 29 to Aug. 26 in a special a,cute mountain sickness. Ostensibly, all
• Movement by foot of troops newly
sea·level and high·elevation scenario of the troops were gi ven the drug, but a arrived at 11,500 to 13,500 feet is strikdrugless
placebo
was
administered
to
planned by Fon Bragg personnel and the
ingly limited for at least everal day. Tn
U. S. Army Research Institute of Environ. some. Neither investigators nor the sub- some individual higher inteUectual funCmental Medicine (ARIEM), Natick, Mass. jects knew which subjects had received the
placebo until the code was broken after tions may he affected at these elevations.
ARIEM Commander Col James E.
• A field exercise Or maneuver at even
the
maneuvers.
Hansen headed the research team of 32
The maneu ver study was in fou r phases. higher elevations is necessary to define
scientists and technicians operating with
more clearly the problem to be expectthe soldiers near Fnrt Bragg and on Mt. Batteries of physical fitness tests, various ed. As the elevation increases linearly
biomedical
meansurements
and
intellectEvans, Colo., west of Denver. Ml. Evans
ual tests were used for later observations above 10,000 feet, medical problems can
provided the desired terrain at 11,500 to
be expected to increase at a greater rate.
13,500 feet, the minimal elevation con- of individual soldier reactions to abrupt
• Although acclimatization to high
sidered essential to evaluate effects of exposure to high elevation.
Secondly, the sea-level maneuver Was elevations is quickly lost upon return to
"thin atmosphere" on performance and
staged to ohtain baseline measurements sea level, the experience is invaluable to
health.
on lhe same troops who were to be the soldier.
Hypoxia, or lack of an adequate supply
maneuvering as "friendly" forces on Mt.
• The drug acetazolamide is of benefit
of oxygen, causes mountain sickness and
Evans. Another phase permitted the drug in decreasing tbe severity of acute moun·
the serious disorder caUed high-altitude
study while the medical observers, ag- tain sickness.
pulmonary edema.
Earlier studies in the laboratory environment also were conducted by personnel of the U. S. Army Medical
Stretching 178 feet - well over half oftheoUlput radialion.lnvestigationsseek
Research and Nutritional Laboratory and
lhe length of a footbalL field the to determine the optimum operating charARIEM associates from 1964 to 1966
longest continuous-wave laser in existence acteristics and to produce a better under·
with specially selected pretested soldier
has been put into opecation by the U. S. standing of the mechanisms which make
volunteers and animals at the 1I,400-foot
Army Missile Command, R&D Director. these molecular lasers so efficient.
level of Climax, Colo., and from the
This research, which began in the
ate at Redstone Arsenal, AJa.
14,000-foot summit of Pikes Peak, Colo.
Buill by a research tearn in the Plasma summer of 1965, provided the necessary
(SeeJune 1964 edition of the Army R&D
Physics Branch of the Physical Sciences information for the extension of smaller
Newsmagazille, page 32.)
Laboratory, the nitrogen-carhon dioxide- laser system to the pre ent 178·foot
The first ludy under imulated-combat
helium laser generate an output power of laser in modular form. Each module is a
condition at Mt. Evans was part of the
2.3 kilowatts. With light modifications, duplicate of a smaller laser that was
Army-ARPA High Terrestrial Altitude
the laser could generate 4.5 kilowatts. studied.
Research Program in Life Sciences started
The present system operates with an
Dr. Thomas A. Barr Jr., chief of the
in 1963. The Army Medical Service
efficiency of 10 to 14 percent. When the Plasma Physics Branch. heads the reResearch and Development Command,
modifications are completed, it is expect- search team that developed thi la er.
Office of The Surgeon General, has
ed to operate with an efficiency of 20 to 28 I>rincipal investigators are Dr. T. G.
underwritten this ptOgram in cooperation
percent.
Roberts, J. J. Ehrlich, G. 1. Hutcheson,
with the Advanced Research Projects
The laser is being used to study scaling aod W. L. Hales. Dr. J. P. Hollowes Jr. is
Agency (ARPA), Department of Defense.
Jaws, various discharge configurations, gas director of the Physical Sciences Labora·
Goal of the Army-ARPA program is
mixtures, optical components and spectra lOry.
the "orderly sequential development of
human and animal research 00 the magni·
tude, cause and prevention of performance
impairment at high altitudes, supported by
tasks in clinical and basic biological
research."
Severe physical and mental stresses
are placed upon a soldier by rapid
transport to high-elevation environments.
In view of the likelihood that the enemy
may be fully acclimatized, researchers
wish to insure a functional U. S. soldier
properly adjusted, trained, equipped and
supported to engage in combat at high
elevations.
Research objectives during tbe Mt. Ev- LONGEST KNOWN LA ER B'reteheB 178 feet in PhYBical Seienee Laboratory,
RedBtone ArBenal, Ala. ReBeareher al lop right iB Btanding althe midpoint.

MICOM Team Builds World's Longest Laser
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New Communications Agency Supports DeS Proiects
More rapid and effective Army response in the expansion and moderniza·
tion of the Defense Communications System (OCS) is the responsibility of the
newly created U. S. Army Communica·
tions Systems Agency (USACSA).
General Frank S. Besson Jr., CG, U. S.
Army Materiel Command, and Maj Gen
Ricbard J. Meyer, CO, U. S. Army
Strategic Communications Command, announced the establishment of tbe
USACSA as a joint project management
agency at Fort Monmouth N. J.
Col Blaine O. Vogt, backed by 25
years military service, commands the
agency and doubles as AMC project
manager in coordinatiog Army efforts for
the DCS. Until selected to bead the
USACSA, he was manager of the Army
Materiel Command's Universal Integrated Communications-Strategic Communications (UN ICOM-STARCOM) Project
He received a BA degree in 1957 and
master's in 1962 from the University of
Maryland, and was graduated from the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
in 1963.
Under the joint management concept,
Col Vogt has full line authority of
Generals Bes on and Meyer in executing
hi respon ibilities. The USACSA is a
subordinate command of STRATCOM.
Responsibilities include tbe development
and acqui ition of strategic communica·
tions system to meet requirements of a
global network.
USACSA will be involved in reo
search, engineering, development, pro·
curement, production, distribution, instal·
lation and logistics of DCS projects
assigned Generals Besson and Meyer.
Personnel assigned to the agency have

PACSCAT Yields to Gains
In Communication Systems
Advances in satellite communications
and laying of commercial cables in the
Pacific have phased out the Pacific Scatter
Communication Sy tern (PACSCAT) operated by the U. S. Army Strategic
Communication Command
(STRATCOM) Pacific inceJune8, 1960.
PACSCAT was established to provide
military command posts in Hawaii with
communications to their subordinate com·
mands in the Western Pacific. The singlevoice orderwire channel with 16 teletype
channels was terminated May 31 for a
combination of commercial and military
systems that can carry multivoice chan·
nels as well as teletype chanDels.
These include leased commercial trans·
Pacific cable channels, military composite tropospheric seatter and microwave
radio sy tem, military satellite channels of the rnitial Defense Communications Satellite Program, commercial satellite, and high·frequency radio systems,
all of which are presently in operation
in the Pacific Theater.
JULY.AUGUST 1967

been provided from resources of the major
field commands. The AMC transferred
two of its electronic communications
project management offices already at
Fon Monmouth, namely the European
Tropo pheric-Army (ET-A) and the UNI·
COM·STARCOM offices. The new joint
project management office will be known
asSTARCOM PMO.
The Materiel Readiness Directorate,
ECOM, now located in Washington,
D.C., also will be transferred to lhe
USACSA. The contribution of STRAT·
COM will be provided from staff reo
sources associated with engineering and
related activities in its headquarters.

Col Blaine O. Vogl

AFIP Opens Display of Historical Microscopes
Evolution of the microscope - 250
optical pieces dating from tbe 16th
Century - is depicted as pan of the 579piece collection of instruments on display at the Armed Forces In titute of
Pathology (AFIP), Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, Washington, D. C.
The Billings Micmscope Collection,
named for Lt Col John Shaw Billings,
curator of Ihe old Army Medical Museum
from 1883 to 1893, was officially opened
to tbe public June 6. It is lhe largest
known display of microscopes in the U. S.
and is recognized as one of the most
ignificant in the world.
AFIP Director Maj Oen Joe M. Blum·
berg, U. S. Army Medical Corps, termed
the collection " . . . an historic insigbt
into the advancement of medical and
scientific knOWledge brought about by
each improvement in inslrumentation:'
Started in 1874 by Lt Col Oeorge A.
Otis, early curator of the mu eum, with
several instruments obtained from a Philadelphia manUfacturer, the collection wa
expanded by Col Billings.
Dispiayed at the Medical Museum are

type first used at Harvard in 1730, and a
Culpepper model, first used at Yale in
1738, are on display with one of the early
micro copes used by Or. James Ewing,
famed cancer researcher and discoverer of
the Ewing tumor.
John Mayall Jr., London, England,
member of the Royal Microscopical
Society and private collector, was solicited by Col Billings to help the Arn,y
Museum. From 1884 to 1888, Mayall
obtained 141 microscopes - some quite
rare - for the Washington collection.
The Soviet Union is aid to have a
collection "of over 500 microscopes and
other microscopic instruments" at the
Rus ian Natural Science History Institute
of the Academy of Sciences.
ext largesl known collection is 350
pieces at the Natural Museum of History
of Science, Leyden, the Netherlands. Otber
smaller collections are al the Royal
Microscopical Society, London; the
Nachet Collection, Paris; and at tbe
University of Utrecbt, Oermany.

microscopes ranging from a late Six-

teenth Century in trument lhat magnifies
object about six ti mes, to modern electronic devices whicb enlarge more than
40.000 times.
The exhibit includes a 3OO-year-old
replica of an Antoni Van Leeuwenhoek
(discoverer of protozoa and bacteria)
microscope one·inch long, three ounces in
weight with a lens the ize of a pin head in
contrast to a 1944 Sieman's oOlHon,
eight-foot electron microscope.
One of the microscopes is bel ieved to
have been used by Dr. Rudolph Virchow,
father of modern cellular pathology, and
one by Robert Koch, discoverer of causes
of anthrax, cholera, and tuberculosis.
One model was used by Ml\i Walter
Reed, the U. S. Army doctor who con·
quered yellow fever, and another was
made especially for the Robert F. Scott
National Antarctic Expedition of 190 I.
A Wil un serewbarrel microscope, the

MEDICAL

1USEUM of the Armed

Forces Innilute of Pathology curalor,
Capt Elgin C. Cowart, MC US ,ex·
plaim early American microscopes 10
Debbie Horney (left) and Diane Wilson,
George Fox Jr. H.S., Pasadena, Md.
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mation for improved management of
RDT&E. Included in MICOM's responsibilities are a test operation of the DD
tative body for resolving problems, as- Form 1498 (Research and Technology
sists in planning and coordinating imple- Resume) and the Financial Management
mentation of standard functional and Reporting subsystems.
ADP system throughout the AMC.
Another RDT&E subsystem, QualitaCol Richard A. Hansen is chairman of live Development Requirements Informathe G&CC. Ellsworth Seiu, NAPALM lion (QDRI), has been assigned to Frankofficer in the ADP Technique Division, is ford Arsenal, Philadelphja, Pa., an incochairman.
tallation of the Munitions Command.
Functional directors and taff officers at
HQ AMC are responsible for the develThe QDRI ubsy tern provides for the
interchange of information on Army reopment of appropriate guidelines, work· quirements for development of materiel
ing policies, and systems requirements or techniques which affect early explorawithin assigned management areas.
tion of new knowledge. Interchange is
They also are responsible for coordi- within Army agencies and between the
nation of functional systems logic with
Army and its contractors, other services
their counterparts in DoD, DA and AMC and agencies, and scientific community.
installations.
Each function is assigned an ADP
The final RDT&Esubfunction, the Proorganization in each participating field gram Control and Scheduling System, is
installation which i responsible for assigned to the Electronics Command.
design and implementation of ADP stan. The system is intended to make available
dard ystems and operation.
at all time current, accurate and compreM ICOM, for example, is re ponsible hensive data on the tatus of all projects
for specific RDT&E functions which are'a tasks and subtasks in lhe laboratories:
part of the Army Research and Develop- RDT&E program.
ment Information Sy tern (ARDIS), being
Subfunctions which will be impleimplemented to provide essential infor- mented on standard equipment are the

Army, Deportment of Defense Monitor NAPALM Pilot Test
(Colllinued/rom puse I)

Missile Command (MICOM); the U.S.
Army Weapons Command (WECOM);
Ihe U.S. Army Electronics Command
(ECOM); and the U.S. Army Ammunition
Procurement and Supply Agency, Picatinny Arsenal, Frankford Arsenal, and
Edgewood Arsenal, in tallalions of the
1unition Command (MUCOM).
Along with development of the basic
inventory management sy terns, other yterns wi II be implemented at tbe various
depots, the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), arsenals and
laboratories. Equipment will be obtained
through separate competitive procurement
processes for each level.
NAPALM was initiated in 1964 aL the
direction of tbe Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Installations and Logistics) to
develop systems and procedures for materiel management at inventory control
point, depots and other affected activities.
The NICPs are an integral part of the
commodity commands, however, and tbe
ADP equipment already in talled also
served the broader areas of operations such
as research, engineering, procurement,
production, national maintenance point
operation, and comptroller functions.
NAPALM was developed, tberefore, to
include the wider range of commodity
command operations as well as the
inventory control point operation.
The original title of the program,
National ADP Program for AMC Logist.
ics Management (N APALM), was
changed to identify the advanced state nf
systems development as compared to
initial phase of equipment acquisition.
Several major AMC functions will be
tandardized as applicable. These include
quality assurance, provisioning,

catalog~

ing, stock control, equipment control, the
mutual assistance program, maintenance,
supply management, procurement of
equipment and mi i1es, procurement and
production, transportation, comptrollership, project management, installation
management, manpower and personnel

management, the scientific and technicaL
information program, technical logistics
data and information, and research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E).
These funclions are categorized into
inventory management (which is receiving
current priority), scientific and materiel
development, and installation management.
NAPALM, as applicable to commodity commands and NICPs, does not include scientific and engineering applications which, however, will be added in
the implementation of NAPALM for
laboratories and TECOM.
Overall responsibility for NAPALM is
as igned to the Director of the AMC
Automated Logistics Management Activity al SI. Louis, Mo. An AD PGUIdance and'
Coordinating Council (G&CC), a consul8

Kinnard Commands CDC; Gribble Named DACSFOR
(Con'inu,d from pas, I)
Lt Gen Harry W. O. Kinnard, Deputy

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development (DACSFOR) since August 1966,
achieved 3-star rank July I and became
CG of the U. S. Army Combat Developments Command (CDC), Fort Belvoir,
Va.
Maj Gen William C. Gribble Jr.,
Deputy Chief of Research and Development under Lt Gen A. W. Betts since
April 1966, vacated that position to
succeed General Kinnard effective July
17. Maj Gen Richard T. Ca idy,
ACSFOR Director of Ai r Defen e, served
as DACSFORduring lile interim.
General Kinnard has a distinguished
World War II combat record. A 5-3 of
the SOlst Parachute Infantry Regiment, he
jumped inLo NOffilandy the nightofJ une 56, 1944, before invadiog U. S. forces hit
the beach.
Six days later, he took command of the
Ist Battalion, 50lst, and on Sept. 17,
1944, parachuted into HolJ"nd. He became G-3 of the 10Ist Airborne Division
and participated in the historic Batlle f
the Bulge in Ardennes, Belgium, in December.
General Kinnard was Army Lechnical
advisor to MOM Studios for the filming of
"Battleground," depicting the Bailie of
the Bulge.
Assigned to the Office of the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, from
1959to 1961 he then became executive to
the Secretary of the Army (1961-1962)
and won his first star June I, 1962, when
he became CG of the 10 Isl Airborne
Divisioo. Major general rank came as CG
of the 11th Air Assault Divi ion in
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November 1963.
He served. ~ year.a CG of. the .1 t
Cavalry DIVISIon (AIrmobile) 10 V,eLnam before assignment to ACSFOR in
1966.
.
.
General KI~n.ard I a 1939 graduate of
lhe U. S. MIlitary Academy and has
aHended the AIr Command and Staff
College, Army War College and NatlOnal War College.
GE~ERAL GRIBB.LE was U.S. Army
Matenel Command D,rector of Re earch
and Development before he became Deputy CRD when Gener,,:1 Betts was promoted from deputy to chIef. .Hehas served
as. chIef, Development. D.'vlslon, .R&D
Directorate, AMC; dIVISIon engmeer,
North Central Engineer Division and
deputy directo~, Military Construction,
Office of the ChIef of EngIDeers.
.
From 1953.1,956, General Gnbble
was deputy a .'~t~t dIrector, Reactor
~evelopment DI~lslon of the U. S. AtomIC Energy t;omml Slon. In 1957 he received th~ LegIOn of Ment for developlDg the
Army.s first nuclear power planL at Fort
BelVOIr.
..
Graduated from the U. S. MIIILary
AcademY.ID 1941, he was asSIgned to the
18th EnglOeer RegIment and late~ to the
340th EngIDeers. He was regImental
supply officer and c~mpany commander
dun ng the co.nstructlon of the Alaskan
Hlghw~y. Dunng World W~r II, he erved
tn engIDeer assignments to the PaCific
Theater.
Ge.neral c:'ribbk rece.ived an MS degre~ m phYSical ~clence 10.1948 from the
Umverslty of ChIcago. He I a graduate of
the Command .and General Staff CoIlege and the NatIonal War College.
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AMC responsibility for tbe Army Technical Library Improvement Studies
(ATLlS) project and the Army Chemical
Information and Data System (CIDS)
project.
Involved also are the Information and
Data Exchange Experimental Activities
exploratory project, the Engineering Data
and Information System (EDIS), the Selective Dissemination of Information project, and the NASA Search System.
Representatives from each organization, for each of the NAPALM functions,
comprise the membership of the G&CC.
Implementation of NAPALM has been
divided into three phases. Phase L, the
acquisition, delivery and prototype installation of standard ADP equipment,
began in 1964 with the documentation of
specifications.
Each specification was documented by
an organization called a "baseline" installation and then circulated to the other
NAPALM organizations for "add on"
requirements.

Phase II of NAPALM, now underway at most functional levels, consists of
the "de igo, development and implementation of the standard systems presently
supported by regulatory documentation
and which are basic to the mission and
essential to the conversion to new ADP
equipment."
Phase III wi II encompass the development and implementation of additional
standard systems to "attain productivity
and provide for installation of new,
directed systems on a continuing basis."
NAPALM is based on a master file
organization utilizing logical integration
to avoid data maintenance redundancy. A
file structure will be established for
operation on standard hardware, using
common programs.
Files will be organized so that peculiarities at particular installations can be
satisfied by the addition of fields or
sectors and still be compatible with
programing techniques for file control.
AMC authorities believe the successful
implementation of the program will be a
giant step for the Army in achieving
uniformity in the execution of major
logistics functional areas, with optimum
automated data processing.
A few of the advantages expected to be
realized include:
• With standard equipment, a task need
only be programed once and thereafter
made available to all other users.
• With standardized equipment (one
manufacturer, one family for an organizational grouping), identical languages
could be specified, making it po sible for
a programer at any installation to read
and understand any existing program,
depending upon the peculiar demands of
his location.
• Transfer of functions between installations would not involve files conversion, because data on standard formats
could be interchanged between all participating data processing installations.
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• Training of programers, ystem
analysts and operators would be standard
and in the long run less expen ive than
training on individual hardware at each
installatioo.
• A uniform training program would
also help alleviate staffing problems.
Standard equipment, programing languages, and training concepts would give
each installation a vast pool of talent
experienced and trained with the same
hardware and software.
• Procedures such as tape library, console operation of program maintenance,
and scheduling could be standardized,
with problem encountered at one instal-

lation serving as experience for other
in tallations.
_ With standard equipment and 40 to
75 percent of computer programing composed of tandard library routines, AMC
will be able to estimate the impact of a
superimposed system on both hardware
and manpower resources.

- Standard costing could be implemented and the time, cost, man/machine
requirement and impact on the system
could be more accurately evaluated.
_ In mobilization planning, any
emergency plan could be executed at any
installation with less effort.

Time-loose Photos Aid Environmental Study
Time-lapse photography has emerged
as an important element of environmental research in a report published recentIy under the In-House Laboratory lodependent Research (ILlR) program at the
Army Natick (Mass.) Laboratories.
Roland J. Frodigh of Natick's Earth
Sciences Division is the author of the
photographic and cartographic report,
"Seasonal Change Revealed by TimeLapse Photography."
Covering a 3-year period in the midlatitude region of the northeastern United
States, the report graphically tells the
story of how seasonal changes affect
vegetation color and density, visibility,
trafficahility and drainage.
Military applications of the report's
findings are in the areas of camouflage,
opportunities for cover and concealment,
and logistics, including requirements for
specialized types of vehicles.
Fony-<>ne landscapes are used for the
analysis, each depicting a terrain-vegetation association typical of one of the four
major physiographic subdivisions: coastal
lowlands, uplands, mountains, and interior lowlands.
Full-color reproduction is used for 16
of the landscapes to show the same site in
spring, summer, fall and winter -

repeal-

ing the identical field-of-view to show
the full range of seasonal variation.
Except for the specialized field of
aerial photography, the camera has
played a relatively minor role in geographic research, the author stated. The
repon direct attention to the potential of
the camera as a research tool for "natural

environment" studies.
The 53-page "album" is considered a
technical report of considerable merit by
Dr. L. W. Trueblood, chief of the Earth
Sciences Division. Cost of production, he
aid, limits distribution, hut inquiries are
being made into the possibilities of
additional printings.
Rotond J. Frod iglz recei ved an AB
degree in 1951 from Clark University
where he majored in geography. He later
studied geology at the University of
Colorado and worked as a cartographer
for the magazine Economic Geography
(1950-52). In 1953, he studied at the New
York Institute of Photography, followed

by a 2-year period as a self-employed
cartographer-photographer.
In 1955, he joined the U. S. Army
Natick Laboratories (then the Quartermaster Research and Development Command) as a cartographer. After six years as
chief of the Cartographic Office, he
transferred in 1962 to the position of
research geographer.

Army Mathematicians Hear
Geometric Programing Talk

Princi pies of geometric programlDg
were explained as a highlight of the 13th
Army Mathematics Conference at HQ of
the U. S. Army Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, N.J.,June 1-8.
Remote access to the B5500 and the
TASS simulator was demonstrated at the
conference, sponsored by the Office of the
Chief of Research and Development.
Twenty-four technical papers presented
by mathematicians from Army RDT&E
activities were acclaimed by participants
as being of superior quality, making the
conference one of the most successful in
the history of the event.
Prof. R. J. Duffin of Carnegie University told SOme 70 participants that geometric programing is an optimization

method for computing simply the minimum of a "po inomia)" - an additive
function of positive-valued monomial
terms occurring with sufficient frequency to
make the technique quite useful in applied
mathematics.

A "true" minimum results from the
technique, he said, as distinguished from
the possibility of settling on a "local"
minimum, as happens in reponse-surface
analysis based on sampling the function
space and technique of steepest descent.

Container Shipping Service Begins
From West Coast Ports to Vietnam
Direct tra.a-P..dfic conlaln6 aenlct!! between
Wed Cout por.. and the Port. of Danana:. Vietnam.
.u Inaua:urated .lIh the l"Uent ..lUna of the! SS
Ble".,ill. from Oaldand" CaUl.
The umce l. hein .. proYid"d by Sea.Wlad Se,.,..
Ice, IDc., EJb.abelh. N.J., under a %.'ew' COftl,.d
.nth Ihe MUha..,. S<ea Tnn poJ1t1tlonSel"'riee (MST'S).
SbI: ahi.. en.DluaU,. wiD be (uJl·llme arrrt.e" of
C!on.. ln~paC!lla.ed mUiI-.tlJ'T IUPPU. . . .d eqllipmenl (rom Oakland and Seaul4:-, OW..'" A.n .ddJtloQaJ
Ihlp will be in .halile .emee be'",eeD Vietnam portl.
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Watervliet Studies Applications of Fluidics to Weapons
Fluidic control systems application to
weapon operations and production techniques is being studied at Watervliet
(N.Y.) Arsenal by the Automatic Control
Group headed by Dr. Rolf E. Wagner.
Watervliet Arsenal is a U. S. Army
Weapons Command installation responsible for design and development of all
Army cannon, mortars and recoilless
rifles. Current studies of fluidics systems
are directed toward improving the capability of weapon systems at sizes of 20mm
and above.
Automation of weapons has been limited, Dr. Wagner slated by the fact that
they have to operate under various extreme
conditions of high shock. load, temperatures and environ menial factors. The group
he leads is concerned mainly with the
application of presently available landard components to specific control problems.
One of the group's initial efforts was the
building of an automatic breech operating
system requiring rapid fire, built-in-safety
and reliability, and operation under
widely varying recoil conditions. A completely solid-Slate electronic device
meeting the e requirements is presently in
prototype production.
Experience gained as a result of work.
with the electronic control system indicated several advanlages may be obtained
by applying fluidics to weapon control
systems - resislance to varying sbock,
radiation and temperature environments, a
possibility of reduced weight and size,
and an increase in reliability. Another
advanlage i the po ibility of using recoil
energy as ad irect power source.
Equipment was obtained to tudy, build
and lest fluidic control systems. Because
the fluidics control industry is "still in its
infancy," Dr. Wagner pointed out, many
necessary laboratory tools are unavailable.
To determine static and dynamic characteristics of various fluidic elements
quick.ly and easily, the Watervliet Automatic Control Group developed a test
stand that contains variou measuring and
read-out devices.
Manually operated 3-way valves are
incorporated in a network. in such a way
that all possible combinations of flow
and pressure between the inputs and outputs
of a fluidic element under test can be
realized.
Future plans include incorporating a
pneumatic punched-card reader,connected
through a logic system to an automatic
canning device and also to control inputs
of a J-way valve network. By these
meaos, the desired characteristics of fluidic elements can be determined automatically.
Feasibility of fluidic logic sy terns is
being studied also with a simulator developed by Dr. Wagner's group. The imulator was designed to simulate logic and
sequential functions for weapon operations
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL GROUP with fluidic logic simulator they designed and
built to .imulate logic Dnd sequential functions Cor weapon operatioD8 at Waler-

vUet Arsenal. Ineluded (I. to r.) are William Ziegler. technician; John Barrett.
phy ici I; Dr. Roll Wagner, group director; Ernest Meyer and B.-ian Pennell,
mechanical engineers; He.rbert Lewi , toolmaker.

and for industrial applications.
Before experimenting with application
of analog control systems to processing
methods, it is desirable to simulate the
problem on an analog computer. Similarly, theoretically determined logic
and sequential y terns should be thoroughly tested before adapting them to a
process.
Successful testing of a control system
for a new weapon wilh a hydraUlically
operated mechanism was reponed recently by Dr. Wagner's researchers. The
advanlage of the fluidic control system in
this ca e was the absence of fluid-electric
interfaces, because the sen ing elements.,

the logic drcuitry and the actuating device were realized with fluidic components.
An analog J-mode controller also has
been built and tested with fluidic elements. Actually applied to an industrial
process, this controller is considered very
promising for a position control or stabilization of a weapon system, Dr. Wagner
reports.
Present plans of the Watervliet Automatic Control Group include developmeot of integrated fluidic circuits to future
weapons. Applications of fluidics to industrial processes also are under investigation.

Hollingsworth Becomes TECOM Deputy CG
Brig Gen James F. Hollingsworth,
new deputy commanding general of the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., returned
recently from Vietnam, where he served
ince March 1966 as assistant commander
lSI Infantry Division.
'
Maj Gen Leland G. Cagwin, TECOM
CG, has announced that General Hollingswonh will ucceed Col John F.
Polk., who has erved as deputy CG since

Brig Gen J. F. BoUingAworth
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October 1966 and will retire.
From t962 to 1965, General HolIingswonh was Deputy Assi tant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs), following a year in the Directorate for Reserve
Affairs and Readiness Plans, Office of the
Assislant Secretary of Defense (Manpower).
Other major assignments have included
chief of staff, 2d Armored Division, and
deputy commander, Combat Command A,
1st Armored Division, Fort Hood, Tex.:
and Chief of the Army Element, U. S.
Mililary Assislance Advisory Group, Pakistan.
He holds a BS degree from Texas
A&M College (1940) and an MA degree
from George Washington University
(1963). He has attended the Command
and General Staff College, the Army
War College, and the Armed Forces
Special Weapons School.
His decorations include the Distinguished Service Cross with IWO Oak Leaf
Clusters (OLC), Distingui hed Service
Medal with OLC: Silver Star Medal
with three OLC; Legion of Merit; Distinguished Flying Cro
with two OLC;
Bronze Star Medal with "V" Device and
three OLC; Air Medal with "V" Device
and 2S OLC; and 8 Vietnamese medals.
J
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MICOM Spending $10 Million for BTE
Battery Terminal Equipment (BTE), a
new electronic data converter ystem for
control and coordination of Army surface·
to·air missile balleries throughout the
world, will be produced under a $10
million multiyear contract.
The U. S. Army Missile Command,
Redstone Arsenal, Ala., announced that
Litton System, Inc., will receive $2,459,
175 as a first-year increment to the
contract.
The Coordi.iated Air Defense Sy tem
AN/GSA-77, designated the Data Converter, was developed under supervision of
MICOM's Air Defense Control and Coordination Systems Office, headed by Col
Morris W. Pettit.
Designed to integrate Nike Hercules
and Hawk missile batteries into Air
Defense Control and Coordination Centers, the sy tem will replace two major
pieces of current equipment, the Fire Unit
[ntegration Facility and the Coder-Decoder Group.
A significant ANIGSA-77 advantage is
its ability to maintain data transfer
between batterie in the event of communication loss with the Control and Coordination Center.
The system will represent the first
application of microelectronic technology to this type of equipment. Weight, size
and power requirements will be reduced
more than 90 percent over currently used
equipment
This results in the elimination of uch
equipment as a truck, shelter, air conditioner, generator and !railer needed to
support the old ystem.
High reliability i inherent in microelectronic integrated circuits. The system
has a built-in self-test capability and
utilizes a "throw-away-at-failure" philosophy. A soldier with only basic technical
knowledge can easily locate a faulty
circuit, replace it, and have the system
back in operation within minutes, A full
set of spare circuit modules will be
packed with tbe equipment.
Col Pellit commented about the estimated advantages of BTE as follows:
"Substantial saving will be realized
for the Army upon fielding of this
equipment. The cost of production of new
equipment alone is approximately 13
percent of equipment it replaces for the
field army and approximately 24 percent
of the CO t of equipment presently u ed in
the Continental United States (CONUS),
Training costs for maintenance people
will be only one-fourth of the training
costs for equipment it replaces.
"Two enlisted men per battery in
CONUS and two to three enlisted men
per hattery overseas will be eliminated
from this maintenance role, since the
maintenance for this system (first through
fourth echelon) will be performed as an
additional duty of missile systems maintenance personnel.
"The current requirement for additional
JULY.AUGUST 1967

higher echelon maintenance personnel at
battalion and air defense levels will be
eliminated. The total reduction in maintenance personnel is estimated to re ult in
saving of more than $2 million annually.
The reduced power requirement i estimated to result in I million annually, once
the new equipment is fielded, and about

$500,000 will be saved on repair parts
for replenishment alone.
''These are but a few of the savings that
will be realized which are permitted by
the u e of microelectronic technology,
The Army currently has a program,
ANrrSQ-73, waiting initiation to apply
the samc I.ecbnology to battalion and
higher level of command so that similar
savings will be realized:'

Army 'Cubmarine' Retrieves ICBM Nosecones
It',; not exactly hush-bush insofar as the
U, S. avy and possible recriminations
aboul encroaching upon its domain are
concerned, but the U. S. Army is operating
a submarine - a small submarine or
··Cubmarine...

Strange though it may seem, the ub
belongs to the Army's Nike-X Project
Office at Redstone Arsenal, Ala., HQ
U,S. Army Missile Command. some 300
miles from the nearest sail water.
As a part of its mission to develop an
effective defense against ballistic missiles, however, the Nike-X Project also
operates a National Missile Range on
Kwajalein Atoll, which is in the middle
of the Pacific Ocean. The submarine i
based at Kwajalein.
The Nike-X Project uses KwajaJein test
site to study American intercontinental
ballistic missiles fired westward over the
Pacific from Vandenberg Air Force Base,
Calif. Missiles are analyzed during their
reentries into the earth's atmosphere to
gain information which can be used in
improving the Nike-X system's ability to
intercept and destroy enemy ICBMs.
In support of Air Force and Navy
offensive weapon system development,
some nosecones are recovered for exami·
nation to determine how they withstood
the fiery effects of reentry at speeds of
15,000 m.p.h. or more. That's where the
submarine COmes in. While the ocean
surrounding the Test Site is a mile and
more deep, the 120-mile-long Kwajalein

L~goon averages only 180 feet to the
bottom. Thus the nosecones of Kwajaleinbound ICBMs are targeted to land in the
Kwajalein Lagoon so they can be fi hed

Oul.

To do the fishing, the Nike-X Project
purchased an 18-foot Perry Cubmarine
from its builder in West Palm Beach,
Fla. The 2-man sub bas a battery-powered
motor Ihal can pu h it tbrough the water at
five knots per hour. It can dive to 300 feet,
which means it can operate anywhere in
the lagoon.
When a nosecone comes plummeting
into the Kwajalein Lagoon, its impact
point is marked and the sub is ent out,
riding in its cradle on the deck of an LeU
(landing craft, utility). The LCU, which
has a crane for lowering the sub over the
side, as well as quarters and a galley for
the sub·s operating crew, serves as its
mothershi p and tender.
Painted a bright yellow SO it can be
seen at depth underwater, the sub carries
radio equipment for communication with
the molhership. Sixteen ponholes ring
the sub's sides and bottom. Two operators
must watch out not only for the submerged
nosecone, but also for pedestals of coral
which, if hit, could pierce the sub's hull.
Once Ihe nosecone is spotted, tbe sub
releases a marker buoy to pinpoint its
location. Scuba divers from the LCU then
dive on the nosecone to attach slings to it
and soon the nosecone is started on its

5,OOO-mile journey back to tbe State.

TWO-MAN ARMY SUBMARl E io ..oed to recover teot·miooile noseeoneo from the
KwajaJein Laeoon in the Pacific Ocean, Looking over the bertbed so..b are Col
F, C, Healy, KwajaIein Teot Site CO, and A. C, Centrella, Tranoportation Div, Chief.
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ECOM Computer 'Browses' New Uterature
Frustration experienced by scientists,
engineers and technical personnel endeavori ng to breast the flood of research
repons related to their specialty fields is
being eased by the Army Electronics
Command.
Selective Dissemination of Information (SOl), discussed at length in numerous
conferences in recent years on problems
of achieving more effective utilization of
available scientific reports, is being accomplished by ECOM through computer
"browsing" of new literature. Users of the
sy tern are spared the need of long
searches in libraries.
Twice monthly, the computer system at
HQ ECOM, Fon Monmouth, N. J., ifts
through thousands of new technical reports, anicles and translations. An individualized listing of new publications can
be provided in any of 7,144 descriptor
areas of interest selected by the subscriber.
To enroll in the Fort Monmouth SOl
ystem, the subscriber (about 100 are
enrolled out of a potential of 8,000 users)
prepares an "interest profile" by selecting
a number of terms describing his profesional interest from the list of categnries,
covering the gamut of science and technology. Individual or group-subscriber

service will Ill: furnished.
From then on, the computer system
takes over, informing him regularly of
new documents in all the fields he
specifies. The SO I subscriber receives the
announcements in the form ofacomputerprinted book.let. It gives the title, authors,
source, date and a descriptive abstract for
each document selected by the computer.
The service is performed by special
arrangement with the Defense Documentation Center (DOC), which collects and
indexes technical documents for Defense
Department use. The DOC is one of the
world's largest collection points for
reports in science and technology.
DOC sends the Electronics Command
a special computer tape twice monthly
containing a description of each new
document acquired. The tape includes for
each citation a "document profile" that
describes the specific subjects covered.
Subjects are selected from the 7,144
descriptors used to prepare the user "interest profile."
A Burroughs 5500 computer matche
these thousands of new document profiles
against the interest profile of each SOl
subscriber to discover all the new docu-

Design of Experiments Meet Slated at Belvoir Nov. 1-3
Invited speakers scheduled to address
One of the highlights will be the
the 13th Army Conference on the De ign announcement of the 1967 winner of the
of Experiments al Fort Belvoir, Va., Nov. Samuel S. Wilks Memorial Award, pre1-3, include three nationally k.nown sented by the American Statistical Assostatisticians and a professor from England.
ciation. Previous winners are Dr. Grubbs,
Princeton Prof. John -y:ukey and retired
Prof. Francis J. Anscombe of Yale
Univer ity will discuss "Regression
Maj Gen Leslie E. Simon.
Analysis" and University of Chicago
AFIP OHers Short Cou
Prof. K. A. Brownlee IS programed for
rse
"Some Comments on Matchiog,"
On Pathology of Lab Animals
Prof. I. J. Good of~he Admiralty
A course on "Pathology of Laboratory
Research Laboratory, ~lddlesex,. E:ng- Animals" will be offered at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIPJ,
land, IS scheduled for Some: Statistical
Meth~,s ID Mach.ne lnteiligence ReWashington, D. C., Sept. 18-22.
se~ch: Dr. Frank Proschan,. Boemg
AFIP Director Maj Gen Joe M. BlumScientific:. R~earch ~b<?ratones, .wlll berg said the course will include "discuspresent ~a~l!",u~ Likehhood Eshma- sion of etiology, diagnosis, and control of
tlon of Rehablhty.
the diseases under consideration,"
The course is open to military veterinThe 0. S. Army Research Office-Durham (.ARO-D), N. C;., ~ set Sept. 8 as the ary, medical and dental officers and,
deadhne for submISSIOn of synopses of within available space, to qualified civilpapers to be. presented b~ Army .person- ian personnel in the same fields.
nel at techOJcal and chOJcaI sessiOns on
.
research, development and testing.
Nurse of Year AsSIgned to WRGH
The 0 ign of Ex.periments Confere",e
Capt Linda A. Bowman, named Army
is sponsored by the Army Mathematics Nurse of the Year for 1966 in February,
Steering COmmitlee, chaired by Dr. Ivan has been assigned 10 Walter Reed GenerR. Hershner Jr., chief of the Physical and aI Hospital.
Two Department of the Army boards
Engineering Sciences Division, U. S.
Army Research Office, Office of the Chief selected the 24-year-old career Army
of Research and Development.
nurse for the annual award. During the
The conference chairman will be Dr. same ceremony, she also received the
Frank E. Grubbs, associate director, U. S. 1967 Dr. Juanita Newcomb McGee Award
Army Ballistic Research Laboratories, for "distinguished service to the nation~
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. Hosts at from the Daughters of the American
Fon Belvoir will be the Engineer Re- Revolution.
search and Development Laboratories
Both awards recognize Capt Bowman's
and the Geodesy Intellillencc, Mapping work as educational coordinator of the
Research and Development Agency.
34th General Hospital, Orleans, France.
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ments that have significant material in
the user's interesl areas. The result is a preaddressed listing for each subscriber.
The average ubscriber selects about 20
subjects for hi interest profile, and his
semimonthly booklet contains, on the
average, about 25 citations of material.
From experience with earlier pilot
tests, ECOM estimates that half of the
documents referred to a scientist by SO J
will be of direct value to him in his
present work.. Most of the others will be
of general interest On the average, he
will order full copies of 15 percent of the
cited documents.
About 20 other SO I systems, most of
them with relatively small subscriberhip, are in operation in other U. S.
Government agencies and in industry.
ExpeCled to serve as a model for an
Army-wide SOl service, the ECOM system features low cost, simple ordering of
documents, easy self-profiling, and use of
tbe immense document resources of DDC
by computer tape exchange.
The BCOM system was conceived and
tested over a 2-year period by the Technical Information Divi ion of the ECOM
Information Office. The ECOM Computation Agency prepared the computer programs and d ireets operations.
Maj Gen William B. Latta, ECOM
commander, said the main goal of the
SDI system is "to increase the productivity
of our technical personnel by making sure
that each scientist is kept abreast of the
latest work in his specialty.
"Our researchers will thus be able to
make maximum use of the scientific advances of their coworkers throughout the
country, and avoid costly duplication.
When this program goes into full gear, we
shall see a reduction in the time required
to develop a new piece of eleclronic
equipment for our fighting men."

RESEARCH engineer Georle Sumrall
hold. a technical report ret";eved (or
him b,. Selective Di. emination o( Informs ion system computer from
amonl 2,500 Defense Department scientific documents publillhed recentl,..
The mound of documents, weighing
1,100 pounds, represents the biweekl,.
scientific report output of the Defense
Department and Defenae contractui'll.
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HumRRO Launches Project IMPAO, Maior Computerized Instruction Program
Project IMPACT, as-year $4.3 million advanced development effort to
provide the U. S. Army with an efficient,
economical computer-administered in-

su;uction (CAO system, is involving
HumRRO in the largest research venture
of its 16-year existence.
HumRROdenotesthe HumanResources
Research Office of George Washington
University, Washington, D. C., the U. S.
Army's principal training research agency
operating under contract.
Intended to incorporate proven principles of the learning process into a single
pallern or model, Project IMPACT is
expected to be of vast significance to the
education community as well as to its
primary beneficiaries - Army personnel
seeking advanced skills.
1M PACT is the acronym for Instructional Model Prototypes Attainable in
Computerized Training. Objectives of the
program are listed as:
• A prototype computer-administered
instruction system which the Army can put
into operation.
• Several CAl programs of instruction
dealing with different subjects of critical
importance to the Army.
• A decision model of the instructional process - a et of rule for deciding
precisely which learning materials to
present neltt to a particular tudent, based
on his personal characteristics, previous
"learning history" and scientifically establi hed principles of learning and
teaching.
Dr. Robert Seidel, an eltperimental
psychologi t in HumRRO Division No.1
(Sy tems Operations), is beading the IMPACT research team with Dr. Felilt
Kopstein, also a psychologist, as hi
principal associate. Tbe team will include computer bardware and software
eltperts, instructional programers, applied
mathematicians and behavioral scientists.
The initial content will be selected
ponions of a course in computer prngraming, with the first course in COBOL, the
computer language with a great range of
applicability to Army accounting and
inventory problems.
In CAr, the computer presents subject
matter, asks questions and provides answers and other information to students at
f

individual instruction stations. The student

responds to the computer display by
means of a typewriter keyboard or a pen
that "writes" with light.
CAl elttends the possibilities for individualized instruction beyond those offered by programed instruction. While
programed instruction can adapt tbe in-

Home Named to Edgewood Post
La Col William 1\1. Home bill been named deputr
director for applied rue.reb at lile Re.earc.h L.bo....
• torie. at Ed.ewood "'roscn.I, Md. A 1947 a:I".(Il,lll1e
of the Univentl" ofWaahJnllon. he lIold ... ma tel",

devee- fJ\Om the Unive....itr of c.Urornl•. He I••
.-duale or the Conunllnd and General Sf..rt Col.

le,e. Army Chendc..1 School, and' Anny Mllo.lemena
cbool.
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structional presentation to the general
characteristic of a specific individual,
CAl potentially can adapt the instruclional presentation to the detailed characteristics of the trainee and to his precise
requirement of the moment.
The decision model of the instructional
process to be developed in the 5-year
research effort .will be a et of rules the
computer will use for "deciding" which
learning materials to present next to a
particular srodent.
The more capable students progres
rapidly through a "shon course." Those
less capable are given whatever additional information and practice they need.
Dr. Seidel explains that "research in
the behavioral sciences provides uS with a
stock of sound, experimentally e tablished principles of learning and teaching which are clearly relevant to CAl.
"However, most of them were established in laboratory settings and in
isolation from each other. Consequently
we don't have an understanding of the
interactions of the various relevant factors. What is needed - and wbal we hope
to provide through this project - i s a
synthesis of these factors into a model of
the instructional decision process that we
can evaluate in terms of effectiveness,
efficiency and economy."
As explained by Drs. Seidel and
Kopstein, the computer program represcnting the decision model can be viewed

as artificial intelligence that simulates
an "ideal" instructor's decision. HumRRO
researchers will determine whether or
not the same model can be applied to
more than one type of learning.
The CAl y tem to be developed, it was
stated., will provide the Army with an
automated school stocked with a variety
of prototype courses. The "faculty" will
be infinitely patient, sensitive and untiring, and can be duplicated at will to meet
Army training requirements anywhere.
The project will also provide a laboratory for further study of learning processes and an opportunity for injecting
scientific research findings into educational practice.
IMPACT activities will be undertaken
in four successive and partially overlapping cycles. Each cycle will include
activities concerned with hardware, software, instructional content, and the mod·
el of instructional decision process. The
project is expected to produce many useful
reports, beginning before the end of the
first cycle.
Products from the FifSt cycle wi II
include a COBOL course, criterion tests,
an administrative information system for
recovering

information

of interest

to

training administrators, a high-level CAl
language for interaction with the computer, a computer program, the instructional
decision model, and technical recommendations.

3 RIA Personnel Receive Postgraduate Fellowships
Postgraduate study fellowships under the U.S. Army
Long-Term Training Program have been awarded to
mathematician Michael C. Nerdahl and engineers
Franklin J. Kozisek and Jimmy H. Williams of Rock
Island (lIl.l Arsenal.
The advanced training is part of a continuing
program to improve the engineering competence of
Rock Island Arsenal's Research and Engineering
Divi ion. Each of tbe three employes will study for
two semesters and a summer session.
Nerdahl, Product Engineering Branch mathematician for 16 years, is studying theoretical and applied
mechanics at the University of Iowa. He received a BA
degree in mathematics and education from Augu tana
College, Rock Island, in 1950. Since then he has
completed 12 courses in engineering and advanced
mathematics at Augustana and the Universities of
lIJinois and Iowa.
Kozisek has been in the Development Engineering
Branch at the Ar enal since February 1966. Enrolled
in the School of Engineering, University of Wi con in,
where he earned an MS degree in mechanical
engineering, he is taking courses in high-pressure
hydraulics and associated controlling meehani ms. He
has a BS degree from the University of North Dakota.
Williams, also in the Development Engineering
Branch, has been with the Arsenal since 1954. He
received a BS degree in mechanical engineering from
the University of Iowa in 1959 and MS in June 1967.
Most of his education has been at his own eltpense, but
he is now taking Army-financed advanced cour e at the
University of Iowa in gas dynamics, theories of failure
in design, engineering analysis, and calculus.

Michael C. Nerdahl

Jimmy H. Williams
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SARS Fellowships Enable 2 Army Scientists to Study

In

England

Secretary of the Army Research and Study Fellowships will
enable a chemist and a biochemist to extend their research on
pecific Army projects through one-year of study in England with
international authorit.ies in their respective fields.
DR. BUPENDRA oocrOR, employed in the Department of
Biochemistry at Walter Reed Army Institute of Research since
1960, will work under tbe direct.ion of Nobel Prize winner Dr.
Francis H. C. Crick, originator ohhe Wobble Hypothesis.
Dr. Doctor's researcb project will seek to furnisb evidence of
the genetic code ill vil'o (in a living body), a determined ill vitro
(in glass), and the possible proof of the Wobble Hypothesi .
This hypothesis explains the probable bydrogen bond
Dr. BnpeDdra Doctor
Dr. Derek H. Ball
formation between lbe anticodon site of tRNA (transfer-ribonucleic acid) and mesmember of a group led hy Dr. L. Hough, 1956, both in chemistry. From 1956-58.
senger RNA. This interaction determines
he held a postdoctoral fellowship, Naan international authority in the field.
the sequence of amino acids in protein,
The
tudy
i
expected
to
contribute
tional
Research Council of Canada, and
since tbe position of amino acids in lbe
significantly to the development of new in 1959-60 was a research Fellow at
protein molecule is determined by the tmaterials and to the chemistry of flavor. Alfred (N.Y.) University.
RNAs. The hypothesis further explains
He is a member of the American
The loog-range aim is to increase the
the probable cbain initiation and chain
quality
and
variety
of
food
available
to
Chemical
Society, Chemical Society,
termination concept of protein synthesis.
the soldier.
London, and of the subcommittee on
Dr. Doctor's researcb project is conDr. Ball earned his BSc at Bristol in carbohydrates of the committee on biocerned with furnishing data concerning the
logical chemistry, National Academy of
1953 aod his PhD degree at Queen'
mechanism of replication of pathogenic
University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, in Sciences. National Re earch Council.
bacteria and viruses, since lbe synthesis of
RNA and protein is a prerequisite for the
repUcation of virus and bacteria.
SCIENTIFIC CALENDAR
A native of India, Dr. Doctor earned his
22th Annual Symposium on Molecular StnJclure and
3rd Cryopreservalion Conference, sponsored by ONR
BS degree from Ihe University of Bombay.
pet'lrO!Jcopy, Columbus. Oh.io, Sept. $·9.
and the Soclt:ty of Cryobiology. Wa5hinglon, D.C.. AUK.
In 1955, he received a master's degree in
1·10.
InlernationaJ Hydrology SYlnJXIsium. pon:sorcd by the
biochemistry and nutrition at Texas A&M
Sympos,ium on TopolO8i~oJ Dynamics, ponsored by
lntc.mntional Association or Scientific Hydrology and
University. He earned a PhD from the
the American Geophysical Union. Fort Collins. Colo.,
AFOSR. Unive~ity of Maryland and CoIoradG State
Sept.6- .
Universily, Fon Collins, Colo., Aug. 7-11.
Univer ity of Maryland and from Janua.ry
Inlernational Confcrellu on J1~VI Semiconducting
Gordon Researcb Conference on Jnorganic Chemistry,
1959 to December 1960 was a postdoctorCompounds. sponsored by lJIe .... menean Ph)'sicaJ Society.
sponsored by AFOSR, New H:ampton. N.H .. Auj. 7-1 J.
al Fellow at Cornell University.
Providence, R.i.. SepL 6-8.
14th International Speclro$copy Colloquium. OebreAuthor of more than 30 publications,
ASTM. IES. AIAA aliona! Technical Mectina on
cen, HUDlary, AU8- 7-12.
pace imulation. Philadelphia. Pa.. Sept. 11-13.
Intcnociety Ene.taY Conversion EnJjneerina ConferDr. Doct.or will deliver a paper, "The
12th Congrus of the International A5s0datlon for Hy·
ence, sponsOred by IEEE, Miami Beach. Fla•• Au.. 13-11.
Structure of Nucleic Acid," 10 members of
dnulic Researcb, F"on Collins. Colo.. SepL 11-14.
,14th IntematJona! S)'l'rlpOS:ium on MiCJ"O$COPY. Caor
the 7th International Congre of Biobridco. EnaIand. AUg. '4-18.
6th Intet'MtionaJ Coaference on HIp EneI'lY Aettl·
cbemistry in Japan in AuguSt.
craters. sponsored by the International Union of Pure
2nd Symposium on Iftequalities. ponsor-ed by ARL. Air
Force Academy. Colo., Au&- 14-22.
and Applied Pbysies.Cambridgr.. Mus.. Sept II~I~.
DR. DEREK H. BALL, a chemist all he
Mceun, of the World Mt:lcoroloaical Orpniz.ation.
International Symposium on InfOnnalJon Theory. SpoDU.S. Army Natick (Mass.) Laboratories,
Geneva. SwilU:rfand. "u.c. 16-23.
50red by AFOSR. IEEE and IRSU. Athens. Greete.
will conduct a study project on carbohy.
7th International Congress at Bioche.mi lry. sponson:d
SepL 11·1'.

Kunkel Succeeds Jones
As GPV Project Manager
Col Charles E. Kunkel is t.he new
project manager for General Purpose
Vehicles (GPY) at lbe Michigan Army
Missile Plant., Warren, Mich.
Commander of the 8th Logistical
Command in Europe until receotly, he
ucceeds Brig Gen Morton McD. JonesJr.
wbo recently was promoted to that rank
and assigned to Vietnam aft.er serving as
project manager for two years.
Involving a worldwide asset responsibility of about $1.6 billion and a procurement and production dollar responsibility in excess of $920 million, the G PY i
one of the U. S. Army Materiel Command's largest projects.
Ranging from 1/4- to 5-ton trucks, the
G PV fleet has many body types and
chassis that combine to produce 61 different varieties, plu kits. As project manager, Col Kuokel also wiU be engaged in
the internatiooal sale of these vehicle
systems to friendly foreign governmenls.

by the lnlematiooaJ Union of Biochcmislr)'. Tokyo. Japan.
Aug. 19-2.5.
Cryogenic £qgineelini Conference. Palo Alto. Calif.,
Aug. 21-23.
10th Midwcstern M«:hanicI ConfereDC:e, spon.sortd by
Colorado State University. Fon Collins. Coto.. Au,. 21-23.
14lh Interm.tionaJ Symposium on Microscopy. Cam.
brid&c, England, A.... 21·25.
14th IntemabonaJ Mectina or'J"hC' IllSutUte or Manaccmenl ScieDCtJ:. Mc.x.ico City. Mexico. Aug. 22-2$.
Symposium on Wan Pf'Q~(ton and Dyl'Wt1K: Properties of Earth Materials, sponsored by ASCE. AJbuquer~

que. N. Mu.• Aug. 23~2..5.
7th Biennial Gas Dyoamics Symposium. sponsored by
ARQ-D. ABC. ARPA and NASA. Evamton. III., Aua.
2l·2'.
18th Annual American institute of Biolo&ieal Seienc"
Meelings. CollcJe Suuion.l'ex.• AU8- 27-8epl. 1.
3rd International ymposium on Orpnomtlallic Chemi.
cals. sponsored by AROoD and olhe-rl. Munich, Germany,
A.ug. 28-SepL •.
24th Conrerena: of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Chem.l Iry, PrAgue, Czechoslovakia. Aug.
l8·Sept.l.
Conrerenu on High Frequency Generation and Amplification, sponsortd by IEEl:. ONR and Cornell School
ofEicetrical Engjn~rin&. Ithaca. N. Y., Aug. 29-31,
Semi·lnternational Sympo$ium on Mechanical Engineering, Tokyo.Japan. Sept. 4-8.
21st I ntemational Con.gre$$ of Pu~ and Applied Chem.
istry, Prague, ~ho51o"tlkia. Sept. 4·10.
Solid Slale Devicu: Confe~nce. sponsored by U.K.
b.nd Republic of Irt:hmd Se<:tion 0( IEEE. Manche.sler.
En&Iand, Sept ,s.,.
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Inlunational Congress oa Magnetism, sponsored by
OAR. AFCRL, AEC, NSF and ONR. 8o<,...Cam·
bridge., Mus., SepL 11- I6.
Conference on ~mical Vapol" Depo$llion of RefnIc.
tory Metals, Alloys and Compounds., sponsored by the
American NuckaT Society and lhe Mela1luf'Kica.l Socidy
of AI ME., GatJinbullto Tenn., Scpt. 12-13.
Inlernational Sy~ium Od Malerials- Key to Effoe·
tive Use ollhe Sea. §POM«ed by the Polytec.hruc Insti·
tute of Brooklyn and the lval Applird Science Labora·
tory. N.Y.C.. SrepL 12·14.
3rd International Symposium on Hig.h Temperalure
TecbnolOlY, pons.ored by SRI, Asilomar. Cabf., Sept.
17-20.
Joinl Power Gencralion Cornel'"ence, sponsored by
IEEE and ASM E. Dcuoit. Mich.. SePL 24-28.
ID1ernationai Electronics Conference and Exposition.
sponsored by IEEE. Toronto. Canada. Sept, '2j·27.
Conferene.c on Magnelic Materials and Their Applica~
tion.sponsored by the U.K. and Republic or Ireland Sec:1..
[EEE. lnstitute
Physics and The Physical SoCiety.
London. England. SepL 26-28.
16th Defense Conference on Nondestruclive Testln.,
tiponsol't:d by NRL, White oak, Md.,Sepl. 26.28.
~11l Annual R&D MnnlljCmenl Progt'am. sponsored by
Ohio Universilyand Banelle Memorial Instftute, Athens,
Ohio, Sepl. 24-Qd 6.
14th General Assembly of the {nternlltional Union of
G.eodes)' 8nd Geophysics, Zurich, Sw;t.uriand, ScpL 2SOct 7.
4th International Conference on Atmospheric: .nd Space
E1eclricily, ponsored by the AFCRL. Army, Navy, N F
and NASA. Lucerne. Switur"land. Sept. 29-Oct. 6.

or
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Report Presents DoD Labs Statistics
One of the most comprehensively informative of the 29 documents published
to date by the Office of Laboratory
Management, Office of the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, is a
recently distributed statistical summary of
defense labs.
"Department of Defense In-House
ROT&E (Research, Development, Test
and Evaluation) Activities" is a 142-page
report compiled by Evan Anderson. He is
staff assistant to Edward M. Glas , Assistant Director (Laboratory Management)
under Dr. Donald M. MacArthur, Deputy
Director of Defense Research and Engineering (Research and Technology).
Scheduled to be updated annually, the
report is an unclassified version of an
earlier classified document bearing the
same title. It describes "organizational
entities," 25 percent or more of whose
work is in any or all phases of ROT&E.
Statistics are given for 61 Army labs, 44
Navy and 27 Air Force, a total of 132.
Representative of the detailed type of
data contained in the report, for example,
is the following: Total annual (FY 1966)
laboratory program, $3,396,395,000; total in-bouse program, $2,083,109,000;
total ROT&E program, $2,647,225,000;
total in-house ROT&E, $1,458,498,000.
Relative to personnel, the report
shows 37,050 military assigned to DoD
in-house ROT&E laboratories, with 6,262
classified as professionals and 469 with
PhD degrees. The total civilian staff is
ii ted at 94,591, including 31,022 professional and 1,936 witb PhD degrees.
DoD in-bouse ROT&E labs in FY 1966
were housed on facilities covering 4,212,
499 acres with 105,477,617 square feet of
floor space. Real property was valued at
$2,939,799,000 and equipment at $3,073,
583,000.
By studying just five pages of the report,

anyone interested can gain statistics on
all Army, Navy and Air Force in-house
ROT&E labs with respect to funding data,
tbe number of military and civilian
employes in each lab, and tbe breakout of
military and civilian employes in each
lab, and the percentage of mi Iitary and
civilian professionals with PhD degrees;
also, acreage covered by facilities (where
pertinent), floor space, value of real
property, and value of equipment.
Information on each laboratory includes its mission, past significant accomplishments, current efforts, and planned
responsibilities on future military prob-

White Succeeds Hansen as MUCOM CG
Promotion of Maj Gen Frank G. White
to that rank came simultaneously with
assumption of command of the U.S. Army
Munitions Command (MUCOM), Dover,
NJ.,June I. He succeeded Maj Gen Floya
A. Hansen, MUCOM CG for 4~ years,
whose reti rement ended more than 35
years of service.
General Frank S. Besson Jr., CG of the
U.S. Army Materiel Command, and U
Gen William D. Bunker, bis deputy, were
among dignitaries present for award of the
Distinguished Service Medal to General
Hansen.
Maj Gen White served three years as
assistant chief of staff, Logistics, Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Command, prior
to assigomentto MUCOM. He was deputy
executive director, Procurement and Production, Defense Supply Agency, Washington, D.C., from 1962 to June L964.
Graduated from the University ofOklahoma in 1937 with a BS degree and
from Harvard University in 1950 with a
master's degree.in bu ioe administration,
General White began his military career
in July 1937 as a Reservist witb the 1st
Field Artillery at Fort Sill, Okla.
From 1950 to 1956, he served with the

'Dragon' Components Pass
Launch Environment Tests
The U.S. Army's recently renamed
"Dragon" antitank weapon passed evaluation teslS of subsystem components in a
launco environment at the Eastern Test
Range, Cape Kennedy, Fla.
Component testing, which involved an
unguided round, was conducted inJune by
McDonnell-Douglas Corp., prime contractor for the sboulder-fired tank destroyer. Advanced live warhead testing
will be at Red tone (Ala.) Arsenal.
Under development with McDonnell
since 1965 as the MAAW system, Dragon
is the Army's first missile system to be
tested at the Cape since firings of the
long-range Pershing terminated in 1964.
Designed to replace the 90mm recoilless rifle at the platoon level, the 27pound, one-man system is managed by the
U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone
Arsenal. Lt Col John Boyes is manager.
JULY-AUGUST 1967

lems and the mailing addres .
Selected data from the report appears
in shortened form in a separate 7-page
management analysis note, "Department
of Defense In-House R&D Laboratories"
(MAN 66-2), also published by tbe OLM.
The shorter report covers only budgetary,
personnel and property data for research
and development laboratories.
A third recent ODDR&E pubLication,
"Index of Management Analysis Memoranda, Note, and Reports" (MAM 67-2), by
Maxine H. Weyandt, lists titles, dates,
and DOC accession numbers for the 29
studies and reports the OLM and its
predecessor have published since 1964.

Office of the Chief of Ordnance in
Washington, D.C., then attended the National War College at Fort McNair,
from which be graduated in 1957.
His later assignments include deputy
and ordnance officer, Eighth U.S. Army in
Korea 0957-58); deputy and president of
the U.S. Army Maintenance Board, Fort
Knox, Ky. (1958-60); and commandant of
the Army Logi tics Management Center,
Fon I.ee, Va, (J 960-62).

Maj Cen Frank G. White

CONGRATULATORY HANDSHAKES with four new member. of the U.S. Army
Munitions Command Advisory Board were among las. dutiea of Maj Gen FIord A.
Hansen prior to retirement from tlIe Army. The new members (from left) are Dr.
Robert G. Sbreffier, Los Abroo Sci ntilie Laboratory, University ofCaJifomia,
Los Alamo., . Mello; Dr. to he F. Ruben lein, as oei.le proFessor of eDgiDeer~
ing,

ni"yenity or California, Loa An«eJe ; Dr. Alan

. TeteJman, a ociate pro.

fes.or, Department of MateriaJa, Seienee and Engineering Meehanies, Stanford
Univ. and Dr. J. T. Nolen, product manager, E. I. duPont de "moun and Co.
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ASA (R&D) QINeol Keynotes Industrial Briefing
Helicopters are doing things in Vietnam today "tbat only the mosl visionary
of our predecessors would have foreeast.~
in the opinion of Dr. Russell D. O'Neal,
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research and Devel 0 pmen t.
Dr. O'Neal gave the keynote address to
some 700 aero pace specialists at tbe
second annual Advanced Planning Briefing fOT Industry in St. Louis, June 20-21.
Sponsored by tbe 0.5. Army Aviation
Materiel Command (AVCOM) and the
Army Aviation Association of America
(AAAA), the 2-<1ay meeting was classified
secret except for the lucbeon at which he
spoke.
Participants included 20 repre entatives
from Canada, 9 from the United Kingdom
Ministry of Defense and 80 from the U.S.
Department of Defense.
Director of Army Aviation Maj Oen
Robert R. Williams and Maj Oen William B. Latta, CO of lbe U.S. Army
Electronics Command, headed the Ii t of
general officers and some 20 military and
civilian experts who gave presentations.
Brig Oen John R. Outhrie, Director of
Developments, Office of the Chief of
Research and Development, outlined the
purpose of the briefings for indu tryal an
early session. Retired Brig Oen Olenn
Ooodhand, AAAA president, introduced
AVCOM Commander Col Delbert L.
Bri tol, who welcomed the conferees.
"When the Bell H·40 was on the
drawing board as an aeromedical ambulance in the 1950s,~ Dr. O'Neal said,
"who would have thought that it would
have blossomed into a primary tactical
transport for airmobile operation as
well as a fire- upport vehicle?"
He cited also the Army's CH·54A
Flying Crane, which evolved as a feasible and "most desirable" logistics vehicle during the air mobility evaluation in
1964. "When exposed to the demands and
rigors of combat' , be said, "the CH-54A
has more than satisfied OUT inve tment by
the recovery of downed aircraft alone. In
addition, in the operational phase, the
Crane is doing yeoman eTVice a an
aerial mover for medium artillery.

MICOM Briefs 230 Companies
On Missile Plans for Future
Invited industrial executives from

more than 230 companies allended
classified briefiolls on Army mi sile
blons for the future june 12, 14 and 16
at the U.S. Missile Command (MICOM),
Redstooe Arsenal, Ala.
MICOM CommanderMaj Geo john
G. Zierdt welcomed approximately 500
guesh Crom missile-related indu try.
Army and Department of Defense
agencies. john L. McDaoiel, technical
director of the MICOM Research and
Development Directorale, moderated

the pr0l\l'am.
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PODIUM PERSONALITIES at iodustrial briefing in St. Louis included As iuaot
Secretary of the Army for R&D Dr. Rus ell D. O'Neal, at far right of composite
picture above, and Director of Army Aviation Maj Ceo Robert R. Williams, center,

lett of photo. Others are (counterclockwise, from top of photo) Maj Geo William
B. Lalla, Brig Gen Roy L. Atteberry, Brig Gen Howard F. Schiltz, Brig Gen William M. Mana, Col Leon.ard M. Orman, Lawrence Hewin and Col L. G. Callahan Ir.
Dr. O'Neal said he could go further and
establish parallel cases with other aircrafL "The point I wish to make," he
stressed, "is simply that we should not
allow our thoughts to stagnate and get
tunnel vision as we concentrate on new
aircraft systems. We need to continually
exercise a maximum of imagination."
Emphasi:l.ing the importance of the
"systems approach" early in program
formulation, Dr. O'Neal said that a truly
integrated system will find many items
other than airframe or power plant in its
critical path.
"Concurrent with the definition of a
new requirement by the Army Combat
Developments Command today, the development and technical agencies are
busily engaged in establishing or forecast·
ing the technology nece sary and available to support the requirement. ~ System
integralion must begjn, he said, in this
"embryo stage" of the developmenl.
He called the Advanced Aerial Fire
Su pport System (AAFSS) "our first major
step~ in the ystems approach. (The AH56A Cheyenne, a new type of fast armed
helicopter, was unveiled May 3 and flight
lesting is scheduled soon.)
Cross fertilization of thoughts and technological advance between the military
and industry can lead not only 10 increa ed performance to accomplish our
known mi ions, Dr. O'Neal said, but to
"grant us increased capabilitie to perform
missions above and beyond today' tactics,
doctrine and techniques:'
He ciled night operations as a typical
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goal. With the advent of night vision
equipment, he said lhe Army should
develop the capability to conduct all
phases of combat operations at night with
effectiveness "approaehing that of daylight operations."
If we can achieve this capability with
our ground and aerial vehicles, he said, we
in effect "will be doubling our combat
power while decreasing our own vulnerability to enemy actions," Feasibility of
night-vision devices - such as infrarcd
equipment and low light level televi ion
- is becoming a reality, he said, and "the
true integration and application will be
accomplished at a quickening pace:'
Dr. O'Neal discussed the importance of
designing into weapons systems such environmental suitability as armor protection, infrared suppression and maintaina·
bility, and reliability "when the ca ting
are made, Dot after the components are
installed. "
He emphasized the maintenance function as "critical to sustained combat
operations" but said he did not believe
tbat greater sophistication in systems
mean poor reliability and poor maintainability, "The opposite caD and must be
the case/' he said.
"Becau e of the basic tenet of Army
aviation,~ he elaborated, "that organic
aircraft are located at the user level,
immediately available and fully responsive, it is essential that maintenance and
ground-support equipment be functional in
nature, dependable, simple to operate and
common to all Army aircraft y tern
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wherever possible." He said the dust. heat
and humidity ofVielnam have emphasized
the importance of maintenance.
Achievements of Army Aviation in the
past 2S years are self-evident, he continued, adding that these acromplishments
have been made possible only through the
collective efforts of an unmatched industrial capacity and a forward-looking
Army which operates the equipment.
uAnny's Aviation Perspective'" was presented by General Williams, who later
chaired a panel discussion on fire-support
systems. General Lalla spoke on "Electronics and Air Mobility."
Presentations of other general officers
included: Brig Gen Howard F. Schiltz,
special assistant to tbe Army Materiel
Command (AMC) Deputy CG Lt Gen
William B. Bunker, "Army Aviation
Program: FY 68-73"; Brig Gen Roy L.
Aueberry, director of doctrine, Combat
Developments Command (CDC), "The
Army of the 70s and 80s"; and Brig Gen
William M. Mantz, CG U.S. Army
Natick (Mass.) Laboratories, "Aerial Delivery Systems and Aircraft Crew Protection System."
Col R. K. Cunningham, chief, CDC Air
Support Branch, assisted in General Alleberry's address. Additional presentations
in order of position on the agenda included: Col Leonard M. Orman, Army Weapons Command (AWC) R&D Directorate, "Fire Support Systems;" Lawrence
Hewin, AVCOM director, "Airframe and
Power Plant Technology and Integral
Design for Protective System."
Army Electronics Command (ECOM)
representatives included Col J. L. Burke,
special assistant for avionics to the CG,
wbo discussed "Aviation Electronics Outlook"; Col L. G. Callahan Jr., director
of Avionics Laboratories, "Avionics Airborne and Ground Systems"; Dr. Robert
Wiseman, director of Surveillance, Night
Vision and Target AC<juisition Laboratories, "Manned Airborne Combat Surveillance and Target AC<juisition Systems";

and Col L. W. Pllanz Jr., chief, Electronic Warfare/Meteorology Commodity
Management Office, "Electronic Warfare
Systems."
Col Jobn A. Dibble Jr., Office of the
Director of Army Aviation, spoke on
"Lessons Learned - RVN," Col Gustave
A. Peyer, Commander of the CDC Transportation Agency and Christmas Malami,
materiel project officer, collaborated to
present "Aviation Logistic Support Operations."
Col James O. Townsend, director of
instruction, Army Aviation School, dis-

WECOM Builds Own 'University' in 10 Years
Increasing interest in a continuing education program for scientists, engineers
and technicians at HQ U. S. Army
Weapons Command (AWC) and Rock
Island (III.) Arsenal has resulted in a
homegrown "university."
The "University of Army Weapons
Command," which is now in its tenth year
of using on-post facilities, now has a
"faculty" of six, including tbree Army
officers with doctoral degrees, a civilian
employe of the Arsenal and two voluntary PhDs from the Rock Island area.
Approxi mately 100 students enroll
each semester in the non-<:redit courses
held during off-<luty hours. AWC opens the
courses to qualified persons in the QUadCity (Rock Island, Moline and East
Moline, III" and Davenport, Iowa) metropolitan area.
Charged with the management of research, de ign, development, procurement
and worldwide logistic support of nearly
all Army weapons except missiles, AWC
has found the continuing education program an important adjunct to keep employes up to date on latest developments.
A second program of graduate courses
I for credits is conducted on Arsenal Island
under auspices ofthe QUad-Citie Technical Advisory Council, Inc. (QCTAC), a
nonprofit organization fostering advanced

Col Sherwood Heads Security Agency Research & Development
Three years of progressively responsible assignments with HQ U.S. Army Security
ARency (USASA) reached a high point for Col Robert Sherwood with his recent
selection as USASA deputy chief of staff for research and development.
Col Sherwood has served at HQ USASA, Arlington Hall Station, Va., as acting
chief, Management and Control Division, then as assistant chief of staff and later
deputy for Developments, and recently as commanding officer, Combat Developments Activity.
Prior to assignment to HQ USASA, he was chief,
Operations Division, Office of the USASA Operational Control Officer, Fort Meade, Md. From
1953-57, he was assistant S-3, USASA, Far East,
followed by a tour of duty as operations officer, 9th
USASA Field Stations in the Philippines until
1958. He was chief, Career Field Monitor Section,
G-l, HQ USASA, and then chief, Management
Branch, Comptroller, HQUSASA from 1952-54.
Col Sherwood allended Bloomsburg (Pa.) State
Teachers College (1939-40). Commissioned in the
Signal Corps in 1942, he then went on to earn AB
and MA degrees from Syracuse University (194648). He also graduated from the USASA Advanced
Col Robert Sherwood
Course in 1955 and the U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College in 1959.
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cussed "Aircraft Training Mission." U
Col Charles Peterson, CDC Experimentation Command, spoke on "Determining
Aircraft Survival Probabilities,~ assisted
by Richard W. Ferris, Litton Scientific
Support Laboratory, Fort Ord, Calif.
Col Warren R. Will iams, director,
U.S, Army Board for Aviation Accident
Research, gave his views on "Human
Engineering and Safety." Lt Col Roland
H. Shamburek, Medical Corps, chief of
the Aviation Branch, Office of the Surgeon
General, presented "Medical Evacuation."

education. QCTAC is sponsored by AWC
and local industry in cooperation with
educational institutions in neighboring
communities.
During the past semester, the Council
scheduled eight graduate <;redit courses.
They included "FoundationsofStructures,"
"Seminar in Advanced Mechllnics," "Production Management," "Legal Environment of Industry and Unions," "Managerial Economic Theory." "Quantitative
Methods in 8usiness and Economics."
"Complex Variables," and "Boolean
I\.lgebra with Application of Computer
Circuits."
Another innovation during the 19661967 scholastic year was Holiday Seminars, which were scheduled during university holiday periods. Instructors were from
the faculty of the University of Iowa.
Noncredit,off-<lutycourses in thecurrent
program include:
• "Review of Organic Chemistry,"
conducted by Capt Robert Frame, who
holds a PhD degree from Northwestern
University. He is assigned to the Office of
the AWC Deputy for Research and Engineering.
• "Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations" is instructed by ILt Edward
J. Haug Jr, head of the Mechanical
Engineering Section, Research and Engineering Division, Rock Island Arsenal.
He holds a PhD degree from Kansas State
University,
• "Fluidics," a subject of rapidly rising
interest, is conducted by I Lt R. Thomas
Perry, who eamed a PhD from the
University of Minnesota. U Perry is in
charge of the Cbemical Engineering Sec.
lion of the Arsenal's Research and Engineering Division.
• "Industrial Design Methods and
Practices" i instructed hy Alan Galbavy
of the Development Branch, Arsenal
R&D Division. Galbavy has a baccalaureate degree in Industrial Design from
Prall Institute.
• "Introduction to Laser Science and
Technology" is taught by Dr. Robert
Frank, head of the Physics Department,
Augustana College, Rock Island.
• "Review of Engineering Mathematics" is instructed by Dr. Carl Julian,
manager of the Applied Sciences Department, Engineering Research Division,
Deer and Co., Rock Island.
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Giant EMCa Camera Shoots Microphotos of Drawings

The etching operations are followed
by plating and vapor deposits of electronic materials and re-etchings as necessary.
The complete sequence of steps forms
hundreds of tiny electronic circuit imultaneously.
The wafer, however, is not the end. Its
gridded-circuit segments are cui into identical chips, each of which now has the
microminiaturized circuit layouts meshed
together to form working electronic devices.
Smaller than an infant's fingernail,
each tiny chip has its own complete
combination of circuit elements and interconnections to perform its electronic
function in radios, computers and dozens of
kinds of advanced electronic equipment.
As indicated by their name, uch integrated-circuit chips can do the work of as
many as several dozen wire-connected
vacumm tubes or separate transistors. Size
and weight reduction are not the only
advantaRes. Microcircuitry is proving to be
more reliable, uses much less power, and
is becoming more economical.

Microminia\urized photographs of
large drawings of electronic circuits are
being produced with a new 5~-ton special
purpose camera at HQ U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOMl, Fort Monmouth, NJ.
The giant camera has been set up in a
new scientific studio. Because a speck of
du t would blur the fine details of circuitry
on the tiny photographs, a filtering
system screens out foreign panicles as
small as 2a-millionths of an inch.
Technicians put On lint-free smocks, caps,
gloves, and shoe covers before going
through a special entry to ultraclean
rooms.
The main piece of equipment is a
Borrowdale Microminiaturization Camera, 7'11 feet high and 32 feet long.
Drawings on large plastic sheets are
moved back and forth along an overhead
railway as the camera is focused with the
help of a microscope.

side to form a multiple pattern on the
single negative. This is repeated with each
drawing.
These first negative, each imprinted
with its own grid of identical miniawre
pictures, are still much too large. To get
the final size reduction, each multiple
picture is put on the focusing easel and
rephotographed 00 high-resolution, photo
sensitized glass plates to reduce the design
to extremely harp micro- ize images.
The result reduces each original giant
partial layout of the circuit to a photo the
size of a trade stamp, containing the arne
multiple array of the first negatives.
To make the actual circuitry, each of the
trade-stamp-size negatives is used to expose the circuit patlerns on a "doped"
silicon wafer. The wafer undergoes an
etching process similar to, but necessarily
more refined than, that used to make
engravings of ordinary photographs for
publication.

cl~~mi~ac~~tyH:,,~g~~i~Ut~d~~~~i~

Picatinny Pumps Ruby laser With Chemical Detonation

date and improve accommodations serving ECOM's Electronic Components
Laboratory and other activities engaged in
advanced research on microsize devices,
such as integrated thin-film and thickfilm circuits.
Production of the photos of the mite- ize
electronic devices is a precise job, on
which researcbers and draftsmen use a
number of plastic sheets to layout the
various parts to a scale everal hundred
times oversize. A page-size multiple-image is made from each drawing to obtain a
reduction which can be up to 100 to 1.
In the next phase, the same layout is
photographed more than 100 times side by

Nondestructive pumping of a ruby laser
by detonating a chemical combination
has produced brightness temperatures up to
8,000' Kelvin in experiments by scientists at Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, NJ.
Energy is obtained by a cyanogenoxygen (52 to 48 percent ratio) reaction
with inert dopant of argon or xenon, in a
pecially designed cylindrical cavity.
The ruby rod is bathed in intense light
without destruction of the crystal, according to phy icist Chester L. Smith of the
Picatinn)' Feltman Researcb Labs.
Assisting Smith in development of the
first reported chemical detonation in
laser technology were Eugene Homen-

15th Signal Detachment Uses Miniature 'Card' Circuits
radars,computersanddecodingequipment.
Miniature printed-circuit boards The advent of the "playing cards" is
small enough to holll in the palm of the
hand - are replacing bulky tube circuitry said to be making life a bit easier for
of the Hawaiian air defense network of soldiers of the Army's 15th Signal Detachment at Schofield Barracks who man
the system.
With the help of a testing device,
technicians can quickly spot the defective
portion of an electronic package and
easily replace the faulty transistor, resistor or other component.
To speed maintenance of equipment
even more, the 15th has a repair shop on
wheels. The van has a supply of cards and
tests equipment readily available to the
operations center. tracking stations and
decoder groups.
Threefold advantages of the miniaturized card s)'stem are listed by maintenance men of the 15th Signal Detachment
as repair peed, economy, and mobility.
Changing a card to reactivate an electronic unit take less time than needed to
COMPARATIVE SIZE of printed card remove one bolt of older systems, a
circuits and conventional electronic supply sergeant reports. Card components
circuitry ill shown by SFC William R. cosl only a few cents compared with
Nehon, 15th Sisnal Detachment. several dollars for bulkier items.
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towski, electronics engineer, and physicists Paul Kisatsky and John Wright.
Experiments were conducted at Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pa., by
Charles Stokes of Temple Research Institute.
The laser pump has aChieved one-to Jmillisecond brightness temperature peaks
ranging from 6,000· to 8,llOO" K. Preliminary experiments have indicated that the
system may produce temperatures above
the 8,000' value for briefer periods.
Prime importance has been placed On
the design of the pumping vehicle which
produces a cylindrica.l1y imploding detonation wave of extreme brightness for a
relatively long period close to the ruby
rod.
The cyanogen-oxygen combination
produces a stable mixture with a flame
temperature of 4,850- K. that is "optically thi n." Pro portions were varied to raise
hrightness to the desired peak.
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A VLABS Computer Program Aids VTOl Development
How can you predict the cost of an
Army vertical-lift aircraft to be built 10
years hence - when you don't even know
what the aircraft will look like, let
alone its size and shape?
This perplex.ing question - and many
more equally difficult must be answered by U.S. Army Aviation Materiel
Laboratories engineers and scientists to
enable them to carry out successfuJly our
mission of planning today for an aircraft
that will take off in 1977. Successful
aviation research must continually work
10, 15, or 20 years ahead.
One of the major phases is the plannmg
of the preliminary aircraft design working for a generation abead which is
literally nooded with unknowns. The
trick is to find short cuts that effectively
and quickly cancel out those designs with
the least promise for success, so that time
can be devoted to the development of
those that do have potential.
AVCOM researchers believe they have
uncovered one of those effective short cuts
by employing the computer. About six
months ago, AVLABS became the first
Army unit to computerize a program for
determining relative cost-effectiveness
during preliminary design stages of advanced type of vertical-life aircraft.
The program is new, and it is far from
perfected, hut very encouraging results are
being obtained. Use of the computer in the
preliminary design stages enables determination of cost-effectiveness early in the
game and permits quick answers to the
"what if" type questions.
What happens to cost if peed is
increased by lO knots? Suppose gross
weight is increased by a thousand pounds to
provide more cargo space? How does a
design show up on a series of short
missions versus a fewer number of long
ones when compared to a competing
design? These are the kinds of questions
that crop up in seeking design optimization.
Once these questions are answered,
designers can concenlrate on the more
promising approaches and drop those with
less potenlial. In other words, we now
have a guide. We know where to place our
biggest efforts.
Research dollars are always scarce
when we are looking at hundreds of design
pOints, anyone of which could conceivahly involve a mission of critical importance to tbe Army. It is essential that
program planners know as early in the
game a possible which design approach
shows promise of offering the most in
performance for the money spent.
Program planners, wben given some
firm idea of lhi best potential design, can
concentrate efforts 10 achieve a considerable saving in manpower, money, and lhat
most critical of all elements - time. To
attempt cost-effectiveness studies in the
preliminary design stages, it was found,
was not practical before the star! of the
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By William F. Tinsley
O~ro.tiofl.S

Research Analyst
Preliminary Design Diui.sion
U.s. Army Auio.tion Maleriel
Laboratories
Fort Euscis. Va.

cost of lhe aircraft.
computer program.
Our cost effectiveness program stiU has
Usually this is not attempted until
much later in the research cycle, mainly a long way to go for full effectiveness, but
hecause empirical data for input is virtual- we are constantly refining and ex.panding
ly nonexislent. Thi places heavy re- il. There is no magic formula yet for
liance upon cost estimating relationships determining what a highly complicated
mechanism is going to cost and do 10
(CERs) 10 furnish meat for tbe hare bone
of the model. Some of ours are good and years from now. Exact shape and structure
some are not SO good, but we are beginning are still largely conjectural. About the
best we can hope to do i achieve fairly
to get some very encouraging results.
Some of the factors we consider are accurate results from a comparative standmaintenance requirements as a function of point.
The cost side of tbe AVLABS program
weight, engine weight as a function of
horsepower, ratio of maimenance parts to is already fairly comprehensive and
maintenance labor, and labor require- complete. The imulation model and
ments versity complexity interaction. formulas are nexible. We can inse.rt as
New CERs are constantly being tried out, much as or little detail breakdown of
but the confidence level is often too low data as desired, according to what is
available, without affecting the validity
to justify their use.
UNIQUE PROBLEMS. Cost effective- of the simUlation.
A great advantage is to be able to enter
ness problems at this stage are unique
because design must involve a whole the model al various levels and still
bave it work, becau e tbat is the way input
series of mission profiles, concerned with
varying siz.e and performance characteris- date are obtained. Sometimes costs can be
broken down in great detail, and sometics. A number of different conceptual
design approaches must be considered. times all we can do is look into the
crystal ball and make a calculated guess.
This results in from several dozen to as
The effectiveness side of the AVLABS
many as several hundred design points,
each of whicb is essentially a different computer program still needs lots of
developing. So far it only gauges producaircraft.
Because the final desired· result is tivity as a measure of effectiveness. The
optimized design for tbe series of missions, answer comes out as dollar cost per toncompromi es must be made in the form of mile or person-mile,
Many more ways of measuring the
performance trade-off. During the very
early tages of design, this places consid- effectiveness of a military vehicle all are
erable importance on cost, cost-effective- based upon what it is supposed to do. Some
ness and ensitivity ana.lysis in narrowing day, I hope to have all of the important
ones in our computer program, hut develthe choices.
Information hased on past experience is oping simulation models, testing them
generally nonexistent at this time. As and finding the errors is a slow process.
My enthusiasm is centered on the fact
many as several hundred analyses may be
necessary and requirements do not permil that use of the computer enables us to do
using a sophisticated or time~onsuming things we formerly would not even
approach.
allempt. Co t-effectiveness in the preliminary design stage previously was made by
Aeronautical engineers working with
intuition more than by analysi .
the unique aspects of advanced verticalSimply by turning to the computer at
lift military aircraft design are concerned
AVLABS, we are getting the right anwith concepts years ahead of the present.
About the only things they can count on sweres quicker. In effect, we are using a
rine instead of a shotgun. We can go
are predictable aerodynamic pri.nciples.
through a dozen preliminary designs now
Aspects of the AVLABS program that
in a fraction of the time it took under the
make it unusual are it simplicity and
adaptahility to the many different con- old system.
Eventually, this means that AVLABS
cepts which are advanced for making a
may be able to come up with the best
military aircraft go slraight u(>"and-down.
possible design in the quickest possible
Changes can be made rapidly in the
time. Savings in cost and man-hours-not
mathematical computer model which
to mention the greatly increased accuracy
simulates these changes in real-life size,
weight, horsepower, peed, range, com- of design selection - is certain to be
reflected in a better and more quickly
plexity and other variables, all of which
affect research costs and final acquisition produced military vertical-lift aircraft.
ARMY RESEARCH A D DEVELOPMENT NEWSMAGAZINE
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Army RDT&E, Procurement Contracts Exceed $705 Million
Army contra"'" exceeding $1 mill.ion
each for research, development,test, evaluation and procurement since reported in
the previous issue of this publication
through June 19 total $705,075,621.
Kaiser Jeep Corp. received $43,734,654
for the third increment of a 3-year
contract for 5-lon trucks. Bell Helicopter
Co. received three contracts and a modification tntaling $38,987,859 for helicopters, rotary wing blades, quill assemblies
and crash-damage kits.
Contracts wi.th the Chrysler Corp. for
engineering services and trucks Iotaled
$38,899,390, including an $8,351,616 first
increment to a $21,467,936 2-year contract for forklift trucks.
Six contracts with the Continental
Motors Corp. will procure engines for
tanks and trucks for $35,266,581. This
includes a $10,313,235 third increment to
a 3-year contract and an $8,483,358
second-year increment to a $19,3 I 9,853
contract.
AYCO Corp. is receiving $25,714,383
in contracts and modifications for helicopter engines. Day and Zimmerman,
Inc., will load, assemble, and pack.
medium caliber ammunition components
on two modifications totaling $24,481,
355. Southern Airways of Texas received a
$23,041,998 modification for helicopter
pilot training and maintenance of aircraft.
Six contracts totaling $22,220,574 with
General Electric Co. will procure vehicle-mounted radar sets, aircraft machineguns, a van-mounted digital computer for
war games field experimentation, and
self-propelled
antiaircraft
artillery
weapons system. U.S. Rubber Co. was
awarded a $21,890,855 modification for
manufaCTUring explosives and loading
ammunition.
Metal parts and cartridge cases for
105mrn smoke projectiles will be supplied by the Chamberlain Manufacturing
Corp. for $16,579,370. Harvey Aluminum
Sales, Inc" will provide metal projectile
parts and ammunition for $16,191,466.
The A. O. Smitb Corp. will supply metal
bomb parts for $15,221,731.
LTV Aerospace Corp. will receive
$14,023,198 for research and developmentand ground support equipment for the
Lance missile system. Modifications totaling $13,936,452 will procure bombs
and medium-caliber ammunition from
Mason and Hangar, Silas Mason and Co.
General Dynamics Corp. received
modifications totaling $13,734,480 for
radio sets, transmitters and other communications equipment. General Motors Corp.
gained contracts and modifications totaling $12,569,134 for projectile parts, parts,
trucks, transmission and diesel engines
for self-propelled guns, howitzers and
recovery vebicles.
White Motor Corp. was awarded contracts totaling $11,061,984 for trucks and
engineering services. United Aircraft
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Corp. will furnish engines, rotary wings
and transmission assemblies for CH-54A
helicopters for $10,732,789.
General Time Corp. will supply fuzes
for mortars and illuminating sbells for
$10,615,840, and Alias Chemical Indutries, Inc., will furnish TNT for $10,409,
525. Contracts totaling $10,355,503 with
Honeywell, Inc., will procure bomb fuzes
and di pensers and microwave relay components.
Blade assemblies for helicopters will
be supplied by the Boeing Co. for $9,607,
000. Raytheon Co. received four contracts
totaling $9,581,773 for bomb fuzes, advanced development of the SAM-D missile program, and ground support and
maintenance equipment for the Hawk
missi Ie system.
Contracts totaling $9,536,20 I with
Bowen-McLaughlin- York, Inc., will procure guns, howiuers. recovery vehicles.
drive as emblies for guns and howitzers,
and retrofit of M48A3 tanks. Emerson
Electric Co. will furnish helicopter armament subsy tems for $8,727,500.
For $8,499,684, Radio Corp. of America will supply tactical satellite commun-

ication terminals, portable man-pack radio sets, and other electronic equipment.
Hercules Engine Corp. wi II provide
truck engine assemblies for $7,879,067.
The Sperry Rand Corp. received contracts
totaling $6,845,163 for aircraft compasses, Sergeant missile engineering ervices for FY 1968, and ammunition. Harnischfeger Corp: received a $6,71\7,331\
contract for cranes and snovels.
The Thiokol Chemical Corp. received
a $6,380,011 modification for ordnance.
The Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
will modernize OY-IB and OY·IC aircraft for $5,982,500, and the Martin
Marietta Corp. wiIJ furnish ShiHelagh
missiles on a $5,818,578 modification.
The Holston Defense Corp. of Ea tman
Kodak Co. will receive $5,750,296 for
propellant and explo ives. Tbe FMC
Corp. will supply 105mm projectiles,
and retrofit and reinspect armored recovery vehicles for modifications totaling
$5,733,710. Mack Trucks won a $5,434,
800 contract for axle as emblies for 10ton trucks.
The Collins Radio Co. will. upply
avionic kits for UH-l helicopters, and

ECOM Tests Silent Thermoelectric Generator
Performance, endurance and environmental tests of a silent 25-pound thermoelectric generator tbat u es gasoline and
other liquid hydrocarbon fuels to convert
heat direclly into electricity are being
conducted by the U.S. Army Electronics
Command (ECOM).
Designed for use as a vehicle-mounted
battery charger, the generator is being
tested in the Power SourCes Division of the
ECOM Electronic Components laboratory at Fort Monmouth, NJ. Developmental work is being done jointly by
ECOM and the Rome Air Develnpment
Center, Griffiss AFR, N.Y.
Silent operation of the thermoelectric
generator is of particular value to ground
forces during certain tactical situations.
Ordinarily, the engine of a vehicle has to
be operated to recharge electronic eqUip-

Thermoelectric Generator
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ment linked to its battery during stationaryoperations.
The generator is 23 j nches high, 13
inches in diameter, and can produce 300watt, 28-voh direct current. It operates on
ordinary ga , No.2 fuel oil, and a variety
of other hydrocarbon liquids with little
difference in performance.
Semiconductor elements are heated by
the combustion products.of the fuel and air
10 a temperature of 1,100' F. Forced air
cooling of the finned heat exchangers
keep the ends of the elements furthest
from the combustion chamber heat tran fer surface at a temperature of250" F. This
temperature difference produces a flow of
electrical current in the elements.
Thc basic principle underlying the
ultrasonic burner involves atomization of
liquid fuels by vibrating a thin film of
fuel. The fuel flows over the surface of a
transducer vibrating at 65 kHz.
This vibration causes a wave pallern in
the fuel over the entire urface area. With
ufficient amplitude,these waves throw off
droplets from their crests. The droplet
size is a function of the alomizer freq uency
and fuel density, viscosity and surface
tension. Active elements of the atomizer
are two piezoelectric disks of lead-zir.
conate-titanate material. The generator
has an overall efficiency of 3.5 percent
(net electrical output divided by the heat
content of the fuel).
The genera tor was produced under government contract by Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Co. ECOM project
engineer for development is Joseph P.
Angello, and Frank J. Mollura is project
engineer for the Air Force.
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modification kits for communication sets
for 5,363,239. The International BusineSS Machines Corp. won a.$5,036,26I
contract for five automatic data processing
subsy terns. Bucyrus Erie Co. received a
$4,876,349 contract for J2v"-ton crane
shovels.
hipping and storage canridge containers and electronic equipment will be
bought from Lear Siegler, Inc., for $4,387,
038. The Anthony Co. received a $4,249,
872 fim-year increment of a 2-year
$10926,271 contract., for forklift tnlcks.
Three contracts totaling $3,815,224
with the Lockheed Aircraft Corp. will
provide equipment and service in connection with underground nuclear testing at
the Nevada Test Site. The Atlantic
Research Corp. received a $3,699,000
contract for mines.
Eaton, Yale and Towne Manufacturing
Co. won a $3,636,780 contract for diesel
engine scoop loaders. Southwest Truck
Body Co. will furnish semitrailer repair
parts for $3,467,800 and Midvale-Heppenstall Co. will receive $3,452,200 for
tube forgings for 175mm gum.
Scovill Manufacturing Co. will supply
grenade fuzes and metal parts for $3,423,
272. A $3,412,866 modification with the
Bulova Watch Co. will procure ammunition fuzes. Highland Industries, Inc., received a $3,383,072 first-year increment
to a $6,989,505 2-year contract for truckmounted liquid-dispensing units.
Muncie Gear Works, Inc., gained a
$3 329,299 contract for rocket fin and
nozzle assemblies. Norris Industries, Inc.,
will furnish projectiles and cartridge
cases for $3,309, 194. Cummins Eogine Co.
will receive $3,277,074 for diesel engine
assemblies for 10-ton trucks.
Kanarr Corp. will supply 40mm grenade launchers on a 3,252,506 modification and Dynamics Corp. of America
modifications totaling $3,241,274 are for
60~ycle generator sets. A $3,233,808
contract with Standard Products Co. will
procure rubber track shoe assemblies for
M13 personnel carriers.
E. 1. du Pont de Nemows and Co., Inc.,
won a $3,157,000 contract for the design
and development of an ammunition facility at the Kansas Ammunition Plant.,
Par1iOn , Kans. Intercontinental Manufacturing Co. received a $3,027,970 first-year
increment to a $9,211,563 3-year contract
for cases and adapters for Nike Hercules
motors. Varo, Inc., received a $3,000,000
modification for image-inten ifier assemblies.
A $2,977,779 modification with CutlerHammer, Inc., will procure radar sets,
battery chargers and test facility kits for
lightweight miniaturized combat surveillance radar sets. CoIl's, Inc., will supply
MI6 ritles for $2,943,592 and the System
Development Corp. will get $2,835,350
for advanced development work on a
prototype data management system.
Eidal International Division of S. W.
Factory, Inc., won a $2,731,831 contract
for trailer-mounted laundry units and Z.
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D. Products will upply ordnance components for $2,551,648.
A $2,459,175 first-year increment to a
$ I0,904,460 contract with Lilian Systems,
Inc., will buy data converter coordinated
air defense systems. Canadian Commercial Corp. received a 52266,046 modification for aircraft engines.
Ford Molar Co. will ,ul'ply tractor
trucks for 52,261,176, and twO contracts
totaling
2,237,369 with Caterpillar
Tractor Co. will buy 41 tractors.
TEMCO, Inc., won a $2,074,500 contract for 106mm projectile. Whirlpool
Corp. was awarded a $2,059,693 modification for 105mm projectiles and Kisco
Co., Inc., gained a 2,049494 modification for 105mm cartridge cases.
Other contracts and modifications are;
Western Electric Co., Inc" 1,986,360 for
R&D on the ike-X antiballistic missile
system; Westclox Division of General
Time Corp., $1,927,893 for projectile
fuzes; Brunswick Corp., $1,898,657 for
35mm cartridge launchers; and
Remington Arms Co., Inc., 1,893,234
for 38mm cartridges; Corning Glass
Works, 1,818,887 for ceramic containers
for munition dispensing sy tems on aircraft; Caner Carburetor Division of ACF
[ndustries, Inc., $1,808,930 for metal
ammunition parts; Uneco, [nc.,$ I,768,469
for delay plungers for the M48A3 fuze;
and
U.M.C. Industries, Inc., 51,728,000 for
loading and assembling 81mm projectiles; Sargent-Fletcher Co., $1,716,965
for spray tanks; Fabricators, Inc., 1,659,
170 for 1,385 floodlight sets; General
Precision, Inc., $1,65 L,425 for design and
development of a prototype liquid propellant rocket motor for the 105mm
howitzer; Firestone Tine and Rubber Co.,
$1,634,400 for track hoe assemblies for
tanks; and
Infrared Industries, Inc., $1,629,230 for
telescopes for signing units in MI02 towed
howitzers: G. W. Galloway Co., $1,608,
418 for containers for Shillelagh missiles; Wells Marine, Inc., $1,606,893 for
20mm projectile; Elecrro-Optical System. Inc., $1,554,000 for a nigbt-vi ion
program: and
Consolidated Box Co., Inc., $1,544,187
for tiber containers for ammunition; Eureka Williams Co., $1,513,365 for metal
parts for bombs; Sylvania Electric Products Co., a $1 ,500,000 first-year increment
to a $2,000,000 3-year contract for electronic equipment: and
Pacific Car and Foundry Co., 1,500,
000 for overhaul of MI07 vehicles and
conversion of MIlO vehicles to M107s;
Link Belt Speeder Co., [nc., $1,478,805
for self-powered diesel bammers; Union
Carbide Corp., $1,462,504 for dry batteries: Mare mont Corp., $1,461,747 for
7.62mm machinegun witb pare barrel
and bipod assemblies; and
Heil Co., 1,458,222 for semitrailer,
tank and aircraft fuel ervicing; Standard
Container, Inc., 1,434,162 for ammunition boxes; Philco-Ford Corp., $1,400,

757 for 40mm grenade launchers and
barrels; Stewart Warner Corp.. 51,274,
209 for reciprocating compressors; Zenith
Radio Corp., $1,253,385 for 2.75-inch
rocket fuzes; and
Bell Aero pace Corp., $1,253,322 for
armament subsystem on helicopters;
Consolidated Diesel Electric Co., $ I,
251,100 for 10-lon traetor trucks; Albion
Malleable Iron Co., $1,246,800 for
metal rocket pans; Strong Electric Corp.,
$1,215,886 for 70 searchlights; and
American Manufacturing Co., $1,190,
000 for metal rocket parts; Steven
Manufacturing Co., $1,140,493 for trailer
cha' i; M. Sloane Manufacturing Co.,
I, t 17,200 for cotton cleaning swab
packs: MacLeod Co., $1,082,904 for truckmouDled water distributor tanks; and
United Ammunition Container, Inc.,
$1,077,250 for fiber containers for ammunition; Polan Industries, Inc., $ 1,072, L56
fir t-increment to a $3,262,898 contract
for truck-mounted mine detecting ets;
Motor Wheel Corp., $1,057,103 for tire
for self-propelled artillery gun ; and
Gibbs Manufa turing and Research
Corp., $1,047,797 for metal parts for
rocket fuze; Garsite Products, Inc., 1,030,
t 10 for bridge components: Barnes Manufacturing Co., $1,014.117 for gasoline
pump assemblie ; and
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., I,
012,423 for loading and assembling
8t mm illuminating projectiles; and Duffers Associates, loc., a 413,193 first-year
increment to a 3,419,613 2-year contract
for battery chargers.

Edgewood Arsenal Recognizes
9 Scientists for Tech Papers
Nine Army scientists received cash
awards or certificates of achievement for
presenting outstanding technical papers
during·the recent 2-day biennial science
conference at Edgewood Arsenal, Md.
First prize went to J. Stanley Melching, research plant pathologist from Fan
Detrick., for a paper titled "A Turntable
Tower Method for Predictable and Uniform Depo ition of Airborne Spores on
Paint Surfaces, Glass Slides and Cylindrical Metal Rods."
Second place awards honored Capt
James A. Vick and Joseph S. Wiles,
Edgewood Arsenal, for "The Mechani m
of Action and Treatment of a Natural
Toxin" and Dr. Bulusa uryanarayana,
R. Y. Graybush and J_ R. Autera, coauthors
of "A Study of the Thermal Decomposition of Cyclic Nitramine Explosives:'
Honorable mention awards recognized
Leonard Zimmerman, microbiologist
from Fort Detrick, and Floyd B. Brinkley and Mllj Samuel A. Tisdale Jr.,
biomedical researchers at Edgewood.

Computer In5truction Studied
or c.ompUle.r-...1 led butruelion (CAJ)

FeaaibiUIY

iD deelroaia will be .Iamed by the. JatUMtionaJ
B..lGeM Madl:hau Corp. on a eon.tnd with the U •
Army ipaaI ec..lerand School. Fort Monmouth.N.J.
The .-tad,. will d Ilt-rmlne tor Ihe
• Cantinealal
Ann,. Comml1l1d Ihe reuihm,,. of deTdopina and illl*
ple-me.nlinl CAl •• it applld 10 bAAie t:r:aini.n••
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OCE-AMS-GIMRADA R&D Program

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT IN THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Research Council. A long-range program
has been generated and the establishment
of a Construction Engineering laboratory
at the Vniver ity of fIlinois is proposed.
A slight variation of this process is
being used in connection with military

By Gilford G. Quarles
Chief Scientific Adviser
ED/TOR'S NOTE: Five years ago /he
mtifor reorganization of 'he Department
of fhe A rmy merged R&D maferiel
junctions of the seven Technical Services,
except for Ihe Corps of Ellgineers alld Ihe
Surgeon Gellert'!. ill the newly created
U.S. Army Materiel ComlllGlld. This is
the firsl of a series of feature arlic/es Ihis
publicatioll will carry to explain Ihe
magllitlide alld Ihe broad variety of R&D
activities ill which the Corps ;s engaged. A
similar series 011 OTSG activities is ill
progress.

engineering problems in Vietnam. Rather

...

Lt Gen William F. Cassidy
The Chief of Engineers has a multiple
Chief ofEnginee,.
role. First, he has V.S. Army staff
responsibility for monitoring all EngiIncreasing concern has been evidenced
neers matters and advising the Chief of by the Chief of Engineers during recent
Staff and the Secretary of the Army.
years regarding the adequacy of his R&D
Second, he has direct operating respon- program and its management for supportsi.bility for Civil Works, Military Om- ing his assigned missions. Several ad hoc
truction, and Mapping and Geodesy. committees have reviewed specific porThird, he is charged with a wide range of tions of this program and h3ve developed
research and development
recommendations for improving its
The Civil Works Program includes tecbnical content and its management.
navigation, flood control and coastal
In 1966, as tbe result of the recommenengineering as major areas of effort. dations of such an ad hoc committee on
Research in support of this program is
R&D management, the Chief of Engineers
financed in part by funds appropriated by assigned to tbe Chief Scientific Adviser
Congress as a line item for R&D and in complete responsibility for coordination.
part from specific project funds. Research of all aspects of the R&D program, and
in support of Military Construction is establisbed under him the new po ition of
financed by direct project funds, by Opera- Research Coordinator.
tions and Maintenance Funds, and by
The procedure used in determining the
research, development, test and evalu- research and development requirements
ation funds.
relevant to Corps missions i not estabR&D in Civil Works are concerned lished as a formal operational procedure,
with hydraulics, soil mechanics, coastal but is gradually evolving as a very
effects, and properties of lakes and navi- effeclive process. A committee of experts,
gable waters. Military Construction is either in-house or extramural, is estabaided by R&D on design and construction lished to study and evalua.te needs in a
techni.ques, soil dynamics and concrete specific area or in support of a specific
technology.
mission.
The Corps of Engineers' general reThe first step is to project the operating
'search, development, test and eval uation needs several years (10-20) into the future
(RDT&E) activities include mapping and to determine the nature of the work tbe
geodesy, military geographic intelli- Corps will have to perform. The second
gence, nuclear power, permanent construc- step is to identify the technology that
tion and lunar base investigation. Work is will be required to perform this work.
done also for the Army Materiel ComThe third tep is to determine the
mand, the Defense Atomic Support Agen· research needed to provide that technolcy (DASA), the Air Force, the Navy, the ogy. The fourth is to determine whicb of
National Aeronautics and Space Admini- this re earcb is now being done, or
stration (NASA), Atomic Energy Com- planned, and which is properly done by
mission, and the Oflice of Civil Defense.
others. The remainder represents that
Most of the activities and personnel of which should be done by tbe Corps of
the Research and Development Direc- Engineers.
torate of the Office of the Cbief of
Basically, tbis process was used in the
Engineers were transferred to the Army mapping and geodesy field three years
Maleriel Command in tbe 1962 Army- ago. Some of the recommendations have
wide reorganization. The Corps of Engi- been incorporated into the program, and
,leers retained responsibility for mapping otbers are now being implemented. The
and geodesy and for nuclear-power re- procedure was used to assess the needs in
search. No specific R&D element now the Military Construction area first in
exists in the Office of the Clrief of 1962 and again in 1966-67.
Engineers; instead, each directorate has
This latter review was performed by a
complete responsibility not only for its committee assembled by the Building
Op<'rating program but also for its R&D.
Re earch Advisory Board of the National
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than a formal committee, we have teams
visiting Vietnam on a continual basis to
identify problems.
About a year ago, the Military Engineering Division of the Topography and
Military Engineering Directorate compiled a list of Vietnam problems as a
basis for developing an appropriate research program. Since that time we have
been evaluating these needs and have now
proposed an appropriate program to the
Office of the Chief of Research and
Development.
In addition to these semiformal procedures at the Office of the Chief of
Engineers level, there is a continual
process within the laboratories and operating di visions of the Corps aimed at
identifying research needs.
Procedures for periodic evaluation to
assure tha.t the research objectives are
being met are romparable to tbose discussed above for determining research
needs. Until last year, the program was
reviewed by an aCE coordinating committee, and th is is bei ng conti nued by the
new Research Coordinator and the Chief
Scientific Adviser.
Individual directorates review their
programs in annual planning and review
meetings and the laboratories undergo
annual technical and management inspec-.
tions. Each program is reviewed periodically by a board of consultants.
To assure maximum coordination and
jnformation exchange, we mai.nt.ain vari~
ous types of formal and informal liaison,
both within the Corps and with other
activities. Through the Chief Scientific
Adviser, the Research Coordinator, the
(Continued Of' page 24)
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Dr. Gilford G. Quarles has served si~e
1961 as chief scientific adviser of the
Army Corps of Engineers. His repulation as
aile of the most broadly knowledlJeable of
Army scienti.fic administrators was enhanced
in March 1967 when he was elected chair·
man of The Army Research Co,,~il (TARC).
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT IN THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
(Conlinued from palJe 23)

taffs of the directorates and' of the
laboratories, tbe program is closely
coordinated with other elements of the
Army; also with the Air Force, tbe Navy,
NASA, other Federal Agencies and private industry.
In suppon of his assigned rnlssions, the
Chief of Engineers maintains two types of
laboratories. The first is the specific R&D
laboratory. The second is a test and
quality control laboratory in support of
the construction mi sions.
For purposes of construction management, the world is divided into 12
geographical areas, referred to as Engineer Divisions. Nine of these maintain
small laboratories for analysis of soil
and concrete samples and testing of
specific designs. Because of their peculiar
capabilities, several of these also conduct
small amount of R&D.
The Waterways Experi ment Station
(WES), Vicksburg, Mi ., is the Corps'
principal R&D facility in the fields of
hydraulics, soil mechanics, concrete, mobility of military vehicles, nuclear weapons effects, and flexible pavement.
Through basic and applied research,
the development of metbods and techniques, and testing of materials and
equipment, WES supports both the civil
works and military missions of the Corps.
WES provides consulting and scientific
reference in its specialized fields. Hydraulics studies are made for development, improvement, and maintenance of
waterways and harbors. Hydraulic modeling has been carried to a bigh level of
development. Research is conducted on
cavitation, turbulence, sedimentation, density currents, and wave and tidal action.
Work in soil mechanics includes geo-

AERIAL VIEW oIU.S. Army Engineer Waterway. Experiment Station, Vickoburg.
~li••. The complex i. the largest and mO t dive...e research, te tlng, and development. facUity operated by the Army Corp. of Engineers.
logical and soil investigations, srudies of
structures and foundations, development of
criteria and methods of de ign of flexible
pavements, and development of expedient
surfacings (landing mats, membranes, and
soil stabiUzers) for roads and airfields.
Research of a general nature is conducted at WES on concrete as a construction material. Nuclear weapons effects
researcb is conducted. by mathematical
analyses,
small-scale
high-explosive
tests, pecial laboratory tests, and fullscale nuclear tests. Effortl; are concerned
chiefly with blast-resistant stroctures and
underwater shock effects.

U.S. LAKE SURVEY technician. aboard the Shenehon floating research laboratory collect water .ample. from the Great Lake. and their overflow rivers for
.tudie. of the hydranlic. and hydrology of the water•.
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Research for the Army Materiel Command concerning cross-country mobility
involves the impact of the environment
on military operations. Studies are also
conducted on remote sensing of terrain
condition by mean of electromagnetic
radiation. About 80 percent of the WES
program is performed in-house.
The Army Engineer Geodesy IntelUgence, Mapping Research and Development Agency (GTMRADA), Fort Belvnir,
Va., is the Corps' prinCipal laboratory for
R&D related to surveying, geodesy, engineer intelligence, photogrammetry and
graphics.
Basic researcb at GIMRADA includes
such subjects as atmospheric refraction, the
effeclS of gravity and other factors on
inertial posi tioning systems, and geodetic
applications of satell ite orbit theory.
Applied R&D projects include surveying and geodetic systems and topographic
mapping ystems utiliZing aircraft-, mi sile-, or satellite-borne data and groundbased data reduction subsystems.
Photogrammetric R&D includes
techniques and equi pment fortheautomatic
compilation of contour orthophotomap
and methods for rapid display and reproduction of maps.
The Coastal Engi neering Re earch
Center (formerly the Beach Erosion
Board Laboratories), Washington. D.C.,
conducts research on erosion of shores by
waves and currents. and develops techniques for protecting, restoring and maintaining beache .
CERC makes studies of specific localities in cooperation with slate governments, and detailed reports are submitted
to Congress. The effects of various types of
man-made structures, and the generation of
waves and surges by storm winds and
JULY-AUGUST 1967

hurricanes are also studied.
The Construction Engineering Laboratory, collocated with tbe Obio River
Division Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio,
specializes in research for improvement
of design criteria and maintenance procedures for military tructures and for rigid
and composite pavements and on materials and techniques for Military Construction.
Tbe laboratory tests soils and concrete
materials, investigates thermal effects on
airfield pavements, and conducts model
studies to develop design criteria for
concrete bearns, culverts and flood walls.
It also conducts research in soil and rock
mechanics under DASA and NASA-sponsored programs.
The research program at the Construction Engineering Laboratory has outgrown
the present facility. To meet current and
future needs it is proposed to replace it
with a new laboratory at the University of
lIIinoi. This will be designated the
Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory.
The Engineer Reactors Group, Fort
Belvoir, Va., is a joint Department of
Defense-Atomic Energy Commission acti vity under the management of the Corps
of Engineers. It is responsible for the
Army Nuclear Power Program, designed
to meet the nuclear-power requirements
(except propulsion) of all tbree Military
Services. Facilities at AEC headquarters,
Germantown, Md., are used for the development of reactor systems and subystems, while Army facilities at Fort
Belvoir are used for power conversion and
other nonnuclear equipment.
The Engineer Nuclear Cratering Group
is a joint operation of the Corps and the
AEC at Livermore, Calif. The Group
participates in technical planning, management and execution of a nuclear excavation research program to determine the
feasibility, cost and other factors involved in nuclear excavation.
Studies are made of craters formed by
both nuclear and chemical exptosion to
determine basic scale relations and engineering feasibility of application to largescale excavation projects.

The Rock Island Paint Laboratory,
Rock Island, III., is the Corps' princi pal
facility for investigating protective coatings. It evaluates experimental equipment
and industrial materials, conducts research on protective coatings and cathodic
protection, and tests paints and paint
materials for compliance with military
standards.
The Lake Survey District, Detroit,
Mich., conducts surveys of the Great Lakes
and their outflow rivers, Lake Champlain, New York State barge canals, and
the Minnesota-Ontario border lakes, and
publishes navigation charts. Studies of the
hydraulics and hydrology of the Great
Lake are used principally in the maintenance and conlrol of water levels. An
expanding research program involves
water quantity, cbaracteristics, and motion, icc, and snow, and shore processes.
JULY.AUGUST 1967

SHORE-PROCESSES TEST BASIN at the Coastal Enlineering Research Center,

WaRhington .. D.C., is used for research on erolion or shore8 by waves and current.e.
The two eu of wave generators, shown ot the right of the basin, p'roduce either

crossing or uniform waves up to 8 inches. The basin is. I 00 byl50 feet,3 feet deep.

The Protective Structures Development
Center at Fort Belvoir, Va., is a joint
element of the Corps of Engineers, the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
and the Office of Civil Defense for
research on fallout protection.
Facilities for these studies consist of
three experimental shelter structures and
a radiation test facility. Radioactive fallout is simulated for testing eropi rical
mathematical relations for estimating
gamma radiation attenuation in various
buildings or facilities.
In addition to these specific R&D
activities, several small laboratories
perform investigations and model stodies
to meet special needs of the Corps. The
orth Pacific Division Hydraulic Laboratory, Bonneville, Ore., makes model
studies in support of power. navigation,
flood control and multipurpo e projects

in the Pacific orthwest.
The Los Angeles Hydraulic Model
Laboratory performs model studies of
high-velocity flood control channels in
the Los Angeles District, and the San
Francisco Bay Model Hydraulics Laboratory performs laboratory investigations
and model' studies for planning, design
and construction.
The Hilo Harbor Model Hydraulics
Laboratory, Honolulu, Hawaii performs
laboratory investigations and model studies in support of planning, design and
construction.
Subsequent articles in this series will
cover the technical aspects of the Corps of
Engineers R&D programs in specific
technical fields. These will include
hydraulic modeling, coastal engineering,
the Oreat Lakes research, nuclear weapons effects, mapping and geodesy, terrain
analysis and construction.

Col Beaudry Named to Head
Vandenberg AFB Field OHice
Command of the U.S. Army Field
Office, Western Tesl Range, Vandenberg
Air Force Base, Calif., was assumed
recently by Col Charles L. Beaudry,
following a 4-year tour as commander,
U.S. Army Research and Development
Group (Europe), Frankfurt, Germany.
Col Beaudry was director of operations
at White Sands (N. Mex.) Missile Range
before he was assigned to Europe, wherehis successor is Col Robert B. Bennen,
former chief of the Studies and Analyses
Division, Office of the Chief of Research
and Development, Departmenl of the
Army.
A 1940 graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy, Col Beaudry served four years
in the Coast Artillery before transferring
to the Ordnance Corps. He earned an MS
degree in metallurgical engineering from
Stanford University in 1950 and is a
graduate of the Army Command and
General Staff College.

ARO Polar Specialist Attends
Geography School in Canada
Civil Engineer Donald C. Hilton,
polar speciali t in the Environmental
Sciences Division, Office of the Chief of
Research and Development (OCRO), is
attending the McGill University Geography Summer School at Stanstead College, Quebec, Canada, June 28-Aug. 10.
A Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
graduate and member of the 1939-41 U. S.
Antarctic Expedition, he is taking an
advanced professional course, The Cir.
cumpolar Lands, conducted by McGill
Prof. J. Brian Bird. He also is studying the
geography of Canada under Prof. F. C.
Innes of McGill.
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Col R. P. Campbell Jr.

CoIW.J.Lyneh

Col N. W. Tobey

OCRD Adds 3 New, 4 Former Staffers
Seven new staff members assigned recently to the Office of the Chief of
Research and Development, Department
of the Army, include three officers wbo
erved formerly with OCRO and a civilian p ychologist with the O.S. Army
Personnel Research Office from 1959 to
1963.
COL RAYMOND P. CAMPBELL Jr.,
uccessor to Col S. C. Mayer as deputy
director of Plans and Programs, OCRO,
returned recently from Vietnam where he
commanded the 12th Combat Aviation
Group. From 1963-66, he se.rved with
Tactical Warfare Programs, Office of the
Deputy Director for Research and Engineering, Office ofthe Secretary of Defense.
Olher recent assignmentS have included
director of instruction, Army Aviation
School, Fort Rucker, Ala., 1960-63, and
instructor al the U.S. Military Academy
(USMA),1956-59.
He holds a BS degree from the USMA
(J 941), an MS degree in electrical engineering from the University of Pennsylvania (1948), and has attended the Naval
War College (1944) and the Army War
College (1960).
COL WILLIAM J. LYNCH returned to
OCRD as new chief of the Technical and
Indn trial Liaison Office after serving as
deputy chief of slaff, U.S. Army Hawaii.
He succeeds Col Arthur B. White, assigned
to the Combat Developments Command
Institute of Strategic Studies.
Col Lynch was with the Plan Division, OCRO (1959-60), before going to
the Advanced Research Projects Agency
as Army assistant to the director. From
1961 to 1964, he was project manager of
the Remote Area Conflicts Office, ARPA!
Department of Defense, and from 1964-66
was assistant chief of staff, 02/G3, U.S.
Army Hawaii.
He received a BS degree in mechanical
engineering from the TuftS School of
Engineering in 1941 and an MS in
aeronautical engineering from New York
University in 1948. He has attended the
Command and General Staff College.
COL THOMAS C. ROHAN has returned to aeRO as chief of the International Office, the position he held from
1958-61 when it was the International
Division. From 1962 to 1965, he served as
U.S. Army attache, Stockhol m, Sweden
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and until recently wa executive officer of
the 35th Artillery Brigade, Fort Meade,
Md.
Prior a ignments include CO, 514th
AAA Mi ile Battalion (NIKE), Boston
Defense, [956-57, and assistant U.S.
Army attache. New Delhi, India, 195456.
Recipient of a BS degree in business
administration from Fordham University
(1937), Col Rohan has attended the
Command and General Staff College
and the Strategic Intelligence School.
COL NELSON W. TOBEY, the new
chief of the Air Defense and Missile
Division, served in OCRO from 1957-60
with the Tactical Mis iles Branch.
Interim assignments were deputy commander, ITr Corps Artillery (1966·67)
and commander, 9th Field Artillery
Missile Group (l965-66), Fon Sill,
Okla.; chief, Army Section, U.S. Military
Advisory Mission to Saudi Arabia, 196465; test officer (Persbing) and chief,
Missile Division, The Artillery Board,
Fort Sill, 1961-64.
Col Tobey has a BS degree in chemistry from tbe Virginia Military Institute
(l939), an MS degree in mechanical
engineering from the University of Southern California (1950), and has attended
the Command and General Staff College and the Army War College.
LT COL ROBERT A. BONIFACIO, a
stafT officer in the Air Mobility Division,
was until recently an action officer at HQ
U.S. Army Vietnam. He was executive
officer of the 228th Aviation Battalion,
Jst Cavalry Division, for seven months
following three years as assistant corps
aviation officer, Fort Hood, Tex. From
1960-61, he was commanding officer, 17th

Dr. D. A. Dobbin.
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Col T. C. Rohan

Aviation Company, Fort Ord, Calif.
Ll Col Bonifacio received a bachelor's
degree from the University of Omaha in
1966 and has attended the Command and
General Staff College.
LT COL LYNN R. RAYBOULD also
returned recently from Vietnam as plans
and operations officer, Psychology 0 peration Group, Military Advisory Command. He is assigned as a staff officer in
the Programs and Budget Division.
From 1962-63, he was a manpower
survey officer at HQ U.S. Continental
Army Command, Fort Monroe, Va., following three years as an assistant professor of military science at Central Michigan University.
He received a BS degree in military
science from the University of Utah in
1950 and an MPA degree in public
administration from the Universitv of
Pittsburgh in 1967. He has attended the
Command and General Staff College.
DR. DgLANEY A. DOBBINS is a
research psychologist in the Behavioral
Sciences Divi ion, U.S. Army Research
Office, Arlington, Va. One of the ori~
ginal staff members assigned to the U.S.
Army Tropic Test center, Panama Canal
Zone, he has worked there since J 963 with
jungle sounds, vision and anlhropometric

studies and designed tropic tests for new
materiel items.
From 1959 to 1963, be was a senior
task leader at the U.S. Army Personnel
Research Office (now the Behavioral
Sciences Research Laboratory) in Washington, D.C., following four years as a
research analyst with the Louisiana Department. of Institution.
Dr. Dobbins earned BA, MA, and PhD
degrees from Louisiana State University
with a major in psychology and a minor
in industrial engineering.

LI Col L. R. Raybould

LI Col R. A. Bonifacio
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Pershing lA Changes From Tracks to Wheels
Developmental improvements in the
Army's Pershing missile system, featuring
a changeover from tracks to wheels for
ground-support vehicles, wilt provide
more road mobility, higher reliability
and lower maintenance costs.
Advanced refinements in the proved
effectiveness of the 400-mile-range
ballistic mis ile system, redesignated the
Pershing IA, are being made under guidance of the U.S. Army Missile Command
at Redstone (Ala) Arsenal.
New ground support equipment features
an erector-launcher which carries the
complete mis ile on a single carrier
towed by as-ton M-656 truck. The system
now in the hands of troops is transported
in sections on eparate tracked vehicles.
The PI-A erector-launcher, engineered
for rapid movement from one firing
po ition to the next, is capable of fast
erection and firing. ft can also be transported in C-130 aircraft. Built-in hydraulic lifts raise the missile from the
horizontal traveling cradle to the vertical firing po ition in a matter of
econds.
An improved programer-test station
provides for rapid mis ile checkout and
countdown. Equipped with computer control devices, it is capable of automatic
self-test and malfunction i olation. Electronic packaging, featuring plug-in micromodules, allows the operator to perform
repairs at the firing site. The power station
at the rear of the vehicle provides energy
for the entire system.
An innovation in ground- upport equipment is the battery control center (BCC)

being developed under the Pl-A program.
Designed to give the battery commander
better control and monitoring of firingsite Betivitie , the BCC is mounted in an
ex pando-van atop an M-656 and is linked
by radio with higher headquaners.
Another M-656 will carry the radio
terminal set which provides voice and

teletype networks for the battery. It is
topped by an inflatable parabolic antenna which can be stored ina recessed space
during road travel.
The system and components test station
(scrS) is mounted on <l!) air-conditioned
van. Designed for field testing of electronic assemblies and pneumatic equip-

PERSHING I-A SYSTEM features a
changeover Crom tracks 10 wheeb and
an erector-launcher that carries tbe
compJete mis Ue on a ingle earrier

towed by as-ton M656 truck,

ATAC Honors Winners of Student VE Contest
Ten winners in the U.S. Army TankAutomotive Command (ATAC) annuel
value engineering contest for college
students were honored recently at a dinner
where Maj Gen William W. Lapsley,
ATAC CG, presented cash awards and
wal I plaques.
Sponsored by ATAC in conjunction
with the Detroit Chapter of the Association of the United States Army, the
contest was open to all undergraduate
engineering students below the age of 2S
in schools east of the Rocky Mountains,
provided they had previously indicated
intere t in research.
The purpose of the contest is to publicize the importance of value engineering to
the national defense effort. The contest
problem was concerned with simplifying
design of a dome light in combat vehicles
in line with the VE purpose of
achieving the required function at the
lowest overall cost.
Two students at Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Ind., James B. Morehouse of Evansville and Raymond E.
Mendenhall Jr. of Union City, won first
and econd-place awards of $ISO and
JULY-AUGUST 1967

$100, respectively. George F. Manska.
Fayetteville, N.C., a student at N.C. State
University, won the third-place award of
$SO. Each winner also received a plaque.
Honorable mention went to Rodger L.
Casey, Indianapolis, Ind., Rose Polytechnic Institute; John H. Lasley, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Ernest W. O'Neill Jr.,
Burlington, N.C., North Carolina State
University;
Also, to Jo eph W. Neibert Jr.,
Cheltenham, Pa., and Louis W. Reichart
Jr., Rochester, N.Y., Drexel [nstitute of
Technology; Michael T. Hadbavny,
Allegany, N.Y., University of Toledo,
and Carl M. Romack, Flat Rock, Mich.,
Lawrence Institute of Technology.
Dignitaries present at the dinner included Dr. John E. Gibson, dean of
engineering, Oakland Univer ity, Rochester, Mich.; Sam Fuller, director, Advanced Vehicle Sy terns Laboratory,
ATAC; Col G. L. Barnhill, director,
Development and Engineering Directorate, ATAC; Dale B. McCormick, president, Detroit Chapter, Association of the
United States Army; and Col Harold B.
Gibson Jr., chief of staff, ATAC, master of
ceremonies.

ment, the scrs also can house two
missile guidance sections for test and
repair.
Other missile sections, still packed in
shipping containers, can be tested through
electronic connections with the van. Also
inside the test station is a computercontrolled checkout facility similar to
the one used to fire a Pershing missile.
There is no change to the basic 34-foot
inenial-guided mi lie under the new
Pershing I-A program.

Additional Supplier Produces
Shillelagh That Meets Tests
Fourteen months after award of a $1.5
million contract to establish a second
producer for the U.S. Army Shillelagh
antitan.k missile, successful firing of a test
missile was announced by the U.S. Army
Missile Command.
The missile Iired at White Sands
Missile Range, . Mex., was produced by
Martin Marietta Corp., which began work
in March 1966 to set up production
faciLities for a number of missiles to
quaLify for large-scale production. Aeronutromc Division of Philco Corp. is the
Shillelagh prime contractor.
First application of the Shillelagh
system is on the General Sheridan, a
lightweight, armored reconnaissance assault vehicle which incorporales a new
IS2nun dual-purpose cannon that Iires
either conventional rounds or Shillelagh
missiles.
Shillelagh also will be the armament for the Army's M-60AJ EI tank,
replacing the present 10Smm gun. In
addition, it will be the primary armament system for the main baUle tank
being developed jointly by the United
tates and Federal Republic of Germany.
Col Spencer R. Baen is project manager for the Shillelagh program.

O'Brien Named Assistant Chief
Of Medical Specialist Corps
Currently chief of the Psychiatric Occupational Therapy Section at the Walter
Reed General Hospital (WRGH), Maj
Eileen F. O'Brien wLll assume Ocl. I the
duties of assistant chief of the Army
Medical Specialist Corps and the chief of
the Occupational Therapy Section, Office
of The Surgeon General. Maj O'Brien has
been assigned to WRGH since 1965.
She has served as chief of occupational
therapy at the 2d General Hospital,
Landstuhl, Germany; Womack Army
Hospital, Fort Bragg, N.C.; Walson
Army Hospital, Fort Dix, NJ.; and Irwin
Army Hospital, Fon Riley, Kan·. She
was assistant chief of occupational therapy
at Fitzsimons General Hospital in Denver.
Maj O'Brien received a BS degree in
occupational therapy from Ihe University
of Pennsylvania and a certificate in
occupational therapy from the Philadelphia School of Occupational Therapy.
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9 Depart OCRD for New Assignments
Promotions and rotational reassign- tration under John F. Stearns.
Honored witb a Department of tbe
ments account for several key people
recently departing the Office of the Chief Army Certificate of Achievement in 1964
for his work in establishing and organizof Research and Development.
Col Robert K. Moore, chief of the Air ing the Army S&TI program, he launched
Mobility Division, has been assigned to this effort witliin two months after he
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of tbe reported to OCRD by setting up a conferArmy (R&D). Before his OCRD assign- ence of representatives of all Army
ment a year ago, he was assistant chief of agencies. Tbis resulted in the creation of
staff for personnel with HQ Seventh 23 task groups to formulate program
plans.
Army Support Command.
Prior to assignment to OCRD, Ylannes
Col Moore completed studies in safety

Col R. K. Moore
engineering at New York University
(1949) and has studied international relations at tbe University of Maryland and
George Washington University, He has
also altended the Army War College,
Col Dee W, Pertig,.w, who
assigned to the Air Defense and Missiles
Divi ion in 1966 and was named division
chief in the recent reorganization, will be
studying at the Spanish Escuela Superior
del Ejercito, Madrid, Spain, following
six months at the Defense Language
Institute, East Coast.
Col Pettigrew was chief, U. S. Military
Mission to Mali, 1964-66, and a branch
and division chief in the Systems Development Directorate, North Atlantic
Air Defense HQ, 1962-64,
Graduated from the U. S. Military
Academy in 1944, be earned a degree in

was

Col D. W. Pettigrew

business administration from Hendrix
College (1940) and an MS degree in
aeronautics and guided missiles from the
University of Southern C~lifornia (1949).
PeppiI/O N. Vla/llles, since August 1962
the deputy chief of tbe Scientific and
Technical Information Division, U. S.
Army Research Office, resigned June 30 to
become deputy chief of the S&TT Division,
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
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LI Cal Allall T. Sylvester, U

Col

Thomas E. Marrioll and David L. McKaill ended tbeir OCRO assignments in
June 10 accept positions of increased
rcsponsibjlity in the Office of the Assi tant Vice Chief of Staff, Department of
the Army, at the Pentagon.
I:.t Col Sylvester is assigned 10 the
Weapons Systems Analysis Directorate,
OAVCS. His most recent OCRD assignment was with the newly established
Systems Analysis Division. Previously he
was executive to the Director of Army
Research for more Ihan a year, following
a lOur with the Human Factors and

PepplnoN. Vlanne.
Lt Col A. T. Sylve.ter
was a physical science administrator, Operations Research Division, U, S. Army
Advanced Planning Division, HQ U. S. Research Office, He has a BS degree from
Army Chemical Corps R&D Command, Virginia Military Institute and an MS
earning a Certificate of Achievement in degree from Stanford University,
1962. Earlier he was a chemist with the
Lt Col Marriott has been a staff officer
U, S. Naval Research Laboratories,
in the Physical Sciences and Engineering
Washington, D. C.
Division for 18 months, following duty as
VIannes has a BS degree from Cente- battalion CO, 44th Artillery, Fort Sill,
nary College, an MS degree in chemistry Okla. He has an MSEEdegree incommunfrom Xavier University and has done
ications engineering from the Georgia
graduate work at Georgetown University.
Tnstitute of Technology and has attended
Dr, C. Jel/ejJ Carr left the Life the Command and General Staff ColSciences Division of the Army Research lege.
Office, where he was chief of the Scientific
David McKain has been with OCRO
Analysis Branch since 1963, to take over since 1962, when he completed the Army
July 3 as head of tbe Life Sciences Management Intern Training Program.
Division, Federation of American Socie- He was a management analyst for four
tie for Experimental Biology, Bethesda, years before transferring to the Research
Programs Office, Army Research Office,
Md.
Dr, Carr came 10 OCRD from tbe in 1966 as a program analyst and in

Dr. C. JelleffCarr

National Institutes of Health, where he
was chief of the Pharmacology Unit of
tbe National Institute of MenIal Health,
He has served a head of lhe Department
of Pharmacology, Purdue University, and
has taught at the University of Maryland.
He earned BS, MS and PhD degrees
from the University of Maryland and has
written more than 100 publications on
neuro· and psycho-pharmacology.
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Lt Col T. E. Marrioll

recent months has been acting chief of the
Programs Branch. He ha a degree in
political science from West Virginia
University.
Sumner Mei.'lelman, a retired Army
officer and since March 1963 a physical
scientist in the Research Plans OlIice,
Army Researcb Office, accepted a position
with the National Highway Safety Bureau
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Report Outlines Technological Forecasting Methodology

David L. McKain

of the U. S. Department of Transportation
effcctive July 3.
Before comi ng to OCRD in 1962,
Meiselman was a branch chief in the
Research and Developmem Division, Of.
fice of the Chief of Transportation, De·
partment of the Army. He holds a as
degree from Worcester Polytechnic institute and an MS degree from the University
of Michigan. He has completed special
studjes under a secretary of the Army
Research and Study (SARS) Fellowship.
Capt Robert L. Dilworth, Army Re·
search Office adjutant ince 1965 and

assistant executive officer March to December 1966, will go to Vietnam in
November. Scheduled for promotion to
major prior to departure, he will be
adjutant general of the 199th Light Infantry Brigade (Separate). He was Chief of the
Admini trative Services Divi ion and
Military Personnel Division, HQ U. S.
Army Security Agency, Pacific, prior to hjs
preseol assign ment.

He holds a BS in advertising from the
LJniversity of Florida (1959) and has
taken the basic and associate career course
at the Adjutam General's SChool.

Capl R. L. Dilworth
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Technological forecasti:lg method.
ology employed by defense industry and
military organizations in the U. S. and
Europe is outlined in a report recently
approved by lhe Joint Commanders'
Meeting for interserviq: use.
Intended to serve also as a guide, the
report was signed by General Frank S.
Besson Jr, CG of the U. S. Army Materiel
COmmand; General James Ferguson, CG
of the U. S. Air Force Systems Command;
and Vice Admiral I. J. Galantin, Chief of
Naval Material.
Along with Maj Gen Paul R. Tyler,
U.S. Marine COrps Quartermaster General
representing the USMC commandant,
these officers conduct the Joint Commanders' Meetings CJCM), established early in
1966 as quarterly conferences to further
interservice logistical standardization.
The JCM Secretariat chartered the
interservice ad hoc study group Nov. 9,
1966, 10 assess the state-of-the-art and to
synthesize available information in the
field of technological forecasting. A
series of working sessions included a
seminar with invited technological forecasting practitioners to discuss advantages
and disadvantages of various methods.
Since the late 1950s, technological
forecasting has been developing as a discipline mainlythrough efforts of the mililary services, aerospace firms and a few
specialized conSUlting organizations.
Inrerest is growi ng, as evidenced by the
subject, "Technological Forecasting for
Industry," assigOed to the first annual
Technology and Management COnfereoce,
May 22·25, 1967, at Lake Placid, N.Y.
Mil itary planners of the Department
of Defense, Army, Na"y and Air Force
attended the conference, sponsored by the
Industrial Management Center, a private
educational institution headed by Prof.
James Bright of Harvard University.
The newly approved interservice guide

"reduce the number ofintuitive 'guesses' in
the field of technolngical forecasting and
will lead to more acceptable forecasting." The report was prepared by the
steering committee and study group whjch
included:
James W. Sterling, executive secretary,
Office of the Chief of Research and
Development, Department of the Army;
Donald B. Keckler, Army Weapons
Command; Edward Mack.iewicz, Army
Tank Automotive COmmand; HAlvor T.
Darracott, Army Materiel COmmand'
Marvin J. Cetron, Naval Material COm:
mand; WiJliam A. McKenney, Naval
Weapons Laboratory; Thomas I. Mona.
han, Naval Applied Science Laboratory;
Howard A. Wells and Miss Elma Hen.
derson, Air Force Systems COmmand.

TECOM Plans Second Meet
On Test Instrumentation
Progressi ve results of the 'first U. S.
Army Test and Evaluation Command
conference on test instrumentation held in
May at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.,
have led TECOM officials to plan a
second meeting in December.
Some 50 representatives of HQ
TECOM and 15 subordinate installations
and activities spent four days reviewing
new developments and techniques in the
field of test instrumentation and attempting to define current and 8J)ticipated
problems. The conference was sponsored
by the Instrumentation Division of the
TECOM Logistics DirllCtorale.
TECOM Director of Logistics COl
Harry L. Yerby said a nrro date for the
second conferences of the series will soon
be set. It wit I be held at one of TEeO M's
large installations such as Fort Huachuca,
Ariz., or White Sands Missile Range.
Lee E. Davidson, chief of the l'ECOM

is directed toward scientific 3.nd enginee-r-

InstrumenLation Division. said that the

ing specialists who may be asked to
contribute inputs to forecasts, althougb
they have ooly limjted understanding of
technological forecasti ng and its possible
approaches and problem .
The authors consulted numerous Army,
Navy, Air Force and nonsetvice documents and conducted personal inrerviews
with established forecasters. The report
conta;ns a bibliography of 161 references.
In attempting to clarify a complex,
controversial subject, the report recommends increased use of a number of
analytical techniques. Thirteen categories
of forecasting methods are described.
The current technology race places a
high premium on the ability to assess
developing technological trends correctly, it states. The pace of this race and
the increasing complexity of the problem
have outdistanced the ability of mjlitary
forecaster to assess these trends by intuitive methods alone.
The authors feel that the report will

instrumentation program js currenUy operating with an inventory of approximately $300 miltion and an annual
budget of $75 million.
lnstrumemation is one of the technical
areas that is nol covered by existing
professional societies, Davidson said.
Forthcoming conferences will provide
instrumentation engineers with a Ucentral
point" for exchange of technical information, guidance and advice.
Technical range of the conferences is
typified by the Aberdeen meeting. Presentations included instrumentation and test
methodology, automatic film reader,
telemetry UHF conversion, optical determination of miss-distance, range data
control system, procurement of instru·
mentation supplies aod servioe , cradleto'grave instrumentation, powerline volta,ge transient monitor, data proce ing

systems, instrumentation for ballistic
measurements and quality of data as a
function of calibration.
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USAMRUE Evolves from Research o~a~e~~!~C:~a!e~/~e.~!UE'S

Thi.s U' the n;nth ill a series of articles
all U. S. Army Medical Service laboraIOries. Five features wert published ill
J966. Sillce theil, missiolls of the fol/owillg activities were summarized: JOItua~yU. S. Army Reseurch IlIslilule of EIIVIrOIlmental Medicille, Nalick, Mass. March
- U. S. Army Medical Equipmelll Research alld Developmelll Lnboralory,
Fort Tortell, N. Y. May - V. S. Army
Aeromedical Research VII iI, Fori Rucku,

mission..

AI
a.

•

•

•

Discovery and development of medical skills and equipment to COnserve and
protect the strength of soldiers, the prime
mission of major elements of the U. S.
Army Medical R&D Command, were not
the major goal of establishment of the
U.S. Army Medical Research Unit, Europe
(USAMRUE), in October 1958.
USAMRUEis unique in the true sense of
the word and was created as an aftermath
of the Second Conference on the Peaceful
Use of Atomic Energy, beld in Geneva,
Switzerland, in 1958. Its original mission
(broadened substantialJy in recent years)
fell into that part of tbe U. S. Army
Medical Corps program concerned with
scientific information of academic and
international interest.

Located in Landstuhl, Germany,
USAMRUE is a separate Class II facility
under The Surgeon General. OriginalJy,
its job was to determine the quantity of
nuclear fission products incorporated within the European population, but this responsibility has broadened in recent
years.
Cause-and-effect background of the unit
dates back to the early 1950s, when
interest developed in determining the

effect on tbe world population of nuclear
fallout from devices tested in the atmosphere.
The first endeavor of investigators
interested in this problem was that of
building low-level radiation counters
capable of measuring by qualitative and
quantitative methods low concentration of
nuclear fission products within a buman
body.
One of the first whole-body radiation
detectors designed expressly for thi purpose was developed by a group worki ng at
tbe Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
University of California at Los Alamos,
under contract witb tbe U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission. Human Counter I
(HUMCD 1) permitted accuratedetermination oftbe body burden offission products
and naturally occurring radioisotopes.
The Los Alamos group then designed,
built and displayed a similar radiation
detector to demonstrate the principles of
the counter at the Second Conference for
the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy in
Geneva.
When the conference ended, the Geneva Counter (G ENCD) was transferred to
30

Lt. Col F. C. Leitnaker
CO, USAMRU, Europe
tbe U. S. Army and placed in operation at
Landsruhl, Germany, where tbe U. S. A.
Medical Research Unit No. I was established in October 1958.
The Surgeon General assigned to the
U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command the mission of determining tbe quantity ofnuclear fission products
presenting a hazard to the European
population, and USAMRUE was cbarged
with this responsibility.
Uniqueness was a quality of GENCO
when it was installed at the U. S. Army
Medical Center at Landstubl, in that
instead of lying or sitting in a standard
position, as in comparable counters, persons are counted while standing in the
detector. Of the liquid scintillator type,
having a 2-pi counting geometry, it accomplishes within a short period of time
accurate determinations of gamma radiation emanated from the body.
Large numbers of persons can be
counted in a brief period. For a counting

time of 200 seconds, the thresbhold
sensitivity (One percent probable error)
forcesium-137 and potassium ofa standard
man is 0.6 nanocuries and 3 grams,
respectively.
Experience has shown that the stability
of GENCO is excellent. Background
count rates and efficiencies of four energy
cbannels usually remain witbin plus or
minus two percent of the mean during 3month intervals. GENCO characteristics
give USAMRUE thc enviable capability
to carry on re earch concerning lowlevel radiation as well as studies utilizing radioisotopes.
From the time GENCO became operational in June 1959, through J962, more
than 13,000 individuals were counted.
Civil associations, schools and individuals throUghout West Germany and France
participated in the study.
The biological half-life of ce ium-137,
as well as the mean body burden of
nuclear fission debris, was calculated
from the counting data obtained during
GENCO's first three years of operation.
Since 1963, the study has continued but
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The total amount of potassIUm 10 the
human body was d~termlOed WIth the
whole-body counte! m all persons ~artlcipating in the. ceslUm-137 study. Slmultaneously, radiation from potasslum-40
was quantified.
.
.
In view of importance of potassium In
biological systems, the whole.-body
counter findings are accepted as a slgmficant contribution to medical knowledge.
Data categorized according to age and sex
represent a firm baseline for studies on the
metabolism of pota ium by the human
body under various conditions.
Several groups engaged in physi~
conditioning programs have been studied
by USAMRUE to define the effec.t of such
programs on whole-body potassIUm I~v
el . Data collected to date by cou.n~mg
subjects before, during and after partICipation suggest that body potassIum e~pressed
as grams potassium per body weIght and
percent lean body mass are increased, due
to loss of fat, and/or an increment. in the
potassium-rich imracellular flUid of
muscle tis ue.
. .
To obtain additional data, the unit 's
studying the effects of strenuous phy .ical
training on tbe whole-body potassIum
burden and lean body mass of 465 males
inducted into the Army of the Feder~1
Republic of German~. R<;sults from slm,lar studies may prOVIde m t?e fut~r~ an
objective means of evaluatmg military
training programs.
.
Studies also have been made m. the
areas of nuclear medicine and enVironmental radiation. Food used by the U. S.
Forces in Europe was systematically
sampled and evaluated for radioisotope
contamination during the early I960s,

when nuclear devices were tested frequently.
.
. .
A

milk survelUance progTam IS

~n

progres . Sample from each. of the SIX
European contractors upplymg milk to
the U. S. Force are received weekly and

WHOLE BODY radiation counter with
accessories in use at U.S. Army Medical
Center, Land8luhl. Gennany.
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analyzed for content of fresh fission
products. In past yea"" after nuclear
testing in the atmosphere, the concentration of radioiodine in the human thyroid
was determined by USAMRUE researchers.
Capability to measure low-level
alpha particle radiation emiued from
environmental and biological specimens
has been developed. USAMRUE i the
only U. S. military unit in Europe malting
such determinations.
Studies reports have been pUhlished by
the unit on measurements and comparison
of the alpha activity in human teeth and
bone, in soft tissue and the shell of Helix
pomalio (European land snail) and in
the bone and soft tissue of small laboratory animals.
Supplementing tbe findings of the
wbole-body counter is a 4 x 8-incb
diameter sodium iodide thallium activated
crystal radiation detector used in conjunction with a multichannel analyzer. This
instrument can do gamma ray spectroscopy, utilized to monitor military and
civilian isotope handle'" for possible
burdens of radionuclides.
USAMRUE expands the clinical capabilities of the Radioisotope Clinic of
the 2d General Hospital at the U. S.
Army Med ical Center in Landstuhl. The
whole-body counter is employed frequently to evaluate persons with a history
of tbyrocarcinoma.
1.5
Use of trace amounts (0.5 microCi) of radioiodine-13! enables determination of tbe whole-body retention
of iodine. Generally, it is possible to
measure, over a period of three days,
whether the individual has remained
atbyrotic after therapy for the neoplasm
or has recurrent tbyrocarcinoma.
A project was tarted recently to tudy
iron absorption in hyperthyroid patients
by using trace amount ofradioiron-59. An
isotope teclmique which i easier and more
informative than current procedures for
evaluating renal function is being developed.
Researche'" at USAMRUE have been
engaged for the past three ye= in a study
to evaluate the efficacy of adenine, used as
an additive to tbe standard Acid Citrate
Dextrose (ACD) blood donor bag, to
extend the acceptable storage life for
whole blood. This work is conducted as
an extension of a basic study of tbe U. S.
Army Medical Research Laboratory's
Blood Transfusion Division at Fort Knox,
Ky.
A pilot study has been completed,
comparing the survival of red cells in
ACD solution with cells stored in ACD
with the adenine additive upon transfusion
into recipients after storage for 42 days.
Results uggestthat adenine has the potential to extend the shelf-life of whole
blood from the accepted 21 days up to
possibly 42 days.
Experiments are in progress to determine the actual fraction of red cells
stored in the presence of adenine for three
JULY-AUGUST 1967

to six weeks that urvive and remain in
circulation after transfusion. A twofold
improvement in the storage life of whole
blood would prove useful not only in a
combat situation; it also would be valuable in maintaining the stock of rarer
blood types in military and civilian
banks.
Close working relations have been
developed between the USAMRUE staff
and the medical faculty of the University
of the Saarland in Homburg, Germany.
The Unive",ity's Institute for Biophysics
has provided tbe unit with professinnal
and technical assistance over the ye= on
a consultative basis.
Several joint research efforts have been
conducted with the Institute for Biophysics,
and the relationship establishes direct
liaison with the European scientific community.
One example was the evaluation, using
the whole-body counter, of pathogenic
body burdens of radiothorium existing in
the European population. Such burdens in
individUals resulted from the administering of Tborotrast in the late 19205 and
19JOs, wben this thorium-containing substance was used internationally as a
radioopaque dye media.
USAMRUE tasks fnr tbe future include
participation in a study to correlate
pathology, that is, neoplastic disease and
chromosomal aberrations with the cumu-

lative doses of ionizing radiation emananated from thorium burdens. GENCO has
been made available to scientists of the
European community for independent research in specialized fields of study.
USAMRUE also is cbarged with certain support responsibilities and is available to the USAREUR (U. S. Army
Europe) Surgeon for technical and research support. Staff membe", actively
participate in the European medical research community, providing liaison between the U. S. Army and European
research contractors, and also teacb and
lecture in the fields of nuclear effects and
nuclear medicine.
To support the U. S. Army medical
research program in Europe, USAMRUE
encourages medical personnel in
USAREUR to engage in basic research.
The unit also coordinates approval and
financial support from the U. S. Army
Medical Researcb and Development
Command, Wasbington, D. C.
Future USAMRUE plans are centered
on funher utilization and development of
present capabil ities, rather than on expanding physical faciJities. GENCO and
other instrumentation of USAMRUE,
therefore, will be used more extensively
to develop tracer isotope techniques, to
investigate known military radiation
problems, and to advance basic knowledge in the area of low-level radiation.

Report Describes Technical Library Services
Army Technical Library Improvement
Studies (ATLlS) Report No.2 is a handy
guide for scientistsl\engineers and administrato", interested in obtaining max.imum
advantage oftechnic'!-llibrary resources.
The 56-page"User's Guide to Technical
Library Services" was developed under
tbe ATLIS project sponsored by the U.S.
Army Researcb Office as part of the Army
Scientific and Technical Information
Program. It outlines technical libraries,
their resources and services.
Samples rather than complete listings
of reference works and libraries are used
for guidance. Examples are specific, with
authors and facts given for the books, and
addresses and descriptions for the libraries.
The section on library resources decribes selected technical books, encyclopedia. handbooks, directories, biographical reference books, general and
special ubject bibliographies, directories
of periodicals, technical reports pamphlets, tandards and specifications and
trade catalogs.
The section on use of the library gives a
detailed explanation of the classification
systems used in various libraries, card
catalogs, printed indexes and accession
lists. A comparison of the Library of
Congress index and the Dewey Decimal
System is included.
The section on finding and using other
resources i of particular interest to the

specialist. Addresses and guides are listed
for several libraries, information centers
and documentation centers.
Detailed information is included on the
various indexes and services ofthe Defense
Documentation Center, the Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, the NASA Scientific and
Technical Information Facility, and tbe
Division of Technical Information Extension, U. S. Atomic Energy Commi ion.
Information analysis centers, whose
primary function is to answer questions, are

also covered, with brief descriptions and
addresses of 21 such centers sponsored by
tbe Department of Defense.
Library services are described in a final
section of the pampWel, with special
attention directed to interlibrary loans,
extensive research, literature surveys and
announcement services.
Report No. I of the ATUS series,

''Technical and Medical Research Libraries and Information Cente", of the
Department of the Army," is being revi ed
and will be issued in the fall as the
"Army Technical Resources Directory."
.. User's Guide to Technical Library
Services" may be obtained by submitting a
DA Form 12-4 to the U. S. Army AG
Publications Center, 2800 Eastern Boulevard, Baltimore, Md. 21220, or from the
Superintendent of Documents: U.S. Government Printing OtTice, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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several points of view.
"First, let me first give you example
refuting the funding fallacy oflen implied.
In Fiscal Year 1968, we are continuing our
(Con'in""d from page 2)
action of the offense and defen e. How
ballistic roi ile defen.e development
resources and great talent to maintaining
does one know, for exa mpie, tha t an
efforts at the high levels of recent years.
and upgrading these assured capabilitiesoffensive capability is 'assured' unless one
We are requesting $440 million for R&D
and we do. And it is crucial to our
bas great confidence in his understanding
work on the Nike-X sy tern. And there is
national security that the press not take
of advanced defenses? This is precisely
another, related program in AR PA, Prothis concept lightly .
tbe thrust of our analysis. We develop the
ject Defender, for which we have requested
"We know it is essential to explain lechnology for lhe most advanced missile
another $119 million.
clearly and openly - to any potential
defense - and then we design our offen"Our capabilities in Ihis area have
enemy the nature of our capability. The
sive missile systems to penetrate that
changed dramaticaUy in the lasl ten
whole point of 'assurance' is that everyone
defen e. We develop the most advanced
years. How can we be stagnating technomust appreciate tbe certainty and c~p
air defense technology - a·nd then we
logically in ballistic mi sile defense
ability of our response to any major
design our aircraft ystems to penetrate that
while we devote more than a half
attack. Nevertheless, occasionally, there
defense.
billion dollars to it in one year?
is an oversimplified 'scar~ story' claiming
"In general, we have been one to two
"Also in Fiscal Year 1968, we are
Ihat our deterrent force is in orne way
requesting about $350 million for protechnological generations ahead of any
grossly inadequate.
grams on our Minuteman forces and about
potential enemy in these advanced de"Such stories caD.not be supported $433 million for the Polaris/Poseidon
signs. So we have great confidence lhat our
either technologically or operationally.
developments. These funds support some
offensive forces are 'assured.' From this
Such stories intcoduce unwarranted uncerof t he efforts necessary to demonstrate
experience, we bave found lbat the offense
tainty, bere and abroad. Such stories
that we know how to penetrate any
has domi nated the defense, and we expect
undermine the credibility of our deterrent.
this trend to continue in the foreseeable
enemy's missile defenses.
Because uch stories cannot be supported,
"OveraU. let me remind you, the 000
future.
they are a great di ervice to Ihe country.
expenditures for R&D bave increased
"Now
I
want
to
discuss
a
difficult
point,
"We go to great lengths to state the
almost 300 percent during lhe last decrai ed semiannually in discussions of our
general facts about our l!Ssured strength.
ade. The R&D budget requested for FY 68
strategic capability: the so-called
Yet some information must remain class,is $8.1 billion. Ii contains requests for
'technological plateau.' I occasionally
fled. Often this is a difficult line to draw
over 1,500 projects. The real argument
that
we
have'
reached,
hear
the
argument
_ the line between what should be said
here, I suspect, is nOI about the total. Most
to maintain credible assurance, and what or have somehow accidentally been trappeople seem to agree we're pending the
ped in, or have decided to remain on, a
should be left unsaid to ensure security; the
right amount.
'technological plateau.' The allegalion
line between what skeptical Americans
''The real arguments are about pecific
u ually is either that we are not really
want and need to know in an open society,
items, each of which always - alway or
pushing
important
new
developments,
and wbat a potential enemy wants to
has its advocatcs. So the problem is to
know to design elfective counter-measures. that we are not concerned aboul po ible
achieve some balance, some sorting out of
developments of potential enemies.
"For example, nothing is gained by
priorities and prospects. This requires.
"I clm say caugorically that tlri
disclosing design details of our penetrajudgment, and J would be the last to
argument
i.I
not
valid
in
terms
of
any
tion aids. Disclosing such data would not
claim we have attained perfect balance. I
support our national purposes. It would criterion 1 think is ;mportanr. But I must
think we do bave about the right total.
that
if
you
feel
a
say,
before
going
further,
only assist any potential enemies.
"So much for the charge that we are not
"I want to clarify an important aspect key criterion has e!;Caped our nOlice,
reaUy investing the required money. But
of our thinking about assurance. The can- please bring it to my attention. To set the
how about the argument tbat we are not
ceot of assurance spans a complex inter- record straight, let's look at this from
aggressively pursuing the frontier fields of
defense technology? r don't think this is
true. Here, too, are Ihe difficult questions
of balance.
"For example, how does one know
wbether $ 1.4 billion this year for the
000 research and technology base is
adequate? And how does one know whether we have the righl balance belween
this base and Our development projects
which are funded atabout $4.8 billion?
"Actually, these totals and ratios are
merely the Urn of thousands of numbers,
each examined and set on its own merits. I
know of no clearly needed improvement
and no clear technological opportunity
that does not receive adequate support.
"Probably more important, we are not
content with our past and current success.
We continue to press Ihe state-of-the-art in
every technical area in which there is a
NEW CHlEF OF STAFF, U.S, Army 1'Iateriei Command, Maj c;en Clarence J. solid case for providing required improveLang (left) pau.ea during briefing at Harry Diamond Laboratorie. (DDL) in Wa.b· ments in our forces.
ington, D.C. With him. are Col Vi.ncent H. Elli8, HDL commanding officer, and
"Thus r am puzzled by the occasional
Dr. Maurice Apat.ein, HDL a••oeiate tecbnical director. General Lang aened es ay on defense R&D wbich imply
aince Auguat 1963 aa deputy commander, U.S. Army Tranaportation Center ~nd ignore the enormous effort we continue to
Fort Eustis, Va.; aJ.o. "'8 ae.i,tent commandant of the U.S. Army Transport.AlIon devote to advanced technology. Perhaps
Scbool at Fort Enati•. He entered the Army in 1940 and i a graduate ofthe Univ. it is understandable that some pockets of
ofTexa., Anned Force. Stafl' College, and Indu.trial College oCthe Armed Foreea. misunderstanding will exi t, because, as

Dr. Foster Lauds R&D Programing

---==========;;;;;
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rve said, we have been compressing great
clusters of advanced work into a single
year's effort.
''This situation is somewhat analagous
to that assessed by Tom Lehrer, the
mathematician turned singer/satirist, when
he cracked: 'I am sobered occasionally to
recall that when Mozart was my age, he'd
been dead ten years!' I, too, am sobered to
read the altogether plausible prediction
that half of what a competent engineer
will need to know 10 years from now is
not available to him loday!
"One final a peet of this alleged
technological plateau: the argumenl that
we are in some way losing our strategic
superiority.
"For many years, the Soviet Union
apparently has been following our lead
in every important strategic system
technical development: the interconti·
nental bomber, tbe solid-fueled mi ile,
the Polaris-type submarine, the hardened
and dispersed silo, and many other ad·
vances. Thi is still the case. We are
following their activities with great care.
We see no evidence that our planned
strategic capabilities will be endangered
by recent Soviet technological actions.
"Our missile force represents a fully
operational, reliable, survivable, and
again. assured, deterrent. Our missiles are
more accurate. We have developed a
family of penetration aids. The changes
that we have made in our missile forcesMinuteman II, and soon the addition of
Minuteman III and Poseidon-are much
more than minor modifications and name
changes.
"These new capabilities provide major
increases in effecti veness. Our bombers are
capable of low-altitude penetration over
a target area. We will soon have a
bomber with enhanced area penetration
capability, equipped with stand-off missiles so that it can also avoid terminal
defenses.
"I am often asked how long we are
going

[0

keep one of these strategic

systems. The answer is simple: as long as
it can provide assured destruction.
"In advanced technology, we have
developed the capability, if required, to
move rapidly into operational development and deployment of several new
systems such as an AM SA and an Advanced ICBM.
"These new concepts are waiting in the
wings, not because we have avoided, or
failed to invest in, the advanced technology neces ary for stralegic advantage. It
is because at the moment immediate
deployment is not yet clearly in the
overall national inlerest.
"Strangely enough, we sometimes get
credit for a breakthrough wehaven't made,
or get blamed that if we haven't made it,
the Soviets have. A number of recent
anicles 'discovered' X-rays as a kill
mechanism at high altitude. Depending
upon the point of view of the author, either
the U.S. has made this breakthrough. or
the U.S. is behind in countering some
JULY.A GUSTl967

Soviet threat based upon this X-ray threat.
Neither the 'pat on tbe back' or the ~ab in
the ribs' stories are true.
"One could read about these X-ray
effects several years ago in unclassified
official handbooks on nuclear weapons
effects. Anyone working with nuclear
weapons ex:ploding above the atmosphere
must either ex:ploit, or protect against, such
effects.
"We have had, and continUe to pursue,
major research and development programs designed to mini mize the susceptibility of our systems to such ki II mechanisms and, at the same time, to max:imize
tbeir effectiveness in developing ballistic
missile defense. The details must remain
c1assilied. An isolated speech or a paragraph in congressional testimony does not
make this 'new.' I admit it can be 'news,'
albeit news with an available background
offact.
"Let me try to summarize my views on
the maner of a 'technological plaleau.'
We know that R&D is 'worth it' - in hard
economic terms as well as in strategic
terms, and in fulfilling normal military
functions as well as in creating entirely
new capabilities.
"There is no stagnation in defense
R&D. There is no 'technological plateau'
now, Nor do I think there will be one
created, either accidentally or by design.
You can help us by resisting any temptations to reinforce the myth of a technological plateau. There are times when my
job and yours may lead to conflict. But a
controversy about a technological plateau
is simply a false conflict based upon
misinterpretations.
"We have looked briefly at R&D
related to strategic systems, and a few
problems in public discussion of these
systems. Let's look .now at a rather
different topic: the role of R&D to support
the conflict in Vietnam. The most important single focus in defense R&D today is
on meeting, wherever possible, the R&D
needs revealed by that conOict.
"Each sprin.g, as you know, we have

opportunities to appear before the Congress to present and ex:plain our budget
request. Congressmen, like reporters, have
a way of asking direct, penetrating, and
important questions.
"One of the most striking questions this
year was: Why do we how roughly the
same R&D budget request in FY 68 for the
manned orbital Laboratory and for our
total R&D effort for Southeast Asia? An
attempt to answer this single question may
be helpful to you.
"There are some simple answers. First,
we cannot project our Southeast Asia R&D
requirements very far in advance because
so many of them are quick-reaction projects. In this liscal year, for example, we
initially budgeted about $400 million.
Subsequently, the Services reprogramed
almo t $100 million more, and received
approximately $200 million more from
emergency and supplemental funding.
''Thus the budget was increa ed from
$400 to almost $700 million during an
IS-month period in which urgent R&D
needs developed. The same evolution
may occur during FY 68.
"Second, some of our research for
limited warfare imply isn't ex:pensive.
For example, the R&D required to develop a new jungle boot, specially
tailored to the hot moist climate of
Vietnam, cost less than half a million
dollars. The country has spent many
times that much for the astronauts' flight
wear. Both the soldier and the astronaut
have to be properly equipped for their
jobs. We need them both, and the dollars
fall where they must.
"Third, general purpose forces have
been under development for hundreds of
years, while the lirst astronaut flew only
four years ago. Hence much of our current
tactical warfare R&D is devoted to
achieving relatively small improvements to exisiing hardware. Two years of
combat have demonstrated beyond question that our troops were well-trained and
excellently equipped from the outset.
(Continued on page 34)

STRATCOM Designates Skinner Chief of Staff
Col William G. Skinner has been assigned as chief of staff of the Army's Strategic
Communications Command (STRATCOM), following a tour as STRATCOM
comptroller since Marcb 1966 at Fort Huachuca, Ariz. He ucceeds Col Lawrence R.
Klar, recently retired.
A 1937 graduate of Western Maryland College,
Col Skinner is a former commanding officer of the
Missile Support Agency at White Sands, N. Mex. A
veteran of six: campaign in Korea, he served as deputy
signal officer with the IX Corps.
In recent as ignments, he served as deputy chief of
the Program and Budget Review Division of the
Defense Communications Agency in Washington, D.
C., and as ex:ecutive officer with the Comptroller's
Office, Office of the Chief Signal Officer in the
Pentagon.
Other assignments since entering military ervice as
a second lieutenant in 1941 include Camp Crowder,
Mo. (1943-47); U. S. Army Pacific {1947·50}; and a
previous assignment at Fort Huachuca, Ariz., as deputy
Col W. G. Skinner
and chief, Electronic Warfare Sepanment (t 956-59).
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Dr. Foster Lauds R&D Programing
(Continued from page 33)

'111ese are a few of the simple reasons
why we are not able to spend more. But
there are other, more fundamental reasons.
"General Maxwell Taylor has
characterized the Vietnam conflict as a
limited war with limited objectives,
limited resources, and, hopefully, limited
risks. I would like to add one more
restraint: limited applicable technology.
If there is one indisputable fcature of the
Vietnam war, it is that a 'technology flX'
alone will not solve our problems. The
hard-core problems are
essentially
political, sociaL and economic. The solutions to these problems will not be found
in the products of R&D. Nor will it help
to invoke any mythology about thc potentialofR&D.
"I must add, of course, that there are
SOme key problems in Vietnam which
R&D Should be able to solve. If solutions
can be found to these problems, not only
might the war be shonened, but our
capability to deter other such limited
wars would be greatly strengthened.
"At tbis point I would lik<r to remind
you of a somewhat under-publicized aspect
of the war. General Westmoreland has
been extremely eager to innovate, to press
the concept of 'combat R&D.' To assist
this process, I assigned two distinguished
defense scientists to act as personal
adviscrs to Admiral Sharp and General
Westmoreland. Dr. William McMillan
is in Saigon, and Dr. Thomas Cheatham is

in Hawaii at CINCPAC Headquarters.
'To provide coordination of all our
Vietnam-related R&D, I also established
a new office within my staff, the Deputy
Director for Southeast Asia Matter, and
appointed Mr. Leonard Sullivan to this
job. The splendid and critical contributions of these three men are a reflection of
the entire R&D community's involvement.
"We have had many R&D successes in
Vietnam. But I think I should give you, in
the interest of candor, a sampling of the
R&D problems emerging from Vietnam
which we still don't know how to solve.
We are still looking, for example, for a
satisfactory way to find tunnel, If we
could reliably locate tunnels, we would
be well on our way to cracking the Viet
Cong's principal resource for command,
logistic supply, and escape.
"As another illustration, many of our
casualties are caused by primitive mines
and booby tra ps. These are often made
from our own dud munition, sometimes
even from our cast-off ammunit.ion boxes.
We would like a device that could sense
explosives and/or metal wires and fragments about 100 yards away that one man
can carry along with other combat gear,
This same device might be u efu] in
warning of impending ambusbes another serious and deadly problem.
"The VC are masters at the art of
infiltration - not just across the borders
into South Vietnam, but into our military
bases, local outposts, and villages where

TORQUE Offers System of Balanced R&D Programing
(COJllinlledjrom page 5)

Additional considerations for which
TORQUE offers nO formula include the
need of allowing some proportion of the
total funds for use in bigb-risk, high-payoff
effons of low apparent relevance that
may lead to significantly improved military capability.
Validity of the TORQUE system's
applicability to non-materiel areas, such
as the behavioral sciences, also is open to
conjecture.
Provided that comments being prepared
by the Assistant Secretaries for Research
and Development of the three services
approve the proposal for a pilot test of
TORQUE, results are expected to demonstrate many of the specific values of the
system as well as areas for improvemenl.
Under the guidance nf Dr. Donald M.
MacArthur, Deputy Director of Defense
Research and Engineering (Research and
Technology), the ad hoc committee that
developed TORQUE consists of two
representatives each of the Army, Navy
and Air Force and seven expe,rt advisers.
The Army representatives are Harold
Davidson, a physical scientist in the
Office of the Special Scientific Adviser,
U.S. Army Research Office, and Lewis
Roepcke, chief, Technical Planning
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Branch, Scientific and Technical DiviDevelopment Directorate. U.S.
Army Materiel Command.
Navy representatives are the committee
chairman, Marvin Cetron, head of
Technological Forecasting and Apprai ai, HQ Naval Materiel Command,
and Harold Liebowitz, head of the Structural Mechanics Branch and engineering
adviser for the Office of Naval Research.
Air Force members are Ll Col Patrick
H. Caulfield, chief, Laboratory Plans
Office, Directorate of Laboratory Plans
and Programs, Air Force Systems Command, and M!\i Joseph P. Martino, assistant executive director, Research Communications, Air Force Office of Scientific
Research.
Advisers to the ad hoc group included
Col Raymond ,Isenson, special assistant to the Deputy Director of Defense
Research and Engineering (Research and
Technology); Peter Fishburn, Research
Analysis Corp., an Army contract agency;
Robert F. Lockman, center for Naval
Analyses; Lyle V. Jones, University of
North Carolina; Frederick S. Pardee,
RAND Corp.; Harry Kaplan, Behavioral
Sciences Research Laboratory, U.S.
Army; and Herbert Solomon, Stanford
University.

sion,
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they practice the diverse techniques of
terrorism.
"To meet this threat, we need much
better ways to differentiate friend from
foe. And we must find reliable 'burglar
alarm' systems to warn of approaching or
passing danger. Like the other needs I
have mentioned, the successful development of simple 'border ecurity' systems
and 'people-detection' devices will have
spin-off benefits far beyond the scope of
the present war.
"We have not yet solved these problems. Do they sound impossible? How
does it sound when I a k you to dig a little
trench - on the moon? Do you think
these problems are not being solved
because of a Jack of money? I don't think
that's the reason. I think it is becau e we
don't know how to spend more money
sensibly. This i a tough an wer to give a
Congressman and a reporter. But it's true.
"These problems are perhaps best attacked by interdisciplinary teams of physical and social scientists. Any turning
point in Vietnam will depend upon
I'8reful discrimination and analysis, and
then change, in the social and physical
environment. Obviously, we need to employ all of our skill to get to the point
where, instead of counting killed Viet
Cong, we will be counting live, independent, self-governing citizens.
"As pointed out in my Congressional
statement, we in R&D must heed Santayana's warning that those who don't
understand history are condemned to repeat it. We are trying to learn the lessons
applicable to R&D activity. It would be
irresponsible not to learn these lessons.
You can help us here by reaching for the
careful and complete tory, distinguishing
between the various kinds of R&D problems.
"Let me turn now to two examples of
areas in which we clearly need growth
over the long-term future. I will sketch
our thinking about goals for what is
called 'man-in-the-system,' and for our
research and technology base.
"A key problem now recognized more
clearly as a major direction for future
R&D is really a cluster of problems
pertaining to people, The Defense Department is many people: pilots, infantrymen, intelligence officers, commanders, raw trainees t computer operators,
R&D professionals, manager, and on and
on. And all of these people participate in
'the system.' But too often our sy tems do
not really fit the man.
"We are beginning to expand effons in
education and training; in human factors
engineering; in manpower analyses for
all equipment in advanced R&D; in
improved equipment for the individual
soldiers' vision, fi repower, protection and
mobility; and an improved understanding
of the environmental conditions affecting
man/machine performance. At some point
in the future, as this work succeeds, we will
have developed really matched capabilities for men, equipment, and the operaJULY.AUGUST 1967

lional environment.

mentioned some,

"In each of these areas - so easily
listed, so difficult to assess adequately there are millions of people and manhours and dollars at stake. These are, in
many ways, the most important potential
payofffields of the future. Though our data
base is limited, our theory limited. 1
believe the po sible improvements are

to the tougher ones.
'" quoled Secretary McNamara's state-

enormous.

"The second area of significance for one
to two decades from now i Project
Themis. As you may know, Project Themis
i our new university research program. It
i designed to create - u ing the President's phrase - new academic depaJ1mental 'centers of excellence.' Our goal
i to ti mulate the development of new
university groups, aClive in defense-relevant basic re earch, in geographic areas
and in litutions which have nOI previously
received ubstanlial DoD upport.
"I regard this program - funded at
about $20 million this year and, Congress
willing, expected to expand by almo t 50
percent next year as an exciting
initiative. In a sense, it is an experi ment
and we are delighted with the reaction so
far.
"We received nearly 500 preliminary
proposals from almost 200 universities,
requesting almost $400 million. Note
that the proposal requests amounted to
almost 20 times more money lhan we
have availablel
"On balance, the proposals were of
high technical quality. By July, we will
have evaluated the detailed proposal.
We then will begin awarding contracts
for about 50 centers, funding each at
roughly $200,000 per year, with advance
funding to permit schools to make commitments for tbree years.
"Our presenl plan is to add about 50
new centers each year for the next three
years. We will begin another round of
solicitalions later this year.
"Based on payoffs from tbe lasl 20
years of univer5ity research, I am con-

vinced that Project Themis can be success-

ful, and that il merits more attention by
you and your collegues. For this new
program is precisely the kind to ensure

against any possible 'technological pla-

qUl

would like to return

J

or criticism about excessive secrecy. In my

wholeheartedly support this pledge for

experience, the difficulty is thai there
simply isn't a good estimate available.

ment on freedom of information earlier.

maximum disclosure of unclassified infor-

mation: to inform the American public, to
maintain a clarifying pubLic debate on
major i ues, to reacb the rest of the world,
and to remove any doubts in tbe eyes of our
adversaries about our strength and our
desire for peace with freedom.
"Question ari e. obviously, about the
po sible release of classified information, and about the classification crileria.
It seem to me that a complicating factor
is not anyone's failure to appreciate the
need for ecurity presautions. It is, in part,
the challenge of prying open any kind of
secrecy. 1 believe that all the facts
nece sary for an informed public discussion arc avilable on an unclassified basis.
"The problem, I suppose, as Reston
(James Re ton oftbe Nell' York Times) put
it recently, is that it is easier to get 'a
breathless presentation of the news, featuring the naming lead and the big
headline,' if you can tag the news as a

Col Scales Selected SATCOM Deputy Commander

"Make no mi take - we do not believe
that 200,000 per year can create an
institutional center of excellence. But we
do know from experience that
consistent support of able leaders of
doctoral-level research can create departmental excellence, and that this, in
tum, can catalyze the growth of an
institution.
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uSometimes a complete answer requires
a soph.isticated set of caveats. However,

everybody wants a number which magically resolves their arguments or sells
lheir story. To confess, I do, too. But at
times there just isn't a imple answer.
"Ladies and gentlemen, I have touched
on limited areas of defense R&D: a few of
our objectives, some lessons learned, and
common problems. I have tried also to
deal squarely with some i ues which I
thought were sensitive and significant from
your perspecti ve.
"I approached this occasion with great
care. SOme anxiety and a good deal of
ignorance about your preferences and perceptions. 1 hope very much that we can
maintain a symbiotic rather than a ho tile
or wary relationship. We have a collective responsibility to analyze some difficult pUblic issues, to serve the public
intere l, and to report a responsible
·secret. '
analysis with integrity. The Slakes are
"Some people say there is overclassifi· very high - national security."
calion. They are right. But be careful. 2 Army Scientists Contribute
Some of this is caused by a conservation
based upon the need to make difficult To Communication System Book
judgements on national security policy
Two employes of the U.S. Army
under conditions of uncertainty. Our job is
Electronics Command (ECOM) are major
to ensure thai the necessary secrecy is contributors to Ihe recently-published
maintained. Your job is to educate the
Communication System Engineering
public on national security without comHandbook.
promising our security.
Donald H. Hamsher, physicist and
"I believe that you can and usually do technical director of the Commodity
get adequate information. Discretion need Management Office for Test Equipment
not displace truth. And we are, as a and Power Services, edited the 972-page
nation, indebted 10 ·those reporters and volume. Henry R. Burkhard, electronic
columnists who understand these issues and engineer and branch chief in the Communact in the public interest.
ications and Automatic Data Processing
"There is another, perhaps tougher Laboratory, contributed the chapter on
problem in reporting research and devel- "User Equipment and Services,"
opment news. Obvious but often underratPubli hed by McGraw-Hili Publishing
ed, it i imply the technical complexity Co., the book covers communication sysand uncertainty urrounding mo t R&D tem engineering, including such areas as
work.
principles and tandards, practical data
"Frequently one is asked by reporters to and theoretical material.

teau.'

"We have no intention of reducing our
support of existing academic centers of
excellence. What we are doing in Themis is broadening and defining our research and technology base to support our
future national security.
"Before concluding, 1 want to touch
again on issues central to the role of the
press in defense R&D. I have already

give estimates on 'he performance. co ts,
schedules of R&D projects. If one hesitates
or begS off completely, there is irritation,

Col Robert H. Scales

Col Robert H. Scales, direClor of program at the U.S.
Army Satellite Communications (SATCOM) Agency since
july 1964, was assigned recently as deputy commander of
the agency at Fort Monmouth, NJ.
Col Eugene B. Dalres, who had served as deputy to
SATCOM Cnmmander Col Mitchell Goldenthal since
August 1966, was reassigned to Vietnam as as istant chief
of taff, J·6. HQ MAC-V.
Prior to joining SATCOM, Col Scales served as chief of
the Operations Division, U.S. Army Maintenance Board at
Fort Knox, Ky., and as deputy for operations at Pirma ens
Army Depot, Germany.
He has served in the United States, Philippines, Korea
and Japan in various engineering assignments since graduation from Officer Candidate School in 1942. His military
schooling includes courses at the Command and General
Staff College (1956-57) and the Armed Forces StaJT
College (1961).
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High Army Officials to Address R&D Seminar
Success of the 10th Annual Research
and Development Semi.nar for Reserve
Officers, July 30 through Aug. II at the
Engineer R&D Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Va., appears assured by the numerous
high-ranking dignitaries who have accepted invitations to speak.
The seminar will be focused on the
Army R&D life cycle, starting with top
management plannlng down through

AMC Assumes Management
Of Generators for Defense
Defense-wide management of all military engine generators, assigned recently
to the Department of the Army, has. been
delegated to the Army Materiel Command(AMC).
U Col Joseph J. Rochefort, the new
project manager, is a June, 1967 graduate
of the Army War College and has been
selected for promotion. Col Robert J.
Giesen, AMC project manager for generators since August 1965, was awarded the
Legion of Merit and reassigned in July as
District Engineer, Walla Walla, Wash.
Col Rochefort has the new title of
Department of Defense project manager
for Mobile Electric Power, and his main
office -is at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Projected requirements will increase
the number of engine generators in the
Department of Defense inventory from
the present 300,000 to an estimated
400,000. Listed as critical combat items,
the generators are needed to support
Department of Defense commitments,
including operations in Southeast Asia.
Army responsibility is for the selection
and design of all mobile (skid or wheelmounted) diesel and gasoline engine
generators. Not included are fiXed-permanent electric power instaJiatioos t nuclear
power sources and ship-borne lind aircraftborne generation devices.
Management of engine generators had
been divided amon.g the Army, Navy, Air
Force, Marine Corps, and other Defense
Depanment agencies. Except for the Defense Supply Agency, each pursued separate research, development and logistical programs.
A major objective of the new project
manager will be the establishment of a
standard family of electric power generators, rangi ng from .5 kilowatts to 2,000
kilowatts, within the Department of Defense. The purpose is to satisfy the maximum number of military applications
with a minimum number of sizes and types .
to minimize cost and logistics support.
A 1945 graduate of the U. S. Military
Academy, Lt Col ROChefort was CO of
the 84th Engineer Baltalion (Construction), July 1964- January 1966, and served
with the Engineer Command, U. S. Army
Vietnam until May 1966.
He received an MS degree in civil
engineering from California Institute of
Technology in 1953.
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project and bench level activities, including research, development, te t and
evaluation. Seminar and panel discussions
will be broken down into working groups.
One of the higWights is slated Aug. I
when General Frank S. Besson Jr., CG of
the U. S. Army Materiel Command
(AMe), will speak on materiel problems. Maj Gen julian J. Ewell, Deputy
CG and Chief of Staff of the U. S. Army
Combat Developments Command, will
discuss concepts and doctrine. Maj Gen L.
G. Cagwin, CG of the Test and Evaluation
Command, and Brig Gen Edwin r. Donley, CG of the Mobility Equipment
Command, also will speak.
Army Maleriel Command Deputy for
Research and Laboratories Dr. Jay Tol
Thomas is the featured speaker on the
afternoon of Aug. I, along with Col R. W.
McEvoy, commander of the U. S. Army
Limited War Laboratory, and Col J. H.
Schofield, special assistant for project

management, AMC.
Director of Army Research Col
Charles D. Y. Ostrom Jr., is programed
for a major presentation Aug. 2. Lt Gen
William F. Cassidy, Chief of Engineers,
and Dr. Gilford Quarles, his chief scientific adviser, are featured Aug. J. Maj Gen
W. J. Sutton, Chief of Army Reserve, is the
main speaker Aug. 4.
Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D)
Dr. Russell D. O'Neal will be represented Aug. 7 by Charles F. Woodside,
assistant for programs, who will discuss
management of Army R&D.
Chief of Research and Development I.t
Gen Austin W. Betts is scheduled to give
the major address Aug. II.
Welcoming remarks July 30 will be
made by Maj Gen R. F. Seedlock, CG,
Fort Belvoir, and Col Frank Milner,
commander of the Army Engineer Researcb and Development Laboratories.
Members of the 1621st Reserve Training Unit at ERDL will serve as the
seminar staff under Lt Col Alexander
Levin.

Engineers Society Honors 4 Belvoir Men
Several members of the Army Corps of
Engineers were honored at the recent
annual awards dinner of the Society of
American Military Engineer.
The Itschner Award, named for former
Chief of Engineers and past society president Lt Gen Emerson C. Itschoer, was
presented to Company A, 39th Engineer
Combat Battalion of the 45th Engineer
Construction Group. Offered to the most·
outstandingcompany-sized unitoftbeyear,
the brotu:e plaque cited the unit's service in
Vietnam under Capt George P. Johnson.
Tbe Wheeler Medal, offered annually
for the most outstanding contribution

to

military engineering through achievement
in design, construction, administration,
research or development, went to Maj
Gen Robert R. Ploger, commander of the
Army Engineer Command Vietnam.
He was recognized for his leadership in
the operational support to combat units,

the provision of military facilities, and
intelligence and mapping activities.
The medal is named for Lt Gen R. A.
Wheeler, another past president of the
society and former Chief of Engineers.
The Ralph A. Tudor Medal for the
mo t outstanding contribution to military
engineering in design was offered for the
flTSt time to a civilian memher of the
society, ShermanJ. Bollinger.
An engineer in the office of the Army
Engineer District, Omaha, BoLlinger was
recognized for installation of the hydraulic turbines at the Gahe power plant and
his improvements in the design of large
fIXed-blade, propeller-type turbines.
I.t James C. Thomas received the
Toulmin Medal, offered to the author of
the article judged the best published in the
Military Etrgilleer during the year. The
article was "The Computer Story," a
history of the development of calculating
devices, computers and applications.

STRATCOM Takes Control Of Fort Huachuca
Command of 90-year-old Fort
Huachuca, Ariz., which was selected in
December 1966 as HQ of the U. S. Army
Strategic Communications Command in a
move from Washington, D. C., wa transferred to STRATCOM July 1.
Maj Gen Richard J. Meyer, CG of
STRATCOM, accepted the transfer from
Col Nicholas C. Angel, commander of
the U. S. Army Electronics Proving
Ground, an element of the Test and
Evaluation Command (TECOM), in
formal ceremonies. TECOM has exercised command of Fort Huachuca since the
1962 Army reorganization.
General Meyer is now CG of Fort
Huachuca as well as CG of STRATCOM.
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Col Angel continues as commander of the
Army Electronics Proving Ground. COl
C. A. MetteJr., former deputy commander
and chief of staff for the USAEPG, is the
new post commander.
STRATCOM has assumed responsibility for all post support facilities in
addition to other normal staff functions.
Included in the transfer are uch functions and facilities as offices of civilian
personnel, the adjutant general, the staff
judge advocate, intelligence and security,
logistics, comptroller, plans and operations, information, military construction,
post exchanges, finance and accounting,
aviation, motor pool, maintenance and
repair, and engineering shops.
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Army Wins Economy Champion Plaque
Climaxing the U. S. Civil Service
Commission (CSC) 6-month Economy
Champion Program, CSC Chairman John
W. Macy presented to Secretary of the
Army Stanley R. Resor a wall plaque
honoring the Army for achieving the
largest saving of $1 3,553,034.
In the June 22 ceremony at the CSC
office, Washington, D. c., thc secondplace award went to the Air Force for
economie totaling $8,312,912. The Navy
was third with $7,603,837. The Air Force
had 147 champions, the Navy 133 and the
Army 10 out of the government-wide
total of 515.
The Army accounted for 32 percent of
the total savings of $41 million.
Among non-defense agencies, the Department of Transportation had the I~r
gest saving of $2,823,957. With 27, the
Po t Office had the roo t champions.
lnitiated in January in support of the
Pc ident's cost-culling campaign, the
Economy Champion Program honored
federal employe whose adopted suggestions resulted in first-year avlngs of
$10,000 or more.
Each champion received a commemorative folder containing a citation from the
President. Monetary awards were made
earlier as part of the local agency's
incentive awards program.
Special honors were accorded nine
employes whose suggestion each saved
over on
million dollars. Four are
employed at Army installations.
Credited with the most impres ive ingle savings of the 6-month program are
two employes of Picatinny Ar enal, Dover, N. J.: Fred G. Ladd, an equipment

specialist, and Vincent W. Puleo, a
mechanical engineer.
Their suggestion to convert existing
stocks of 57mm practice ammunition to
high explosive ammunition used in a
recoilless rifle in Vietnam saved $4,429,
317 and won them a place on the June
list An initial award of $1,000 has been
approved, with a upplemental award
under review.
The other two Army million-plus
saver are William W. Deckert and
Frank
. Wilcox, February Economy
Champions from the U. S. SatelHte Communications Agency, Fort Monmouth,
N.J. They shared an initial $1,500 for a
$1,429,770 suggestion for modifying surplus Air Force electronics equipment for
use in communications satellite systems.
Followi ng are the Army Economy
Champions on the May list Except for
the million-plus savers, the June list had
not been released at press time.
Rock Island (III.) Arsenal boasted a
2-time winner, Herbert A. Hebeler, a
production controller, for uggested improvements on the M 102 howitzer. This
lime he received $525 for a $10,848
economy suggestion, a previous award of
$1,265 was for a $212,683 saving.
Francis J. Huntowski and Anthony
Orefice, U. S~ Satellite Communications
Agency, Fort Monmouth, N. J., shared a
$1,500 award for recommending incorporation of the Marine Corps diesel
generator into the design of the power
generator AN TSC-54,savingof$505,ooo.
Victor K. Vincent, Fort Sheridan, III.,
suggested that private line telephone
service be provided by the local com-

mercial telephone company for all onposl Class B unofficial telephone subscribers, formerly serviced by a government-<lwned switcbhoard. The suggestion
saved $203,000. Vincent received an initial award of$I,250, with more pending.
Four champions are from the Aeronautical Depot Maint.enance Center, Corpus
Christi, Tex. Sanlos Serna received an
initial award of $1,000 for devising a way
to restore certain jet. engine parts to
serviceable condition and saving $551,
010. J. C. Yelverton received $840 for a
$37,425 suggestion; Calvin F. Seay Jr.,
$835 for saving $36,627, and George T.
Klaus, $800 for a $29.382 saving.
At Aberdeen (Md.) Proving Ground,
Charles A. Grace, Robert L. Kes Jer and
Harvey C. Logan divided $934 for a
$56,719 suggestion. Retha J. Powell,
U.S. Army Engineer Center, Fort Belvoir.
received $870 for a $43,732 idea.
Two employes of the Red River Army
Depot, Texarkana, Tex., also made tbe
Ii t. They are Reed W. Carder, who
received $570 for a $12,637 saving, and
David N. Self, $580 for a $13.084 idea.
Other May champions and their awards
are Joseph Forestier, Tooele (Utah) Army
Depot., $810 for a $31,230 aving; WiLliam Fultz Sr., Office of the Secretary of
the Army, $715 for a $18,565 saving;
Carbin L. Cro , U. S. Army Armor
Center, Fort Knox, Ky., $550 for an
$11,869 idea; and Daniel Gonzales,
White Sand Mi sile Range, Las Cruces,
N. Mex., $535 for a $11,375 uggestion.

DoD Adds MILSCAP

To Logistics Systems
A slandard information system known
as MILseAP (Military Standard Contract Administration Procedure) has been
developed by the Department of Defense
for use by the Military Departments,
Defense Supply Agency, and tbe Defense
Contract Administration Services.
Purpo e of MILSCAP, de igned for
high-speed digital data transmi ion and
automatic data processing, is to tandardize information data in t.he functional
areas of procurement, contract adminislration, inventory control, storage, and fl·

SCALE MODEL of tbe Army'. newe.t akerafl, Ibe AH-S6A Cheyenne,i pre.ented
10 the city of Cheyenne, Wyo., by Army Chief of Re.eareh and Development LI
Gen A. W. Bett. during Cheyenne'. 1961 annual Armed Foree. Day banquet. To
the right of General Beth are Maj Cen CeorgeO. Pearaon, adjutant. general oflhe
Wyoming ational Guard; Governor Stanley K. Hathaway of Wyommg; and Cheyenne Mayor Herbert Kingham. The firat AH·S6A Cheyenne w... rolled out recently at Ihe Lockheed-California Co. planI in Van uy. and i. nndergoingtest•.
JULY-AUGUST 1961

nancial accounting.
The new system will replace a variety
of nonstandard procedures currently in use
by procurement and contract administration activities throughout the Department
of Defense. MILSCAP will be installed
progressively because of its impact on
exi ting procedures and may require two or
three years for complete implementatfon.
MtLSCA P was developed jointly by
Ihe Office of the Secretary of Defense, the
Military Departments, and the Defense
Supply Agency. It will be an integral
part of other DoD slandard logi tics dat.a
ystem such as MILSTRlP (Military
Standard Requi itioning and Issue Procedures), MILSTRAP (Military Standard
Transaction Reporting and I ue Procedures) and MlLSTEP (Military Supply and
Transportation Evaluation Procedures).
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDALS (DSM) were presented recently to
two leaders of major commands upon
completion of tours of duty. Lt Gen Ben
Harrell, CO of tbe U.S. Army Combat
Developments Command (CDC) at Fan
Belvoir, Va., since May 1965, is now tbe
CG of the Sixtb U.S. Army.
General Harrell was cited for eminently meritorious leadersbip and judgment
in advancing the GDC mission of designing and developing advanced warfare
concepts extending 20 to 25 years into the

ARMY CmEF OF STAFF CeneraJ Harold K. Joluuon (right) present. Distinguished emce l\ledaJ (Fint Oak
Leaf Cllloter) to Lt Gen Ben Harrell.
future. Before taking command of the
CDC, he was Assistant Chief of Staff for
Force Development in the Pentagon.
Lt Gen Harry W. O. Kinnard i the new
CG of tbe CDC. Until recently, he was
Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for Force
Development in tbe Pentagon.
Brig Gen Howard F. Schiltz received
the DSM upon completing more than
three years service as CG of the U. S.
Army Aviation Materiel Command, SI.
Louis, Mo., to accept assignment with HQ,
U. S. Army Materiel Command, Wa hingron, D.C.
The citation noted that hi "outstanding
managerial ability, keen awareness of
military requirements, and his untiring
effons contributed greatly to the solution
of the many difficult problems inCidental
to the rapid deployment of many Army
aviation units, including the I t Cavalry
Division(Air Mobile).
Col Thomas W. Mellen, Deputy Di·
rector of Developments, Office of the
Chief of Research and Development
(OCRO), Department of the Army, received the Distinguisbed Service Medal
for service in Vietnam from May 1964 to
February 1967. His citation states:
"His performance of duties as com·
38

manding officer of the 3d Brigade, OIC of
the Multibrigade Counterinsurgency Test
"Operation Black Night," and as cbief of
staff of the 225th Infantry Division was
outstanding . . . and vastly improved
Army-wide counterinsurgency doctrin~
and techniques. . . ."
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVo
ICE AWARD. The Army's second highest
honor for civilian employes was presented recently to John T. Pennington, U. S.
Army Engineer Geodesy, Intelligence
and Mapping Research and Development
Agency (GIMRADA), and to Henry
Handler, U. S. Army Materiel Command
(AMC).

Pennington was acting technical director when he retired recently to end 30 AMC teehnical relation. adviser Henry
years federal service: He was cited for Handler receives Meritoriou Civilian
"exceptional leadersbip and administra· Service Award from C neral Frank S.
tive capabilities" while associated with Besson Jr., A Ie commander.
GlMRADA.
duties in the Office of the Executive for
The citation continued: "His technical Administration, OCRO. Mrs. Comer, witb
plan for tbe- development of an advanced OCRO since 1952, 'is administrative ashighly complex geodetic satellite system sistant and chief, Management Services
was approved witbout change and formed Branch. Mrs. Durkin is chief, Military
the basis for tbe success of the Army's Personnel Brancb, and has been in
Sequential Collation of Range (SECOR) aeRO II years.
satellite now performing high-priority
Mrs. Comer was cited for her "detailed
missions for the Department of Defense.
knowledge and understanding of military
He created an organization of senior
administration, her extremely sound judgresearch specialists whicb formed the
. ment in the important area of budgetary
nucleus ofthe present Research Institute of planning and programing, and her extenGeodetic Sciences of G IMRADA . . ."
sive knowledge of manpower procedures
Henry Handler, AMC technical rela- and civilian personnel management."
tions adviser, was cited for establishing
Mrs. Durkin's citation said she has
modem industrial management relations "continuously demonstrated ingenuity,
in the command. The citation noted that
judgment and professional competence to
"his broad technical ba~kground . . .
and unu ually comprehensive grasp of the an OUlStanding degree. . . . Her broad
knowledge of the requirements for the
complexities of modern industrial manof officer scientists . . .
availability
agement have underwritten theoutstanding
succe he has achieved in establishing (have contributed to) obtaining highly
officers for key R&D posieffective and enduring relation hips be- qualified
tions..
.,
tween AMC and the various national
LEGION Of' MERIT. Col Eugene B.
. . . societies and associations that represent the civilian industries with which Datres, deputy commander of the U.S.
Army Satellite Communication
the command is so closely allied."
MCSA medals presented to Mrs. or· (SATCOM) Agency, Fon Monmouth,
J., received the LOM for hi "excepab Comer and Mrs. Catherine R. Durkin
recognized outstanding performance of tionally meritorious performance in critical assignmenlS and for ubstantial and
lasting achievemenlS in atellite communications technology." With SATCOM
inee 1963, he has been deputy commander ince August 1966.
Col Milton M. Berry, chief, Electronics Division, Materiel Directorate, HQ
(l.S. Army Combat Developments Command, received the LOM for exceptionally meritorious service and forceful lead·
ership decisions on major electronics
materiel since July 1964.
Col Richard V. Kissam J I., now en
route to Korea, recei ved the LOM for his
service as chief of the Training Division,
AMC.
At the U.S. Army Aviation Material
Command (AYCOM). Col Eduardo M.
Soler, project manager for lbe Utility
l\IERITORJOUS CivWan Service Award Tactical TraMpon Aircraft System, received the LOM for service in Vietnam.
i. pre ented 10 John T. Pennington by
Col Soler was assigned in 1965-66 to
Col H. W. Fish, ClMRADA commander.
the U.S. Military As istance Command,
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Vietnam, in successive posts as Army
Aviation Officer, Office of the Assistant
Chief of Staff for Operations, and as chief,
Army Aviation Divi ion, Combat Operations Center.
Exceptional service while chief of the
Enteric Bacteriology Laboratory, U.S.
Army Medical Research Team in Vietnam. November 1965 to January 1967,
earned an LOM for Col Sidney Gaines,
now assigned to the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research. Cited for establishing and directing the laboratory in a
combat zone, he trained Vietnamese citizens to be laboratory technicians.
Lt Col Louis T. Schaner received the
LOM upon his retireme.nt from the Doctrine Division, U.S. Army Combat De·
velopment Command Maintenance
Agency, Aberdeen (Md.) Proving Ground.
He was cited for exceptionally meritoriou service from June 1966 to April 1967.
Lt Col Harry F. Smith (USA, Ret),
received the LOM for more than 10 years
out tanding service with the Air Defense
Board, Fort Bli s Tex. Hi last assign·
ment was chief, Electronic Sy tems Te t
Division.
BRONZE STAR MEDAL. For hi
meritorious achievement in ground operation against hostile forces in Vietnam
from October 1965 to August 1966, Maj
Charles M. Conant, chief of Anatomical
Pathology and as istant cllief of Laboratory Services, Walter Reed General Hospital (WRGH), received the Bronze Star
Medal (BSM).
A first Oak Leaf Cluster (OLe) to the
BSM was awarded to Mlli Samuel W.
Patellos, Materiel Directorate, Combat
Developments Command, also for meri·
torious service in Vielnam.
Capt Wilbur D. Addison, assistant
regi trar at WRGH, received the BSM for
service as executive officer of the medical
company, 25th Medical Battalion, 25th
Infantry Division, Vietnam, March 1966

Dr. Franken Becomes
ARPA Acting Director
Dr. Peter Franken, 1967 winner of the
Physical Society Award, assumed duties
recently as acting director, Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA), Office
of the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering.
After serving as deputy director of
ARPA since January this year, Dr. Frank·
en succeeded Dr. Cl1arles M. Herzfeld,
wllo resigned to become technical director of the Defense-Space Group, I nternational Telephone and Telegraph Corp.,
at Nutley, NJ. Dr. Herzfeld had served
with the U.S. Government for 16 years.
Dr. Franken received the Physical
Society Award for his "important and
original contributions in the field of
spectroscopy, particularly to harmonic
generation and rectification. level cro over peCLroscopy, and optical pumping."
Before joining the ARPA staff, he
served in both academic and research
positions with the University of Michigan.
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to February 1967.
Sp/5 James R. Tipton, U.S. Army
Medical Unit, Fort Detrick, Md., won the
BSM with "V' Device for heroism in
Vietnam. As a medical specialist with the
1st Infantry Divi ion, Tipton dodged
enemy fire to assi t in evacuating a
critically wounded soldier.
VN GALLANTRY CROSS. Ll Col
Thomas U. Greer, Combat Materiel Division, OCRO, recently received the Vietnamese Crn of Gallantry. Before asignment to OCRO, U Col Greer was GJ with the 25th Infantry Div., Vietnam.
Maj Frank H. Miller, aviator at Davison U.S. Army Airfield, was presented the
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry with
Silver Star for heroic actions on Dec. 27,
1965.
ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL.
The fint Oak Leaf Cluster (OLe) to the

Army Commendation Medal (ACM) was
presented to Lt Col Frank D. Conant Jr.,
Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Diviion, Office of the Chief of Research and
Development. He was commander of the
72d Armor Battalion, 2d Infantry Division, Korea, before assignment to OCRO.
Lt Col Joseph K. Conant was awarded
the first OLC to the ACM for service
while an engineer staff officer, Director·
ate of Installations and Service, AMC.
GOLDEN FLEECE AWARO. Dr.
Stephen J. Kennedy, director of the
Clothing and Organic Materials Division, U.S. Army Natick (Mass.) Laboratories received the Golden Fleece Award
presented annually by the National Association of Wool Manufacturers. He was
cited for his outstanding contributions
towards insuring that "American soldiers
are the best clothed in the world."

51 Medical Corps OHicers Achieve A-Prefix Rating
Medical A-prefLx awards signifying the
highest level of professional excellence
were presented recently to 51 Army
Medical Corps officers, in addition to II
winners of the award at Walter Reed
General Ho pital (WRGH) announced in
the June Arm)' R&D Newsmagazifle.
Additional WRGH recipients and their
peciality field ate Lt Col Louis E.
Harman Jr., dermatology; Lt Col Alan
R. Hopeman, thoracic surgery; and Ll Col
John G. Maier, radiology.
Office of The Surgeon General recipients are Col Robert W. Green, Col
MarshaU E. McCabe, and Col William
H. Merony III, internal medicine; Col
James K. Pope, general urgery; and Lt
Col Maurice Patton, preventive medicine.
Officers at Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research who received the award are
Col Marcus R. Beck, pathology; Col Paul
E. Teschen, internal medicine; and Col
Stefano Vivona, preventive medicine.
Letterman General Hospital wi nners
of the award are Col Bruce F. Chandler,
internal medicine; Col George B. Ham·
ilton, gastroenterology; Col Thomas B.
Hauschild, psychiatry; Col Alfred O.
Heldobler, orthopedic
urgery; Col
Charles A. Moore, urology; Lt Col Leon
D. Graybill, radiology; and Lt Col Fred
C. WilJiams, ophthalmology.
At Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo., new recipienls of the A-prefix
are Col Donald J. Joseph, otolaryngology; Col Evan L. Lewis, urology; Col
John W. White, general surgery; Lt Rob·
ert C. Jones, cardiology; and Ll Col
Daniel C. Plunket, pediatrics.
Recipients at Brooke General Hospital
and Brook.e Army Medical Center, Fort
Sam Houston, Tex., are Col Harold F.
Hamit, general surgery; Lt Col Darl E.
Vander Ploeg, dermatology; Col James
P. Perrine, obstetrics and gynecology; Lt
Col Jerome H. Greenberg, preventive
medicine; and Ll George E. Orner Jr.,
orthopedic urgery.
Officers recognized at Madigan Gener-

al Hospital, Tacoma, Wash., are Col
William H. Hall, internal medicine;
Col John H. Sharp, general surgery; and
Ll Col William A. Meriwether, pathology.
Recipients at Tripier General Hospital in Hawaii are Col Robert B. Gritten
Jr., pediatrics; and Col Edward J.
O'Shaughnessy, urology.
At William Beaumont General Hospital, El Paso, Tex., the new A-prefix
recipients are Col William F. MacDonald, orthopedic surgery; Col Robert H.
Mo er, internal medicine; and Lt Col
Joseph A. Hawkins, puLmonary diseases.
Three c!octors with the U.S. Army
Europe received the award: Col WilJiam
A. Collins Jr., urology; Col William J.
Tiffany Jr., psychiatry; and Lt Col Steph·
en W. Czarnecki, cardiology.
Honored also were Col Irvin C.
Plough, internal medicine; and Lt Col
Jack C. Fitzpatrick, nuclear medicine;
both with the Medical Research and
Development Command. Washington,
D.C.; Lt Col Nicholas G. BottigJieri,

internal medicine, Medical Research
Laboratory. Edgewood (Md.) Arsenal;
Col James C. Syner, internal medicine,
Medical Research and Nutrition Laboratory, Fitzsimons General Hospital; and
Col Richard R. Taylor, internal medicine, Biological and Medical Sciences
Division, Office of tbe Secretary of Defense; Col Charles W. Kraul, indUSlJ"lal
medicine, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Com·
mand, Washington, D.C.; Col Roswell
G. Daniels, industrial medicine, 9th Ho pital Center, Heidelberg, Germany; and
Col Samuel W. CaldwelJ, preventive
medicine, U.S. Army Hospital, Fort Ord,
Calif.; Lt Col Pierre A. Finck, forensic
pathology, Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, Washington, D.C.; It Col
Robert 1. Bosman, pathology, 10th Med·
ical Laboralory, Landstuhl, Germany; Lt
Col Joseph F. Mel2ger, pathology, 406th
Medical Laboratory, Hararnachida, Japan; and Col Paul E. Siebert, radiology,
HQ U.S. Army Vietnam.
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TDP Presents Government Re uirements to Indust
By Ralph E. Armbrusler
Chief, Electrical Equipment Production Branch. USAERDL
Successful competitive procurement nf military equipment
depends on clear, concise and unambiguous definition of all U.S.
Government requirements for the product to be delivered. The .iiIIii~!i
vehicle for the communication of these requirements between the
government and industrY is the Technical Data Package (1D P).
The TOP, when properly prepared, contains all the design
disclosure data, specifications, quality assurance p~ovisions and
acceptance criteria necessary for the full and complete item
description, procurement and manufacture.
The present world situation has placed vastly increased
demands upon operators of data banks responsible for the
preparation and distribution of the numerous TOPs. The average
pack.age contains some 400 sheets of basic data and about gOO
sheets of supporting data.
Ti mely and accurate distribution of the numerous bid packages
required for realistic competitive procurement can be handled
only by a well-planned microreproduction and distribution
syStem predicated on current Depanment of Defense pol ides. A
major step toward this goal has been achieved at the U.S. Army
Mobil i ty Eq~lip ment Command's ments such as military standard parts (MS,
(MECOM) Engineer Research ll;"d De- AN) and military and federal standards
velo~ment Labs. !'ort BelVOIr, Va. and specifications will be available on
~s system provl~es automauc and
film. Supporting the film aperture cards is
sem.lautomallc capa~Lliu.es for ~he storage, the data processing capability obtained
retnev:al, .rep~oductlon In .vaTlous forms, from the punched data entered on each
and distribution of technL~a;1 data. The card. This data is standardized through
ERDL data bank's capability to meet MIL-STD-g04 application mandatory to
collllD;itments for. TO P distri~U1ion for all Department of Defense 'users.
The focal point of the total system
those Items of.equIPmentfo~ ",:~cb ERDL
has been asSigned respons,b,bty for rt>- operation is the Control Office (No. I) on
search, ~ev~lopment,. prcx::urement and the accompanying figure sbowing the reproduction and distribution cycle. All
standardlzal10n custodianshIP..
The ERDL system decreases ume of data new or revised forwarded to the data
preparation and improves the accu~acy bank for processing, and all requests for
and the completeness of.the dat~ reqUIred data are received by the Control Office.
to sUPJ10rt some. 500 eq~~pment Items. The Each inquiry for data or submission ofdata
range l~ from atr conditIoners, gen~rators is logged in, priority established, proand nune detectors to heavy eqUIpment cessed and distributed under strict control.
Pertinent data connected to the docusuch as bri<!ges and 2o-ton cranes.
Prior to the installation of. the new mel'ltation to be processed is generated
system, all dat:,,-calls for dra,wmgs were directly on paper tape (No.2) for automatfilled by sePias or blue-Iin.e COPies. ic inventory card punching on a tape-toThese are "hard copy," full-sc:u e doeu- card punch (No.4). This inventory card is
ments. As. the .demand for data mcreased, used for data processin~. It differs from the
reproduction tI me advanced ~om one week aperture card in that It has no mm and
to two weeks and sometimes lonaer . contains some additional digital data.
Lack of timely response, increased cost The paper tape also is used for subsequent
of hard copy, storage requirements and the verifying and data communications system
sbeer bulk of data to be shipped provided transmission through a direct data link to
a real incentive for systematizing the data Headquarters, MECOM, St. Louis, Mo.
flow. Added to the problem was the
A control sheet and the inventory cards
dangerous out-of-file situation, with its just .mentioned are simultaneously pre-attendant document loss potentialities.
pared and maintained as controlled lots
Phenomenal growth of data-ealls was for quality assurance. Concurrently, the
the real motivating factor for establish- master documents are grouped in matching
ing the new system. Growth in distribution lots, and exposed at the rate of 60 per hour
in FY65 increased sixfold, from 12,000 to through the camera processor (No. 3), using
72,000 units a month. In FY66, distribu- silver-haloid film premounted in aperture
tion l!Pproacbed 115,000 units a month. cards.
Itnowrangesaround 150,OOOunitsamonth.
SliD in controlled lots, the outputs of
Standard 35mm microfilm aperture the camera processor (No.3) and the
cards are used in the system for all design punch card (No.4) are verified and match·
disclosure, quality assurance and associat- merged in the microcopier (No.5). This
ed documentation. This means that all fIIalch-merge transfers the puncbed data
drawings, parts lists, data lists, SQAPS, from the inventory or slave card to the
gage manuals and change notices are aperture card.
Documents processed for storage only
filmed.
In the near future, all referenced docu- are sorted (No.6), if necessary, and are
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interpreted (No.7) to provide visual
readout at the top of the card of the
punched data. Completed cards may then
be filed in the rotating file (No.9).
Data requiring further duplication for
distribution is returned to the microcopier
reproducer (No.5) and the number of
copies desired are automatically reproduced at the rate of 2,000 per hour. Only
the aperture film and punching are accomplished; interpreting (No.7) is a separate
operation. Distribution aperture cards (No.
g) are sorted into separate packages,
wrapped securely and mailed as required.
Only aperture cards are mailed out. Hard
copy is limited for in-house engineering
use only.
In general, many engineering requirements can be fulfilled by the use of
duplicate sets of aperture cards and an
aperture card reader. Certain engineering
steps require hard copy. This is accomplished by one of three existing methods,
not shown on the accompanying figure.
Individual aperture cards are reproduced
on a reader-printer on a manual basis.
Requests for larger numbers of hard copy
are handled on automatic printers.
One of these printers repmduces docu·
ments reduced to preselected sizes for
facility of transportation. The other reproduces documents to one of two fixed
sizes only. The rate is 100 and 300 per
bour, respectively, for tbe two printers.
A microreproduction syStem similar to
the one described is becoming a definite
requirement on all military data banks
responsible for technical data package
documentation. Such a system permits
stllte-of-the-an growth, meets ever increasing data demands and reduces personnel and handling costs.
The potential management benefits in
data processing, data manipulation and
management controls are still untapped.
Accuracy, completeness and inclusion of
supporting data to a technical data package are the immediate gains to botb
government and industry.
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Advanced Geometry Glass Fiber-Reinforced Plastic Rotor Blades
By Lt Georlte

ZlIm,nls

Since major developmental effort began in the U.S. less than 30 years ago, the
helicopter has evolved from an underpowered, overweight machine, barely
capable of lifting its own weight, into a
complex, medium-range aircraft capable
of carrying large payloads at high speed.
During this period, the heart of the
helicopter its rotor system - has
developed from wooden spars,.or wooden
spars and ribs built around a central tube,
to all-metal construction.
Recent advances in glass fiber·reinforced material design and fabrication
technology have indicated potentia'i advantages of fiberglas over contemporary
blades similar to tho e afforded by metal
over wooden blades.
To help realize tllis potemial, the U.S.
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories
(AVLABS), aviation research center at
Fort Eustis, Va., recently awarded Boeing·
Verlol Division a $200,000 contract for a
16-hour flight te t program of advanced
geometry, glass fiber·reinforced plastic,
rotor blades for the CH-47 A helicopter.
Use of wood resulted in rotor blades
susceptible to geometric and balance
variations, caused by temperature and
humidity changes, but it offered the designer a relatively wide latitude in selecting
blade geometry. Simple construction
methods of wood aUowed the designer to
taper the planform to obtain greater
aerodynamic efficiency without unreasonable increase in manufacturing costs.
The advent of the all-metal blade
yielded all·weather suitability and a
geometric uniforntity. However, the high
co t of tooling and manufacturing associated with any attempt to introduce rotor
planform or airfoil taper in the metal
blades dictaled the more economic use of
constant chord and uniform airfoil sections - certainly not the most aerodynamicaJly efficient blade geometry.
With the introduction of the gas-turbine
engine and its greatly increased power,
designers found that all·metal rotor
blades were unable to realize the maximum thrust potential available. Also,
control load and vibration problems
associated with constant chord 0012 airfoils severely limited the pure helicopter
forward speeds.
In lighl of these developments, it

became mandatory to develop a highperformance rotor capable of utilizing the
advances in engine technology and aerodynamic analysis made in recent years.
In 1965, Boeing-Vertol initiated an
extensive in-house program to develop a
high-performance rotor blade. Results
indicated that use of glass fiber-reinforced
materials could IXJSsibly offer the aUweather suitability, reliability, and uniformity of metal blades and, at the ame
time, provide an eveD greater configuration freedom than previously available
with wooden blades.
The gl ass-fiber structure also would
permit maximum flexibility in modifica.
tion. Small airfoil and local area
section properly changes could be incorporated, eveo on completed blades, without excessive cost.
Blade to be flight-tested under the
contract are the result of these extensive
analyti~1 studies of the aerodynamic,
dynamiC, and structural environment of
the helicopter rotor at high lift, altitudes,
~d .speeds. Test programs evaluating
aJrfoJls on model rotors and blade design
and material research studies also have
been conducted. An extensive materialstesting and fabrication-study program has
been completed. Blades currently being
fabric_a ted wiU be subjected to a 50-hourwhirl-test program prior to flight tests.

Battelle Asks Industry to Back Cold-Forging Research
Joint industry backing of a research
program to pace technologicaUy the
World War II-born cold·forging business
that reportedly upports some 70 plants
in the U.S. is being, proposed by Battelle
Memorial Institute.
Scientists at Batlelle's Columbus
(Ohio) Laboratories have briefed more
than 100 representatives of manufacturers
and users of the products of cold forging
and extrusion. Estimated cost of the pro·
posed 3-year research program is $360,
000.
Cold forging and warm forging are used
primarily to produce small symmetrical
parts used by the automotive industry, such
as starter motor couplings and steering
control parts.
Future markets, which Battelle forecasters predict will triple in size by 1975,
are expected to ;nclude lawn mowers,
small tractors, pole-line hardware, aircraft ground-service hardware, hand tools,
steam fittings and bearing components.
The nation's cold-forging plants are
expected to require annually 300,000 tons
of hot-rolled bars of iron.
The study's eigbt tasks would provide

let LT GEORGE ZUMENTS u an aerospace
engineer in the Applied Aeronauties Divi8ion
of the U.S. Anny Aviation Materiel Laboratories,
Fort Eu ti • Va. He received BS and MS degrees
in aero.pace engineering from Georgia Institute

of TechnoJogy in 1964 and 1965
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Glass fiber.reinforced material will
be used for the par, skins, nose and tip
fittings, An aluminum honeycomb core
and titanium rou-end fitting bonded to the
glass spar will be the only metal part .
The 36-inch root chord tapers to 29.75
inches at the tip (1.22 taper ratio), with
the airfoil thickness varying from 12
percent at the root to 10 percent at 55
percent rotor radius to 6 percent at the tip.
Airfoil sections also will be varied to
match the average angle of attack over
the rotor disk. as determined from a new
nonuniform inflow velocity.profile
analysis developed by Venol. This variation will enable the blades to be more
aerodynamically efficient than contem.
porary blades.
Combining technological advances in
rotary-wing aerodynamics and glass fiber·
reinforced plastic material design and
fabrication, these rotor blade should
prove the feasibility of the advanced
geometry blade concept.
This program is the first step in implementing the technological advances in
composite materials for rotary-wing applications.
Utilization of some form of advanced
composite material should permit the
helicopter to perform more efficiently at
its maximum capabilities in payload,
range and speed.

new fundamental knowledge of the process and materials involved. Such practical problems as lower-cost die design,
machinability, effects of processing variahies, evaluation of temperature effects and
factors affecting shearing effectiveness
would be considered,
Proposed tasks are:
• Study of effects of processing varia.
bles on workability in cold forging and
extrusion.
• Analysis of deformation and stresses
in cold forgi ng and extrusion.
• Evaluation ofmachining properties of
cold-forged parts.
• Study of temperature effects On workability and part producibiJity.
• Study of process controls For achiev·
ing specific design strengths in coldforged products.
• Study of the metallurgy of cold
forging.
• Development of useFul methods for
measuri ng and analyzing stresses in tool·
ing for cold forging.
• Study of factors influencing shearing
effectiveness.
Concurrent with the laboratory investigation would be a continuing effort to
monitor all literature on cold forging
generated throughout the world. Published
data would be brought to the attention of
the companies underwriting the research.
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D1MATE can diagno e failure in better
than 95 percent of Army electronic
materiel operating in the DC to 400 MHZ
Lance configuralion 10 an extended range frequency range.
Lance Missile (XRL) wi II be performed
The Army's new Defense-wide manageunder AMC management. The decision to ment responsibility for engine generators
begin development extends application was assigned to the AMC project manager
of the Lance concept, which offers relia- for Mobile Electric Power. A major
bility and low cost associated witb a free objeclive will be lhe establishment of a
rocket but provides the range and accuracy DoD standard family of electric generaof a guided mis iIe.
tors ranging from 0.5 to 2,000 kilowalts.
Credit for a pioneering role in the About 300,000 engine generators are in
Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) the DoD inventory and projected requiresystem was claimed by the AMC when it ments will increase this total to an
in tailed the first ffiM 360·20 Multime· esti mated 400,000.
dia Terminal at HQ U.S. Army Mobility
Analysis of wear metals contained in
Command. AMC also added 396 tele·
ample of used oil was tressed as a
phone lines to its existing 730 Automatic major area of AMC effon with the
Voice Network (AUTOVON) lines.
e tablishment of three laboratories.
The AUlOmatic Data Field Systems Plans call for creation of three more to
Command (ADFSC) r..ported substantial become operational in FY 1968. The
progress in the developmental study of its program will establi h a worldwide
three major systems, the Tactical Fire capability to monitor aircraft components
Direction System (TACFIRE), the Tactic- fnr wear metals in used oils as a basis for
al Operations System (TOS) and the corrective aClion to increase the reliabilCombal Service Support System (CS3). ity and life span of components.
Contract definition contracts were awardAMC installations were encouraged to
ed to three companies for TACFIRE.
concentrate effort in Value Engineering.
A contract for the TOS program calls During the first 10 months of FY 1967.
for mobile automatic data processing AMC contractors submilled %2 Value
equipmenl to be upplied to the Seventb Engineering Contract Proposals (VECPs)
U.S. Army. An equipment contract award with a polenlial dollar value estimated
under the CS3 program was placed during at $60 million. Approval was given to
May and delivery is scheduled during 250 VECPs valued at about Sl5 million.
April-June 1968.
In commeming upon achievements of
Initial delivery of Field Artillery the Army Materiel Command ince il was
Digital Automatic Compuler (FADAC) e tabli bed, General Besson said:
systems to Southeast Asia is scheduled Ihis
"AMes 5-year record is a creditable
year. More Ihan 100 systems have been one. Man for man and weapon for
deployed to the U.S. Army Europe.
weapon, the United States Army today is
The first DIMATE (Depol Inslalled the olo I effective, versatile and besl·
Multi purpose Automatic Test Equipment), supplied in its history. It is a modem,
a fully aUlomatic test set directed by a efficient, profes ional fighting force. The
digital computer, was placed in operation dedicated military and civilian work
with the help of American
as a production tool at the AMC's Toby- force hanna Army Depot. Another unit is being industry - is determined to keep it that
installed at the Sacramento Army Depot. way."

AMC Notes 5th Anniversary Progress
(Contin""d/rom page 5)
and service tests will follow, and advance production engineering plans are
being formulated.
Major contributjons were made to the
Initial Defense Communication Satellite Project (lDCSP), U,e U.S. worldwide
military satellite communications system. The Army Satellite communications
(SATCOMl allency provided the ground
terminals and conducted tbe ystem
evaluation program.
SATCOM exercises AMC action responsibility in the tri-Service tactical
s a I e II i te-co m m u n I cat Ion s
(TACSATCOM) program. Tbe agency
de igned and built in-house small experlmenIal TAGSAT terminals mstaIled ID
jeeps, %-Ion trucks and vans.
Progress of Army R&D on lasers was
depicled in "Laser -Miracles with
lighl," produced for the AMC Director .of
Development by tbe U.S. Army Pictorial
Center. Tbe film won Ibe top award, "The
Golden Atom," in Ibe International
Electronics, Nuclear Telecommunicalion
and Motion Picture Ressegna beld annually in Rome, Italy.
Deployment of the AMC-developed
Air Defense Control and Coordi nation
System, Ihe AN TSQ-SI, was completed during tbe year. Increasing the capability and flexibility of U. S. Air Defe~es
with a reduction in manpower requlIemenl , weight, cost of operations .and
training time, the system performs the
functions of an Army command po t In
controlling and coordinating the fire of
Nike Hercules missile batteries.
Advanced developmenl of the SAM-D
(urface-to-Air Mi ile Development)
was initiated with a.ward of a contract ID
May. Designed for batUefield and continental air defense against aircraft and
shon-range missiles, the SAM-D is
planned to replace eventually the Nike
Hercules and a portion of the Hawk air
defense systems.
Design of a new perimeter Acquisition
Radar (PAR), a major subsystem of the
Nike-X missile defense system, also was
contracted for as tbe tbird phased array
radar in the system. Others are tbe
Multifunction Array Radar and tbe Missile Site Radar. PAR is expected to
increase greatly the range at which the
Nike-X system can detect targets.
A propulsion concept that may be u eful
in future missi Ie and space operations was
employed in a hybrid rocket which
performed well io Army flight tests
during April. The 5-foot-Iong rocket was
compo ed of a solid-propellant boost
stage and a hybird stage incorporating
solid fuel and a liquid oxidizer. Selectable ranges, up 10 now, have not been built
inlo a solid-propellant missile because of
Ihe problem of controling the burning.
Minimum modification to convert the

Aeronautical Research Lab Appoints Airfoil Consultant
Accelerated researcb to develop improved rotary-wing airfoil, an objeclive of
continuing concern of the aircraft industry and users, i being conducted altbe U.S. Army
Aeronautical Research Laboratory, Moffett Field, Calif.
Dr. Henry R. Velkoff, assocIate professor in the Ohio St;8-te !Jniver;;ity Department of
Mechanical Engineering and a noted he!Jcopter speclahst, IS serving 10 week as a
consultant on air re earch to Paul F. Yaggy, ARL technical direclor.
Dr. Velkoff al 0 will teach a course in beli opler dynamic for the ARL staff and re earchers of the NASAAmes Research Center at Moffell. with which the ARL
conducts ajoinl program in aeronautical research.
Dr. Velkoff started a survey July I of previous efforts
in airfoil research. He will as ess and analyze Ihe adequacy
of all available data and make recommendations for ARL
analytical and experimental research programs. Results of
this study will be available upon reque I by government
agencies and indu trial organizations.
Awarded a BS degree by Purdue University in 1942,
he received MS and PhD degrees in 1952 and 1962 from
Ohio tate University. Dr_ Velkoff has held several consultative positions with Department of Defense agencies
and from 1944 to 1963 was an engineer in the Propulsion
Dr. H. B. VelkofC
Laboratory ofWright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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Anny Library Lists Latest R&D Acquisitions
Recent acqui itioni of the Army Library, lhe Pentagon. Washington. D.C.,
include the following books of po ,ble
interest [0 research and development
personnel.
Accollnling Guide for Delense COIIIfflCIS, 5111 cd., Paul M. Trueger, KC 85
.TS6 A I 1966.
Admllll.,traliofl of Go.'t:rIl111elll Supported Research 11/ Urrivcrsilie,', The, U. S.
Bureau of the Budget, Q ISO .U5 A213
1966.
Aerospllce Ordlllll/ce Hlllldbook, Frank
B. Pollard, UF 563 .P77.
Algorilhm for fdenli[}olng tile Ergodic
Subc/mins and TransIel1/ States of a SIOcfwslic Mlltrix, B. L Fox (Rand), Q ISO
.AI RIS no. 5269.
Alllwiared Bi!>iography on Mili/llry
Civic AClion, Thomas Hall, Z 7164 .C4
H17.
Am'OIaled Bibliography on Syslems
Cost Anllil'sis, P. A. DonVito (Rand), Q
ISO .AI Ris no. 4S4S-1.
Altitudes of Troops ill the Tropics: All
Abridgemelll of Research Reports, U. S.
Army Natick Laboratories, UC 30 .A56
EPT-6.
AUlol/wlion ofa Portloll of NCO uadership Prepamlion Trall/ing. Morris
Showel (HumRRO), U15 .G34a 66-21.
Biologv of Human Adapwbi/ilY, Paul
T. Baker: ed.• QH 546 .B 16.
l Briel Nole., 011 Ilrl! rahoi. Pacoh, and
Phl/ong of the Repllblic oJ VielllUlIl.
Marilou Fromme (CRESS), DS 557 .A6
1"93.
COLLEC /:. A Progmm for Ille Retriewl of Grummmical Informalioll
from All/lOlaled Texl, Martin Kay (Rand),
Q 180 .AI RI8 no. 5243.
(Jmp"cl SlIItistiml M"lhod 01 Topagraphic Represell/atioll. Barry W. Boehm
(Rand) Q ISO .A 1 R IS no. 50S I.
Computer Sy.llem., Anoly>t.,·: I'roblems
of Education. Splf.lcfioll lJnd Training.
Frank Greenwood, HF 5548.2 ,G81.
Co.\t/Be1ltl'!it R{"at;oll~.-Ir;p of the
\1.8.A. Proll rtlmfor the Artll)'. RodDey A.
Edge, U 716 .E23.
riter;a for E"a/Ilalillg Ihe Effecl;"I!Iless of Lihrary OperatiOIlS alld Service.',
PI"... e I: Uteratllrl' Set/l'ch lind SllIle of tire
Art Army Technical Library Improveme~t Studies. Z 678 .A74 v. L
Defmse Mlllwgemem. Stephen En.k.e,
UA 23 .E5S.
Defense l'rowremelll fllIlldbaok. U. S.
Dept. of Defense, KC S5 .U5S21 03 1965.
Descriplion //lId Analytic Discussioll of
Tell Ne,,, COllcept., for Electronics Maill'
/enaTlCI', A. Edgar L. Shriver and Robert
C. Trexler, (HumRRO), U 15•.034a 6623.
De.<igll Ellgineerlllg: Illventi.'elless.
AII/I/",is. alll/ Declsioll ~lll~irlg, John R.
Dixo-;', TA 174.062.
Deparlnrcm of Dl!fellse fllcentil'e COlitrllt/illt< Gil ide, U. S. A...~istant Secretary of
Defense (J&L). KC85 .U5805 D4 1965.
De",'I"pmcllI oj' a POII'lIlial Dl!fl!''''''
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R&D Complex: A Stud)' of MinneapolisS,. Palll, KIrk. DraheIm (Stanford), Q ISO
.U5 D756.
Dictiollllry of Wi/ilar)' aflll
II val
Qllolallom. Robert D. Heinl, U 19 .H46.
DiJJerelllial Games: A Matllemallcal
Theor>' willr AppliC/lliofls to Wmfare lIIlll
P"r.'"il, Co1ltrolurldOpl/llll~lItlOlI,Rufu> P.
[ aacs, QA 270.173.
Ecollomlc Policies Toward uss De"e/op,',l COUll/ric" Harry G. Johnson, HC
59.7. J67.
&ollomic, Departmenl Publications,
1963-1966: Af/ AUliror Index of!Jre Opell
LitPrmure. "'"h Abslructs. Harnet Porch
(Rand), Q ISO .AI RIS 2800-2 suppl.
Effeci of Programed IrlStmction RespoIlSe Condilion, On Acqlli itioll IIl1d
Relellllon. Th." Thomas J. McCrystal and
T. O. Jacob (HumRRO), U 15 .034a 6620.
EjJrclive Writing fOl Enginee;s. Maflagers, cimlisls. HenneHa J. Tichy, PE
140S .T55.
..
Fluid Dynamic Aspecls of BallistICS.
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. TL
500 .NS64 no. 10.
Formal System for the Loilical Analysis of Temporal Rellllionship, Bet,~eClI
llIterl'llls of Time. Roben Malttson
(Rand), Q ISO .AI RIS no. 5279.
Fumlamental SllIdie of Ions alld Plasmas. H. Dean Wi! ted, TL 500 .N864 no.
S.
.
Guide 10 Referellce MarerlOl. Vof. I Sciellce Illld Tec/molog)', Albert J. Walford, Z 1035 .Wt7 1966 v. 1.
Helicopler Del'efopmel/ls. North Atlantic Treaty Organization, TL 500
.NS64 no. 7.
Implemellttlllm., IlIId Ulilizatioll of lire
uader PrepllrallOIl Progr(lm, Paul D.
Hood (HumRRO). U 15 .G34a 67-2.
"ifm·mmioll. Scientific American, Z 699
,S4 L

. ,

Input-Output EctmOmlcs. Wasslly W.
Leontief, HC 106.5 .L5S.
JUI/gle Acou.uics I.: TrallMnlsstO/l and
Audibility of SOl/nds m Ihe J/lIIC le , D. A.
Dobbins, U. S. Army TropiC Test Center,
U 167.5 J8 062S v. I. .
JOSS: User S,:hedullllil alld Resource
Allomlioll. G. E. Bryan (Rand). Q 180
.AI R 18 no. 5216.
LF (llld VLF R.1Ieclioll Lnss ill lire
Lower IOllo.,plr~re: A Tlreo~elll on AbsorpliOIl IIlId rlS AppllCllllOt1. H. G.
8ookcr(Rand). Q 180 .Al RIS no. 5249.
McGraw-ifill MOllem Men of Sc,ence.
Q 141 .MI4.
.
.
MinorilY Gro.up, III Ihe RepubliC of
Vielilam. American Unovers,ty Cultural
Information Analysis Center, DA
pamphlet 550-105. DS 55! ~A5 A558...
MISCOM: All IlIdlvlduai Mw;rll!
Weilpoll System Complller Cost Mi)del, R.
E. Clapp (Rand), Q 180 .Al RIS no.
5142.
Mllilichaill Markov Ren"wal Programs, Eric V. Denardo (Rand), Q ISO
.AI RI8 no. 5208.

Mllltiple-Access Teehlllqlles for Communlcati"" Salelliles, Alllliog Mod,illI'
lion. FrcqllcllI:y·DI,'I,Ion MllllipleXIlI1<
w,d Rfltlted SIgt/1I1 I'rm:essing Melhods,
E. E. Reinhart (Rand)•.QJ80 .AI RI8 no.
5117.
Naro {/I1l1 Ellrope, Andre Beaufre, D 845
.B37.
Predlcling Malerial Bel"'''Ior lI/1der
Lnad. Time alld Temperawu Condiliolls•
H. P. van Leeuwen, TL 500 .NS62 no. 513.
Problems of Soviet Defense Policy
Under Ihe Nell' Regime, Thomas W.
Wolfe (Rand), Q 180 .AI Rl6 no. 309S.
Proccedings of Ille 191h Internalional
Mallagemelll Cmifer<'!lce: The Bridge BeIween Science a",1 Manllgemem. Society
for Advancement of Management, HD 2S
.S673 1964.
Programed 1..I'IImiflg in Viellltlme.le:
COllstructioll and Evaluariol/ of" Short
PracliclIl Langllage COllr.,e. Alfred I. Files
and Dinh Van Ban (HurnRRO). U 15
.034a67-1.
('rolein Billdillg of Small Ions _ A
MlIll,emll/ieal Model of Semm Albumin,
Edward C. DeLand (Rand), Q ISO .AI
RIS no. 5254.
Pnrsuil Rawr Performance: II. Effect" of
Reinforcillil Sncce....i"ely Longer Inter.
"IlL. of COli/in lions Trackillg over Praclice
SeSjiOlIS. Richard W. Sheldon and John
F. Bjork.lund (HumRRO), U 15 .G34a 6622.
R&D: E.<sa}'.. all Ihe economiCS 01
Research allli DCI'elopmel/l, Daniel
Hamberg, HD 20.3 .H 19.
Records. lire Sy.<lems Memory of Aclioll. from lire Syslemation U/fff. Leslie
H. Matthies, HF 5736 .M44.
Role of lire Ullivl!r ilY ill DIC/ellle
R&D. The. Alben Shapero (Stanford),
QISO .U5 S52.
Sepal'll/ed Flows, NATO, AGARD. TL
500 .N864 no. 4.
Sino-So del Mi/iwry Rel(llions. Raymond L. Ganhoff, DK 68.7 .C5 G24.
Small Arms of Ille World: A 8""i,.
A-Iallual of IUiliwry Small Arms. Walter
H. B. Smith. UD 3S0 .S663 1966.
Deia/ Impact of Cybernetic.", Tire,
Charles R. Dechert, Q 3 15 .D29.
Soc/"I Psychology of Orglllllzalioll,
Daniel Katz, HM 131 .K19.
Social Re.'eorclr: lrall!ll>' alld "l1I,lles,
Bernard . Phillips, H 62 .P55.
Some EffeCls of Raised /llIrapll/nrOllary
Pressure III Wall. John Ernsting, TL 500
.A26 no. 106.
So"il!t Cybemelics III Technolo!?y: IX.
ALGEC _
IImlllary IIlId Crilique, Niklau Wirth (Rand), Q ISO .AI RI8 no.
5157.
Space Commullicatiolls Techlliques.
Richard F. Filipowsky, TL 3025 .F48.
Strt/clllrealld DYllamlcsofResmrcIJalld
Explnrll/ary De velopmen I In Defensl!
R&D IlIdllstry. Richard P. Howell. Q 180
.U5 HS5.
Symposilllll orr Ilrl! ArClic H"'I/ Blldgel
alld Almospheric CirClilatiOll, ulke Arro ...IJefld, enlif.. /966. ('raceedillgs. J. o.
Flclcher. ed .• (Rand). QI80 .AI R18 no.
5233.
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Exhibit Van Portrays R&D Activities on Tour of

How research and development activities are providing modern materiel for the
soldier of today, and projecting requiremenv a decade in advance. are deplcted in
a new van exhibit, "Shaping the Army'
Future," which lhi

month began an ex·

tended tour.
Viewer-participation displays. technimated panel and colorful photo artwork.
are used to how how the U. . combat
soldier of today i being equi pped to
move. ee, shoot and communicate beller
than the enemy - and how long-range
R&D planning is preparing to produce
superior materiel.
The viewer can simulate firing the
Drag n. the newest antitank. guided mis·
sile. at a moving target. or he can see how
objects on a nighl-lime baltlefield become
visible through an infmred Metascope.
Exhibit highlights also include a working model of the Sheridan/Shillelagh
weapons system; a technimated model of
orbiting satellite used with ground stations to relay military messages around
the world; and a newly developed
emergency re'pirator, hown in operation.
Other action e"hibits feature mechanized artwork activated by the viewer to
explain the Army's Nike-X Missile System, and a mobile floating assault bridge.
The exhibit i housed In a 12-ton
e"pan ible van which is 38 feel long by
15 feet wide by II fcct high (expanded and
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u.s.

accompanied by a team of four men.
The nation-wide tout began in Winona,
Minn" July 5-8, and will proceed as
follow: July 14-22. Minneapoli •
MIDn.: July 24-28, St, Cloud. Minn.; July
31·Aug. 6, Chippewa Wall, Wis.; Aug. 913. West . Paul Minn.: Aug. 18-27. Des
Moi nes, Iowa; Sepl. 1-7, Huron, S. Oak.•
Sept. 11-16, Texarcana, Tex.; Sept, Ig-22.
pl. 25-30, Lubbock,
Longview. Tex.:
nited
Tex.: Oct. 9-11, AS&lCiation of th
tates Army Annual Meetin , Washington, D.C,; Oct, 26-28, Buffalo. N,Y.

AFMA Expects Conference
Aug. 29-31 to Draw 500
"The Sy tern Concept len. Money,
Management" i the theme of the 14th
national conference of the Armed Forces
Management Association (AFMA) Aug.
29·31 at Ihe Washington Hilton Hotel.
Washinglon, D.C.
More than 500 high-level officials of
lhe Office of the Secretary of Defen e,
Army, Navy. Air Force and private
indu',ry will exchange views on managemenl ideas. lechniques and methods. Discussion will cover the establishment and
I mplementat ion of syslems as a keystone
of improved management melhodology.
Advanced models and the latest developments in computef';, o plical scannets and information di,pJay devices used
by management will be exhibited.
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CHIEF OF R&D and
Manager Ll Gen A. W. Betta cu," the
ribb()o at recent opening c.eremonie
for the Department of the Army tour·
in/{ exhibit, "Sbaping tbe Army'. Fu.
lure," 01 Cameron Slation, Alexandria,
Va. The mobile exhibir waa bulh by th..
V, • Army Exhibit Vnll (AEV) and will
tour the nation under Ih.. aUlpic.. of
U.S. Army Chief of InfoJ'DUItion Maj
Cen Keilh L. Ware, .hown al left with
Lloyd S. uIlivan AEU commander,
The exhibil will be di play"d fr.... 10
the public during a lour of the V. '.
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